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Abstract
This thesis investigates whether graphical timelines assist the process of learning. Promoted
for the teaching of history, where they are considered to provide learners with a "Map of
Time", and help them understand the "Big Picture", there is little research available
concerning their benefits. Considering timelines as examples of multimedia, the thesis
examines how the principles of multimedia learning, often directed more towards learning in
science and technology, could be applied to timelines. The first study was performed in a
UK secondary school. Setting the scene, with a focus on ecological validity, in examples of
real world history teaching it compared the results from groups provided with additional
timeline materials, and control groups without. Finding that timelines did increase
comprehension in one year group, the second and third studies built upon this result,
exploring effects on retention as well as comprehension. Under laboratory rather than
classroom conditions, fictional materials were used to remove effects of prior knowledge.
The experiments were extended by examining participant response times as a way of
assessing the cognitive load associated with the material. The cognitive load measure was
found to correlate with a common self report instrument, and also indicated a lower load for
the timeline material. The results for retention accuracy varied between the studies but
suggested that the expected multimedia effect was not present. Where these studies had
allowed the participant to set the pace, the final study returned to a more school like
condition, with a fixed study time, and explored self generation of timelines, however no
multimedia effect was found. The thesis concludes with reflections on the work and
15




History, and its teaching, is subject to a great deal of political and societal pressure, mostly
around the content but, also involving how it is presented. For many years schools have been
encouraged to use timelines to provide a chronological overview and teach the “big picture”.
In 2011 a government advisor commented that "much can be achieved now in improving
pupils’ sense of time by teachers regularly using timelines" (Maddison, 2011, p. 9). While
timelines are frequently employed by teachers as a teaching aid, and the government points
to their use as beneficial, there is, however, very little evidence in the literature in support of
their benefits as a teaching tool. Timelines are perhaps popular because they have an
intuitive appeal as a connection between time and space, which the literature chapter
discusses as being a deep rooted relationship (albeit with some aspects, such as the direction
of flow, being affected by culture), but again there has been relatively little research into
their effectiveness.
In order to understand whether timelines can help students to understand and learn history, it
is also important to consider learning itself, and how it can be understood, measured and
ultimately improved. There are a wide range of theories of learning, ranging from those of
theorists such as Piaget and Vygotsky, who considered the practicalities of learning, and the
importance of building on existing knowledge through scaffolding, with support from peers
17
or teachers, to theories of learning as memory, considering short and long term memory,
how information is retrieved, and the cognitive load associated with learning new concepts.
In this thesis the focus is on comprehension and retention of information, measuring firstly
whether a learner can extract key information from a source (comprehension), and secondly
whether this information is effectively retrievable at a later point (retention). It does not
consider expert learning which would require the learner to transfer the material to existing
concepts through scaffolding, enabling them to apply the knowledge to other concepts.
Within the literature review, this thesis notes that cognitive load is often used as a measure
of how effective a resource is for learning. Typically research has used self report tests, dual
tasks, or biological measures to put a value on cognitive load. It has been speculated that
response times during assessment could also give an indication of the relative cognitive load
a student is experiencing.
Therefore this thesis has two key aims, the first being to establish whether timelines help
learners understand historical information. The second aim was derived from the literature
around learning and cognitive load; the key question here is whether question response
times during comprehension of the different types of material can be used in place of self
reported cognitive load.
1.1 Aims, research questions and objectives of the research
The research described in this thesis used a quantitative approach to address the research
questions. The majority of the studies were laboratory based but the opportunity was taken
in study one to explore real-world usage of timelines in a school environment.
The primary aim of the studies was to compare the effects on learning of the presentation of
learning material with a high temporal content in graphical form (as a timeline) and textual
form (as a written story). A supplementary aim was to establish if response times could be
used as an effective measure of the cognitive load that the material induces.
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A review of the literature led to the following questions:
• Are timelines as effective as politicians and education advisors suggest, in particular is
information presented in a timeline format more easily understood than text when
people are learning?
• Furthermore, are timelines effective in promoting both comprehension and retention
aspects of learning?
• Since timelines can be considered an example of multimedia combining both graphics
and text, can a commonly used theory of multimedia learning - Mayer’s Cognitive
Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML) be extended beyond its most frequent
application in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
to apply to timelines as well?
• When people are studying materials for learning, do their response times for
comprehension questions correlate with self reported measures of cognitive load?
Five hypotheses were developed from these:
Hypothesis 1: Use of timelines will result in increased comprehension of information when
compared to text.
Hypothesis 2: Use of timelines will result in shorter question response times during
comprehension of information when compared to text.
Hypothesis 3: Use of timelines will result in greater retention of information when
compared to text.
Hypothesis 4: Individual creation of timelines will result in greater retention of information
when compared to provided timelines.
Hypothesis 5: Question response times will correlate positively with self reported estimates
of cognitive load.
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1.2 Structure of the thesis
Chapter one: Introduction
This chapter helps to introduce the reader to the key topics considered in the thesis,
providing a brief overview of the rationale behind the thesis, the methodology employed and
an overview of each of the chapters.
Chapter two: Literature review
The literature review begins with an introduction to time, and our cognitive understanding of
it. From here the discussion extends into an overview of timelines, and in particular their use
in schools. To situate the research further, the literature review goes on to consider the
process of learning, with particular emphasis on cognitive models of learning such as the
dual coding theory and cognitive load theory. The discussion then focuses upon the
Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML), which is considered to be of most direct
relevance to the studies in this thesis. It continues with a critical evaluation of the gaps in
this research, in particular with research mostly limited to science and technology based
subject material, concluding that there are key gaps in the research that this thesis could fill.
The literature review also provides a review of additional factors that may influence learning
through timelines such as spatial ability and motivation. The chapter concludes with a
summary highlighting the gaps that have been identified, and the related research questions
which have been generated. The five hypotheses are presented at this point, and a table is
provided showing how the four studies link to the hypotheses.
Chapter Three - Study One: A Study of Using a Timeline in a UK Secondary School
The first study discussed in this thesis was designed to explore how timelines can be used in
a UK school. Designed in collaboration with teachers, this study compared two equivalent
sets of students as they undertook a history module. In the experimental set the teacher
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taught the material with the addition of extra timeline resources. In the control set the
students were taught with only the traditional materials. The teacher provided previous
assessment scores, predicted scores and assessment scores for the experimental module. The
students were unaware of the study until after it had taken place, and, since the researcher
did not visit the class during the study, nor take part in the teaching or assessment of the
students, this approach provided clear ecological validity for the study. The results indicated
that students in year eight in the experimental condition, who were provided with
supplementary timelines, did show an improvement in their scores in comparison to their
predicted learning trajectory, while those who were in the control condition did not.
Reflection on this study led to a number of questions which studies two, three and four
would seek to answer.
Chapter Four - Study Two: An experimental study on the use of timelines
The second study was designed to take place in a laboratory environment, as this would
allow for the experiment to take place under better controlled conditions. Using a within
participant design, participants were taught about two fictional historical subjects, one by
means of timelines and one using text. Participants were scored on their comprehension
(with materials present) and on their retention (with materials absent). To act as a
distraction, and to gain additional data regarding individual differences that some other
researchers had shown to affect the boundaries of CTML principles, the participants also
undertook a series of cognitive ability tests relating to aspects such as spatial ability,
learning preferences, and multimedia preferences. To explore the aim relating to cognitive
load measures, participants were asked, at key points during the tasks, to report how much
effort they were expending to answer the questions that they were posed during the
experiment. This was then compared to their recorded response times for those questions. It
was shown that response time correlated with self reported cognitive load and could be used
as a useful measure in future studies. The results of the experiment indicated that timelines
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did not have an accuracy effect on comprehension but did reduce response times. During
retention testing however, the accuracy results suggested that text materials were of greater
benefit. Further investigation was required in studies three and four.
Chapter Five - Study Three: An experimental study on the use of timelines with
delayed assessment
Building on the previous work, the third study used the same materials and design as study
two. The key difference was the addition of a delayed retention test, and of additional spatial
ability tests. The results of study three again indicated no accuracy difference in the
comprehension task but, as in study two, text proved to be beneficial in retention, although
this time only in the delayed retention test. Using response times as a measure of load the
results indicated again that, during comprehension, the cognitive load was lower for the
timeline condition.
Chapter Six - Study Four: An experimental study examining text versus timelines and
self creation of each type
The final study chose to focus in on the unexpected retention results, examining only
retention, but it also sought to establish whether the generation of materials such as
timelines had an impact on student learning. In this study participants were required to read
a piece of text about a fictional battle which was augmented with supplementary information
in one of four conditions (Provided Timeline, Provided Notes, Generated Timeline,
Generated Notes). The participant was given a set period of time to review the common text
and to review or generate the additional materials. All materials were then taken away and
an immediate retention task was given. One week later the participants returned and
undertook the delayed retention task. The results again were unexpected, with those who
received supplementary information performing better than those who generated it. In terms
of timelines compared to text, an interaction effect was found with session, whereby
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although both material types showed a decrease in scores between the two assessment
periods, this occurred to a lesser extent in the timeline condition, suggesting that timeline
information could lead to an increased persistence of knowledge.
Chapter Seven
The final chapter discusses the four studies and situates them in the literature. Key
reflections are made, firstly on each of the five hypotheses, and secondly on key principles
from the CTML. The discussion continues with a reflection on the limitations of this work,
and implications for the future.
1.3 Summary
It can be seen from this overview that a wide variety of research areas have informed this
body of work, and should consequently benefit from the studies described in this thesis.
Although the results have not always been as anticipated, they have been meaningful and
can be used as foundations for further explorations. At a time when the UK public is seen to
be questioning experts, it is important to remember that assertions made by those in power
should always have evidence to support them, this thesis is a step in understanding the
relationship between timelines and learning which should eventually lead to a more sound





This chapter places the studies described in this thesis into a broader context of existing
research. It begins with a description of the fundamental nature of time, observing that
unlike the three physical dimensions, where senses of touch and vision can provide
cognitive references, there appears to be no direct sensory mechanism in human (or animal)
physiology concerning the passage of time. Links between time and spatial cognition, both
in terms of language, and experimental findings, are discussed, leading to the notion that
graphical timelines may, by linking to underlying cognitive models in different ways than
equivalent textual representations, assist the comprehension and retention of temporal
information. The promotion of use of timelines in teaching in UK schools is described,
highlighting a lack of evidence of effectiveness to match their popularity. A discussion of
the learning process, with a description of generally accepted underlying cognitive models,
and their reflection of known limits to rates of learning, leads to a description of a set of key
principles developed over many years of work relating to multimedia learning such as that
involved when a graphical timeline is used in conjunction with text (Mayer, 2014a).
Although these principles would seem to be of direct relevance to timelines as examples of
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multimedia where text is combined with a diagrammatic structure, research in connection
with the principles has, however, focused upon examples from science and technology,
where the graphical representation (whether static or dynamic) is usually either a concrete
image, or a diagrammatic illustration of a concept. Research regarding the particular case of
combinations of geographical maps and text are also discussed but, again, the focus has
been found to mostly concern maps with features that directly relate to tangible experience
(landmarks, topology, etc.). Timelines which can be considered to be both "maps of time",
and multimedia in nature, have rarely been studied. The gap between expectations
concerning the use of timelines in education and the sparsity of supporting evidence is
discussed, and the chapter reviews known studies that have examined the use of timelines in
the field, concluding with identification of areas for study.
2.2 Review of the literature
The link between time and space in the mind
The importance of time can be demonstrated through analysis of spoken/written language.
In English, for example, the word "time" is the most frequently used noun (Boroditsky,
2011; van Heuven, Mandera, Keuleers, & Brysbaert, 2014). Time is usually considered to
be the fourth dimension of the world in which we live, an often essential addition to the
three common physical dimensions used to define a point in space, and leading to a more
complete notion of ‘Space-Time’ (DiSalle, 2006; Hawking & Penrose, 2010). Objects,
events, and locations in the three spatial dimensions are generally either directly perceived
with the human senses of touch, sight, and sound, or are located in a mental map using an
internal frame of reference defined by previous experience of those senses (Pasqualotto,
Spiller, Jansari, & Proulx, 2013; Lane, Ball, & Ellison, 2015; Kelly & McNamara, 2010).
We can identify from which direction a noise has emanated, or which direction an aeroplane
in the sky is travelling and, even if the actual magnitudes of extreme microscopic or
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interstellar distances are hard to comprehend, they are simply scalar modifications of more
manageable distances that have previously been sensed through haptic mechanisms of touch
and proprioception, and so can still be readily related to the associated frame of
reference (Pasqualotto et al., 2013; Lane et al., 2015; Kelly & McNamara, 2010). Unlike the
physical dimensions, however, time itself is completely intangible. Although studies have
identified neuronal mechanisms for aspects of time such as interval timing and detection of
simultaneity (Merchant & Yarrow, 2016; Murai, Whitaker, & Yotsumoto, 2016; Rohde &
Ernst, 2014; Iversen & Balasubramaniam, 2016; Wittmann, 2013), there appears to be no
specific sensory organ for time (Bender & Beller, 2014; Gibson, 1975; Srinivasan & Carey,
2010; Matthews & Meck, 2016, 2014; Bausenhart, 2014), and no evidence that sense organs
operate with any notion of absolute time (Vroomen & Keetels, 2010; Keetels & Vroomen,
2012; Bausenhart, 2014). Poppel (2004) contrasts the ease of defining where something is,
by using reliable spatial sensory systems, with the much harder task of specifying when
something happened.
The way that time is both of such fundamental importance, and yet intangible, has intrigued
philosophers and psychologists alike. Philosophers such as Aristotle linked time with
motion in the physical dimensions, and considered that it can only be sensed or measured by
means of observable events (Rau, 1953), while in 4th century AD, St Augustine said "I
measure time in my mind" (Translation quoted from Poppel 2004, p. 296), thus reflecting
the practical consideration that, to recognise a pair of non-simultaneous events must require,
as well as a sensory mechanism, some form of memory for, at least, the earlier event. Early
psychologists, such as James (1890), and Nichols (1891), also considered the relationship
between time and events in physical space, "Awareness of change is thus the condition on
which our perception of time’s flow depends" (James, 1890, p. 261).
A linkage between time and space can be clearly seen in the study of language and
metaphor (Nunez & Cooperrider, 2013; Boroditsky, 2011, 2000; Lai & Boroditsky, 2013;
Hartmann & Mast, 2012; Casasanto & Boroditsky, 2008, 2003; Sinha & Gardenfors, 2014;
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Majid, Gaby, & Boroditsky, 2013; Miles, Betka, Pendry, & Macrae, 2010; Winter,
Marghetis, & Matlock, 2015; Torralbo, Santiago, & Lupianez, 2006; Evans, Bergen, &
Zinken, 2007) providing many examples of times being described, either in terms of
location, or movement, in space. The English language contains temporal location terms
such as ‘long ago’, ‘distant future’, ‘Monday to Friday’, and terms involving movement in
space, such as ‘summer is approaching’, ‘past its sell by date’ or, ‘the meeting has been
brought forward’. For metaphors relating to movement there are also two distinct types
depending upon whether the observer is static with the events/time flowing past them
(moving time), or the observer is moving through a static arrangement of events/time
(moving ego). Early theoretical work by Clark (1973), giving examples of such metaphors
in English, has been extended experimentally by many others (Boroditsky & Ramscar,
2002; Matlock, Ramscar, & Boroditsky, 2005; Bender, Rothe-Wulf, Huther, & Beller, 2012;
Bender & Beller, 2014), exploring use in other languages (Yang & Sun, 2016; Lai &
Boroditsky, 2013), the effects of priming with phrases (McGlone & Harding, 1998;
Boroditsky, 2000), with images (Boroditsky & Ramscar, 2002), with physical
artifacts (Duffy, 2014), using auditory stimuli and responses (Walker, Bergen, & Nunez,
2014), and in real situations outside of laboratories (Matlock et al., 2005; Boroditsky &
Ramscar, 2002). Linkages between metaphors and a wide variety of physical items and
concepts (including space, time, and number), were explored from a linguistic point of view
by Lakoff and Johnson (2003), leading to a framework of Conceptual Metaphor Theory
(CMT) in which it is argued that linkages between metaphors and domains which are in
common use, such as arguments, vision, money or time, reflect actual links at a cognitive
level that assist in reasoning about that domain. Taking a more neurological approach,
Walsh (2003) proposed "A Theory of Magnitude" (ATOM), suggesting that there is a
common mechanism within the brain for comparing magnitudes within a range of domains
(covering space, time, and number, but also including luminance, sound volume, etc). Some
consider these two theories (CMT and ATOM) to be contradictory, whether directly (Bottini
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& Casasanto, 2010), from a developmental point of view (Bottini & Casasanto, 2013), or
from evidence in animals as well as humans (Merritt, Casasanto, & Brannon, 2010).
However, in an overview of the subject, Winter, Marghetis, and Matlock (2015) conclude
that the two theories are mostly complementary and suggest that both should be taken into
account when examining interactions between space and time.
A number of researchers have studied wider interactions between time, space, and number
to provide evidence of underlying common representations or mechanisms. Galton (1880)
noted a number of such interactions, including both numbers and dates in visualised
positions and sequences. Interactions have been studied between space and number in the
SNARC (Spatial Numerical Association of Response Codes) effect identified by Dehaene,
Bossini, and Giraux (1993) where, in its most fundamental form, experiment participants
responding, using yes/no response sensors, such as push buttons placed to their left and
right, generally respond faster when smaller numbers are associated with a ‘left’ response
and larger numbers to a ‘right’ response (Deng, Chen, Zhu, & Li, 2016; Viarouge, Hubbard,
& McCandliss, 2014; Hubbard, Piazza, Pinel, & Dehaene, 2005; McCrink & Opfer, 2014;
Nunez, 2011; Nuerk, Wood, & Willmes, 2005). The extension to linkages between space,
and time, in the theories of CMT and ATOM can also be found experimentally, in the
STEARC (Spatial TEmporal Association of Response Codes) effect, identified by Ishihara,
Keller, Rossetti, and Prinz (2008), and also studied by many others (Fabbri, Cellini, Martoni,
Tonetti, & Natale, 2013; Fabbri, Cancellieri, & Natale, 2012; Mioni, Stablum, & Grondin,
2014; Vallesi, McIntosh, & Stuss, 2011; Marin et al., 2016; Vallesi, Binns, & Shallice,
2008). Both the SNARC and STEARC are considered to arise from interactions between the
activities involved in the experiment and internal representations, for the SNARC effect that
internal representation is in the form of an innate mental number line (MNL) (Rugani et al.,
2017; Fischer & Shaki, 2014; Winter, Matlock, Shaki, & Fischer, 2015), and for the
STEARC effect, a Mental Time Line (MTL) (Bonato, Zorzi, & Umilta, 2012; Boroditsky,
Fuhrman, & McCormick, 2011; Hartmann & Mast, 2012; Arzy, Adi-Japha, & Blanke, 2009;
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Droit-Volet & Coull, 2015). Each of the lines represent their respective quantities increasing
in a given direction. Some of the MTL research has concerned spatial interactions with
estimation of intervals and short duration events (Mioni et al., 2014; Vallesi et al., 2008;
Alards-Tomalin, Leboe-McGowan, Shaw, & Leboe-McGowan, 2014; Bizo, Chu, Sanabria,
& Killeen, 2006; Takahashi, 2006; Morrone, Cicchini, & Burr, 2010; Roitman, Brannon,
Andrews, & Platt, 2007; Ferguson & Martin, 1983; Bonato et al., 2012) while other work
has examined longer durations (Weger & Pratt, 2008; Pitt & Casasanto, 2016; Casasanto &
Bottini, 2010; Aguirre & Santiago, 2017) more akin to those used in daily life and hence
more closely related to commonly used timelines. Frequently researchers have found
cultural differences in the orientation and direction of both mental number lines (Winter,
Matlock, et al., 2015) and mental timelines (Fischer & Shaki, 2014; Wood, Willmes, Nuerk,
& Fischer, 2008; Shaki, Fischer, & Gobel, 2012; Shaki, Fischer, & Petrusic, 2009). In each
specific instance, however, the lines involved in the MNL and MTL provide single
dimensional baselines against which numbers or times can be compared and hence provide a
foundation for the wider uses of the term timeline which often involve two dimensions.
Timelines
The Oxford English Dictionary defines a timeline as: “A graphical representation of a period
of time, on which important events are marked" (Oxford English Dictionary, 2012), and
recording time in this way has a very long history. Early Greek and Roman scholars would
list key names and events in chronological order in books, and in stone carvings etc.
(Grafton & Rosenberg, 2010). Individual lists or chronologies can show absolute dates,
duration of events, and the relationships between events, in terms of their position within the
overall sequence. They can also provide a clear focus on the key items which might
otherwise be hard to pick out from a purely textual narrative. When Eusebius of Caesarea, a
Christian theologian of the fourth century, combined more than one list in a tabular form, it
was then also possible to see inter-relationships, in a temporal sense, between the items in
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the different lists. Grafton and Rosenberg (2010, p. 26) refer to his chronicles as providing
the “model for later timelines for centuries to come”, while Croke (1982, p. 195) describes it
as “one of the most influential books of all time”.
Timelines are used in a wide variety of fields some examples of which can be seen in
Table 2.1
Area of use Examples
Social network trends Khurana et al. (2011)
Large scale data Andre, Wilson, Russell, Smith, and Owens (2007)
Software development Treude and Storey(2009)
Overview of research topics Chen, S, Huang, and Chen, D (2012); Zhang, Liu, and
Zhao (2008)
Digital Forensics Inglot, Liu, and Antonopoulos (2012); Olsson and
Boldt (2009)
Medical data Plaisant, Milash, Rose, Widoff, and Shneiderman (1996)
Personal data and family histories Gemmell, Bell, Lueder, Drucker and Wong (2002);
Bennett, Fraser, and Balaam (2012)
Sensemaking in intelligence analysis Nguyen, Xu, Walker, and Wong (2014)
Producing timelines from text Fulda, Brehmel, and Munzner (2016)
Table 2.1 – Examples of Varied Uses of Timelines
Timelines and schools
One area where the use of timelines is heavily promoted is in the field of education,
particularly in the teaching of history. Educationalists of all types, academics, practitioners,
and politicians, have promoted the use of timelines for teaching history. Keating and
Sheldon (2011, p. 30) illustrate this, quoting from the English Board of Education in 1928
"a few vital dates and facts should, therefore, be driven home at every opportunity
- preferably by the use of a time chart". This view has been maintained, with the national
Adviser for history in Ofsted (The UK Government Office for Standards in Education,
Children’s Services and Skills) saying that "much can be achieved now in improving pupils’
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sense of time by teachers regularly using timelines" (Maddison, 2011, p. 9). Meanwhile
Thornton and Vukelich (1988, p. 79) point out that the value of using timelines is something
that has been asserted, but that these assertions were not empirically based, saying that
"Little can be confidently claimed about the effects of time lines on children’s
understandings", and Burny, Valcke, and Desoete (2009, p. 484) consider such instructional
practices in time-related competences to be "driven by ideology, faddism, politics and
marketing" rather than by empirical evidence.
A few studies have examined aspects of timeline use in education. Masterman and Rogers
(2002) examined the use of interactive multi-media, some of which involved examples of
timelines, to scaffold1 the understanding of chronology by primary age children in an
English school. Although they reported positive outcomes, the work was based upon teacher
feedback rather than any direct, quantitative, measures. Prangsma (2007) studied the effects
of graphics (both pictures and diagrams) in support of learning from historical text and
associated student collaboration, finding that, in her studies, it was only when the graphics
were integrated into timelines that learning (both individual and collaborative), as assessed
by an immediate retention test, increased. However, this was seen to be a short term effect
and was no longer present at a subsequent retention test around 6 weeks later, and a
conclusion is drawn that more work is needed on the understanding and retention of
temporal relationships through the use of timelines. Korallo (2010b) examined the use of
virtual environments to improve learning of historical chronology, and found that learning
could be improved at the immediate testing stage, although, again, delayed retention was not
significantly different from a standard text based teaching approach. There was also
evidence that the engagement of the spatial memory processes involved in navigating virtual
reality environments could increase the amount learned. Extending the work to include
multiple timelines, Korallo, Foreman, Boyd-Davis, Moar, and Coulson (2012) found
1Scaffolding is a widely accepted theory in developmental literature that describes how new topics are
learned by building upon existing concepts. Developed by Wood and Bruner in the 1970’s (Bruner, 2006),
it is also often linked to Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (Chaiklin, 2003).
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benefits for university age students in being able to better remember relationships between
events and to gain a "Big Picture" from virtual reality-based examples of timelines. Most of
these studies have concluded that more research is needed regarding the use of timelines in
learning and, taken together with the high expectations of educationalists regarding their
benefits, as described earlier, it seems clear that there are significant gaps in knowledge in
this area. The most fundamental of these gaps is that politicians and educational
professionals are working to encourage the use of timelines in the curriculum with little
clear evidence to support the benefits. It is suggested that this comes from a long history of
essentially anecdotal experiences (Keeting, 1976; Maddison, 2011), and therefore the first
major gap to address is whether timelines can be empirically shown to improve learning.
Where research has started to explore this gap, it has been limited by its complexity.
Prangsma (2007) and Korallo (2010b) both found graphics and virtual environments could
help in the initial understanding of material, but neither showed an impact in long term
retention. Furthermore Prangsma considered collaboration alongside graphics, while
Korallo used novel virtual environments. Therefore the second objective is to build on their
work, simplifying the question and investigating whether timelines are better than text
information without including the additional aspects of collaboration or novel virtual
environments.
The Process of Learning
Learning is considered by Olson (2015) to be a very important topic in psychology, but one
that is also very hard to define. One starting point is the definition given by Kimble (1961,
p.6) "Learning is a relatively permanent change in a behavioral potentiality that occurs as a
result of reinforced practice". This has proven relatively popular (Houston, 2014; Kimble,
1964). However Olson (2015), while acknowledging its popularity, notes that it is not
universally accepted by psychologists, and suggests that it should simply be considered a
starting frame of reference for more detailed definitions. He does, however, also note a
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wider common public definition, that learning consists of "‘Comprehension, ’‘knowledge,’
or ‘understanding’ gained through practice and experience" (Olson, 2015, p.1). This, more
general, description aligns well with a cognition focused definition used by Paas and Sweller
(2014, p. 41), "Any change in long-term memory involving an accumulation of
information", which is the basis of the definition adopted in this thesis. The requirement for
‘accumulation’ matches the term ‘gained’ in the earlier, common, view and ensures that it is
an increase in knowledge/skill that is being examined and not any loss through ageing or
disease for example.
There are also different stages or depths of learning to be considered. The first stage
involving an ability to recognise an item, image, or pattern, when it arises
subsequently (Malmberg, 2008; Freeman, Heathcote, Chalmers, & Hockley, 2010; Besson,
Ceccaldi, Didic, & Barbeau, 2012). At a deeper level such items, images, or patterns can be
actively recalled at a later stage in response to an indirect prompt or cued recall (Aue, Criss,
& Fischetti, 2012; Mulligan & Picklesimer, 2012; Salthouse, 1982). Having an
understanding of the meaning of the item, image, or pattern is a yet deeper step while the
deepest level involves the notion of transfer (Barnett & Ceci, 2002) where the knowledge
and understanding can be correctly applied to a different situation. For example learning
about percentages in mathematics at school, and then being able to apply this while
shopping when there is a sale on.
Within this thesis, the term comprehension is used in the sense that it often is in schools,
where the students are assessed on their ability to extract relevant information, and answer
specific questions on material that they have been given. In schools, students are often asked
to summarise sources, or to answer questions based on such reading material. Thus
comprehension is considered to be the ability to use materials to find the answer without
necessarily understanding the complete content in depth.
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Critical characteristics of the cognitive system underlying learning
Many models of human cognition, memory, and processing, have been proposed. The
various models aim to match and explain empirical observations/measurements, clinical
neurological examinations (both by surgery and by brain scanning), and pharmacological
effects. Some of these operate at the neuronal level and attempt to build “bottom up”
models (Eliasmith et al., 2012). Most however, aim to fit “top down” models with the
various observed effects. In early work on a frequently cited theory of memory, Bartlett
(1932) proposed that learning involves the creation of "Schemas", patterns that can be
subsequently recognised or performed as patterns of activities. In another classic study,
Miller (1956), reinforced in later work by Simon (1974), explored some limits to memory
capacity, and proposed that effective capacity is increased when discrete items are
associated together in "chunks". Miller’s paper focused upon short term or "immediate"
memory, while Bartlett (1932) was more concerned with longer term memories. Their
concepts of "schemas" and "chunks" have some strong similarities however, since both
relate to grouping items together. Most of the memory and processing models in popular use
take account of observable limits to the number of items that can be handled simultaneously
while being incorporated into schemas or chunks, and use a notion of short term or
‘working’ memory where connections are made, both between items in that memory, and
also with items in long term storage that can then assist in their later retrieval. The models
differ in whether they consider this short term/working memory to be distinct from the long
term storage (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Baddeley, Kopelman, & Wilson, 2004; Baddeley
& Hitch, 1975; Baddeley & Hitch, 2000) or whether the underlying memory resources are
the same, but the level of activation/depth of recoding is the critical differentiator in respect
of short/long term retention (Cowan, 1988, 2014, 2001; Craik & Lockhart, 1972). The initial
notion of levels of processing (LOP) proposed by Craik and Lockhart (1972), that the deeper
the initial processing taking place during the learning, the greater the retention that will
result, is considered an important framework (Craik, 2002; Loaiza, McCabe, Youngblood,
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Rose, & Myerson, 2011; Ekuni, Vaz, & Bueno, 2011), with, for example, applications in
learning from combinations of text and maps (Scevak & Moore, 1998). Extending the
framework to take account of the expected style of testing for recall, resulted in the concept
of Transfer Appropriate Processing (TAP) suggested by Morris, Bransford, and Franks
(1977), where the format of the learning activities, and the associated material information
should be matched to the expected recall tests in order to result in the strongest retention (as
measured by the particular test). Many of the studies that have shown the effects of both
LOP and TAP, have been word based (Mulligan & Picklesimer, 2012; Morris et al., 1977;
Craik & Lockhart, 1972), but those examining images (Intraub & Nicklos, 1985),
diagrams (Lowe & Boucheix, 2008), and map/text combinations (Scevak & Moore, 1998),
could have relevance in the context of timelines.
There are critics of the detail of each of the memory and associated processing models;
Nairne (2002) points out experimental contradictions with simple theories of short term
memory, while Jones, Macken, and Nicholls (2004) argue that short term memory need not
be a separate construct, but can instead be explained as an artefact of process. However,
overall, there appears to be a consensus regarding both the medical and empirical evidence,
that it is possible to differentiate between not only the retention time of short term and long
term memories, but also their relative storage capacities (Unsworth & Engle, 2007; Ma,
Husain, & Bays, 2014). It is these limitations that impact upon the bandwidth or rate at
which learning that can take place and form crucial foundations for a number of learning
theories that seek to optimise learning.
Dual Coding Theory (DCT)
In studies relating to learning and recall, and to verbal and visual representations Paivio
(1991) developed a Dual Coding Theory (DCT) which postulates that verbal and non-verbal
(usually visual) information is both handled, and stored, separately, and that each can
provide a trigger for the recall of the other (Clark & Paivio, 1991). These internal mental
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images, and verbal symbols, which he termed "logogens" and "imagens" respectively, can
be produced by the various sensory inputs: auditory, visual, haptic, and motor properties
- with different imagens and logogens for each mode. Although independent, the two
systems interact so that each can activate the other and can therefore have additive effects,
resulting in increased power of recall. A picture with a clearly identifiable subject that can
be named, or a word that also brings to mind a clear picture, are both more memorable than
an abstract picture, or a concept word with no obvious related image. The way that concrete
nouns can bring to mind associated images also provides a possible explanation for the
Picture Superiority Effect (Shepard, 1967; Paivio & Csapo, 1973) where images are
generally recalled better/faster than words because the pictures are coded twice (or more
strongly in a depth of processing model), once as the visual version, and once as the verbal
version. It should be stressed that the dual coding, as described above, relates to the
processing channels and not necessarily to the sensory channels involved. A spoken word
may conjure up an image, while also being processed as a verbal symbol. A word, read in
text form, and so using only a visual sensory channel, could also produce both its verbal
symbol and an associated image.
Paivio and others have continued research to support and widen the scope of the
theory (Paivio, 2014; Paivio & Sadoski, 2011), examining bilingual aspects (Paivio, Clark,
& Lambert, 1988; Paivio & Lambert, 1981), physiological evidence (Welcome, Paivio,
McRae, & Joanisse, 2011; Kounios & Holcomb, 1994), and extension to other sensory
modes, of sound (Crutcher & Beer, 2011; Bolls, 2002), and smell (Lwin, Morrin, &
Krishna, 2010). The further research has also provided context or contrast for related
work (Sadoski, Paivio, & Goetz, 1991; Paivio & Sadoski, 2011; Paivio, 2013; D’Agostino,
O’Neill, & Paivio, 1977) and, of particular relevance to the studies here, its application to
education (Paivio, 2008), text (Sadoski, Kealy, Goetz, & Paivio, 1997), and maps (Kulhavy,
Stock, Woodard, & Haygood, 1993; Diana & Webb, 1997) where the work incorporated the
DCT into a specific hypothesis of Conjoint Retention (Kulhavy, Lee, & Caterino, 1985)
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which is discussed later.
The DCT has frequently been used to justify the use of pictures combined with text in
learning materials. However, when considering a wide range of diagrammatic
representations, Schnotz and Bannert (2003) point out that Paivio’s dual coding theory can
be too simplistic, and that both the form of graphical representation, and the prior
knowledge and ability level of the reader, are very important considerations. In some cases
the addition of graphical representations can actually interfere with the learner’s formation
of a mental model. It should also be noted that, whilst the DCT and associated
research (D’Agostino et al., 1977; Sadoski & Paivio, 2004; Carney & Levin, 2002; Paivio &
Csapo, 1973), do discuss differences between concrete and abstract words, the majority of
the studies involved still use pictures of identifiable objects rather than abstract pictures
(where there may be much less of a connection with an equivalent textual representation).
Timelines may incorporate images (see for example Figure 2.1) or be more plain in style (see
Figure 2.2), but should be considered, in any case, as images or graphics in their own right.
The Oxford English Dictionary (2012) certainly considers them as graphics in the following
definition of a timeline: "A graphical representation of a period of time, on which important
events are marked". Aigner, Miksch, Schumann, and Tominski (2011) take a similar view of
them as graphical representations when describing their history and use. Prangsma, Boxtel,
Kanselaar, and Kirschner (2009) noted that images can be concrete or abstract. Timelines
are an excellent example of an abstract image, where the layout of the text information in a
chronological and graphical style results in an image or "big picture" which adds value to
the text. In a timeline, not only does the date convey when something happened, its position
within the timeline also gives a visual reminder. Furthermore timelines provide additional
context and a visual ordering of events, which can be much harder to convey, and read, when
in a text form. Some timelines, however, use pictures, cartoons, or pictorial symbols to mark
events or provide linked information, and so become more of composite image mixing
concrete and abstract. However, whether a single abstract image, or including concrete
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sub-images, it is acceptable to consider the overall two dimensional timeline as an image,
especially when considered in contrast to written text. The DCT therefore should have
relevance in studies concerning the cognitive effects of timeline representations. Moreover,
if timelines are considered to be "maps of time" (Salomon, 2012; Christian & McNeill,
2011), then the more specific application of the DCT to learning from maps in the Conjoint
Retention Hypothesis (Kulhavy et al., 1985) could also have some relevance.
Conjoint Retention Hypothesis (CRH)
The Conjoint Retention Hypothesis (Kulhavy et al., 1985) is essentially a specific example
of the DCT applied to learning where both a graphical map and directly associated text are
provided. Early work by Dean and Kulhavy (1981) examining increases in comprehension
and retention of information when a map was used in conjunction with text, led to further
examination (Abel & Kulhavy, 1989), some of which suggested that to be effective, the
maps needed to have a distinct structure (Abel & Kulhavy, 1989) and be shown before the
text (Kulhavy, Stock, & Kealy, 1993; Verdi, Johnson, Stock, Kulhavy, & Whitman-Ahern,
1997). Examination of the hypothesis by other researchers failed to replicate the results
however, finding no difference against learning from lists (Griffin & Robinson, 2005; Ungar,
Blades, & Spencer, 2000). Most of the studies concerned geographical maps, but
some (Newbern, Dansereau, & Patterson, 1997) extended the work to spatial-semantic
displays such as concept maps of text, and to knowledge maps/mindmaps, both of which are
structures more akin to timelines, although pointing out the need for further research in the
area, as does Vekiri (2002). Although there is an attraction to viewing a timeline as a "map
of time", benefiting from any conjoint retention, the first priority in this thesis is to address
the role of timelines as graphic elements of multimedia in the CTML.
Both dual coding theory and the conjoint retention hypothesis link increased learning to
multiple channels or routes to the memory. However, effective learning also needs to ensure
that those channels are not overloaded with information and the appropriate design of
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Figure 2.1 – Example of a timeline containing images (original in colour)
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learning materials needs to take into account the associated cognitive loads.
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) While studying the problem solving process, and
comparing approaches taken by experts with those of novices, Sweller (1988) developed
Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller, 1988, 1994; Sweller & Chandler, 1994; van Merrienboer
& Sweller, 2005; Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2004; Sweller, 2010). In this it is argued that
materials used for learning (text, diagrams, slides, etc.) result in three identifiable loads on
the learner’s cognitive system. An “intrinsic” or “essential” load that reflects the
fundamental information content of the item/concept being learned, an “extraneous” load
reflecting the effort that is needed to understand the particular way in which the learning
item is presented (for example, distracting borders around a diagram can unduly increase
this load) and the “germane” or ”generative” load, the cognitive load associated with making
the necessary connections to understand and store the item. His work on problem solving
examined the different ways in which an expert can "short circuit" some of the steps that
novices have to go through, in order to reach a conclusion much more rapidly. He built upon
the concept in Miller’s work that there is a limit to working memory capacity, highlighted
the heavy cognitive load that novices undergo when solving problems, and suggested that, in
some cases, this must overload their cognitive processing capacity so that there is no
capacity left to transfer the learning into long term memory (Sweller, 1988).
Considering the DCT and the CLT, it is possible then that timelines could be beneficial for
learning as they would trigger dual coding through the visual and verbal pathways, and may
maximise the germane load through helping to visualise relationships. However there are
many ways that inappropriate, irrelevant, or duplicate information on the timeline may also
act as a distraction that could produce additional extraneous load on the learner, overloading
their capacity, and thus preventing successful learning. Appropriate construction of
timelines therefore requires an understanding of how to minimise these extraneous loads
through an overall understanding of how learning from multimedia works.
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The Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML)
While it is possible to conceive of a timeline without any text at all, perhaps one showing the
order of events by just using images of those events on a line, in all common cases a
timeline will also include some text, at least in the form of axes, possibly a key, and
labels/descriptions of events. In a practice guide produced for the United States Department
of Education, Pashler et al. (2007) consider that the incorporation of diagrams, with
associated prose, into multimedia learning materials, can provide tangible learning benefits.
Finding there to be a‘moderate’ level of supporting evidence (studies where either external
validity or internal validity, but not both, are high, with the corresponding validity
moderate), they cite an example, from mathematics, of the incorporation of a graphical
number line into instructional material (Moreno & Mayer, 1999b). The Cognitive Theory of
Multimedia Learning (CTML) developed by Mayer (2005), and supported in his many
subsequent studies (Mayer, 2009a; Massa & Mayer, 2006; DeLeeuw & Mayer, 2008) would
consider the incorporation of a timeline into a history text as an example of multimedia. The
definition used (Mayer, 2014a, P.2) being "Presenting words (such as printed text or spoken
text) and pictures (such as illustrations, photos, animation, or video)". The CTML has three
major foundations: Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller, 1988, 2010), Paivio’s Dual
Coding Theory (Paivio, 1991; Clark & Paivio, 1991), and previous work by Mayer (1996)
and Wittrock (1992), concerning active learning and organising/integrating new information
with existing knowledge. In essence the theory argues that the dual channels implied by
DCT, with their processing limitations defined by CLT, will be most efficiently used for
learning when both channels are used at, or near, capacity and when the material to be
learned involves suitable multimedia representations to bring this about, and is in a form that
encourages linkages to be made, both between the representations, and with existing
knowledge. The CTML takes these ideas as foundations, and derives a wide range of
different principles for instructional design from them, each tested via research. It should be
noted that these principles have been adapted and amalgamated multiple times in the
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literature, and are not seen to either be mutually exclusive, or an exhaustive set of principles.
Instead they are proposed as guidelines which may help when using multimedia in learning.
The principles within the CTML have been experimentally explored by Mayer (2014a) and
many others (Frey & Sutton, 2010; Adesope & Nesbit, 2012; van Genuchten, Scheiter, &
Schuler, 2012; Eilam & Poyas, 2008; Lee, Hsiao, & Ho, 2014), in a variety of ways, and a
comprehensive summary of the work is provided by A Handbook of Multimedia
Learning (Mayer, 2014a). During the time between the first steps towards a comprehensive
theory (Mayer & Gallini, 1990; Mayer & Sims, 1994) and the publication of the Handbook,
the instructional design value of some of the principles defined within has been increased by
the inclusion of greater definition of the boundaries of applicability and identification of the
way that, in some cases, outside of those boundaries, the effects may reverse and become
counterproductive.
When considering timelines as an example of multimedia it is clear that some of these
principles are more relevant than others. This discussion takes the opportunity here to reflect
on some of the relevant principles and how they should be applied to timelines. More detail,
including references to related research, can be found in Tables A.1 and A.2 on page 236.
Multimedia principle Learning is increased when the materials used contain words and
pictures rather than just words. Timelines are seen to be a type of picture or map. They
allow the user to see the "big picture" and can (based on DCT and CRH) help people to
remember information as they may be able to encode the information twice, first as a
verbal/text through reading the content, and secondly (perhaps more importantly for gaining
understanding of the historical context) the ability to recall the whole picture. Remembering
that a name appeared on the right hand of the page, may help a student to put events in order
even if they cannot remember the exact date that it occurred.
Split Attention Learning is increased when learners do not have to split their attention
between several sources of information - Well designed timelines follow this principle, as
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they can act as a summary document for a wide range of resources. By viewing each small
event as a large "picture" the student does not have to read through many small paragraphs
about events, but instead sees how they link or interact through the chronological map of a
timeline. This principle has two closely related principles, that of Spatial Contiguity- the
learning is increased when text and associated graphics are physically close together and
that of Temporal Contiguity - People learn better when corresponding words and pictures
are presented simultaneously rather than in succession.
Redundancy Learning is reduced when the same information is provided in multiple
forms or is over elaborate in extraneous detail. As timelines are often attempting to display a
large amount of chronological information in a relatively small area, they need to be both
concise and precise. As a picture can be worth 1000 words, a timeline could also be said to
be the equivalent of 1000 words.
Signalling/Cueing Learning is increased when key information is pointed out by visual
cues such as colour coding or bold text. Timelines often feature clear headings, borders, or
the use of colour to distinguish between events. Sometimes themes can be highlighted in the
timeline to add a further dimension (e.g. for a timeline showing reasons leading to the
second world war, economic, social, political and religious events may be colour coded
differently).
Coherence Learning from multimedia lessons can be increased when the graphics are
relevant to the goal (and conversely decreased when they are not). Care must be taken that
unnecessary detail is not included if that may distract the learner as a "seductive detail" or
confuse the learner and hence result in what Sweller (2010) termed, extraneous load.
Generative Drawing Encouraging learners to produce their own diagrams while learning
can increase learning (Van Meter & Garner, 2005; Van Meter, Aleksic, Schwartz, & Garner,
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2006; Lin et al., 2017; Schmeck, Mayer, Opfermann, Pfeiffer, & Leutner, 2014). This is
included here as teachers often encourage students to build their own timeline based on
multiple sources of information.
The absence of timelines as examples of CTML
There are many more principles in the CTML but these are considered the most important
for timelines. It should be noted, however, that Mayer (2014b) does not address timelines
directly, nor does any of the related research; indeed Ayres (2015) points out that the vast
majority of studies have involved STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics)
subjects, and that most of the research has only been carried out in laboratory conditions.
Outside of these STEM based studies, a language based study is discussed by Kalyuga and
Sweller (2014), an accountancy based study by Blayney, Kalyuga, and Sweller (2016, 2010)
and a history based study (which was focused upon historical enquiry and not timelines) by
McNeill, Doolittle, and Hicks (2009). Furthermore the diagrams used in many of the CTML
studies are also generally in the form of illustrations (the workings of a car braking system,
or an air pump) or directly representational (the physics behind a lightning strike, or a
schematic diagram of a pulley system) and so these can be considered as concrete images.
In contrast, a timeline usually provides a more abstract image. There is therefore a
significant gap in the CTML literature regarding whether the principles can be effectively
applied outside of the STEM subjects, and to abstract rather than concrete images.
An Integrated Model of Text and Picture Comprehension (ITPC)
The CTML is not the only model of multimedia learning, Schnotz and Bannert (2003) also
examined multimedia learning, with DCT and CLT as foundations (Schnotz, Ludewig, et al.,
2014; Schnotz & Kurschner, 2007; Schnotz, Mengelkamp, Baadte, & Hauck, 2014)
resulting in an Integrated Model of Text and Picture Comprehension (ITPC). In the ITPC,
however, the notion of visual and textual/auditory channels is further extended to take
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account of research into text comprehension (Kintsch & Van Dijk, 1978; Graesser, Millis, &
Zwaan, 1997) which suggests that readers/listeners produce three distinct mental
representations; an initial surface representation that simply reflects the words used
(allowing them to be repeated even if not understood), a propositional model that reflects the
individual ideas contained in the words, and finally, at the deepest level, a mental or
semantic model of the content. Schnotz and Bannert (2003) propose that graphical
information is also assimilated at those levels, so, for example, a diagram such as a timeline
may be comprehended at the surface level merely as lines on a page, in more depth as
showing the relationship between events, and, at the deepest semantic level, as the history
that it is conveying (Schnotz & Baadte, 2015). Unlike the CTML, where the text and image
representations are considered as separate until eventually integrated into long term memory,
the ITPC suggests that both the propositional and the semantic models are based on all
modes of information (also incorporating relevant items from long term memory). While
there are differences between the CTML and the ITPC, they are not relevant in the context of
this thesis, as both suggest that multimedia will be beneficial to learning, albeit by different
methods, and this thesis is interested in whether timelines can improve learning, not exactly
how the learning has occurred. As the CTML has had more research based upon it, and the
principles are more clearly defined, it is appropriate in this work to consider the CTML as
the guiding method for this body of work, and to use it to structure the experiments and the
understanding of how timelines can support the learning of historical concepts.
Estimating Cognitive Load
When assessing the effectiveness of different types of educational material in order to
develop guidelines for creation of the most effective content, it is necessary to measure, or at
least estimate, the cognitive load involved since material that overloads the cognitive
capacity of the learner will not be fully retained. There are a number of ways in which
cognitive load can be assessed. Generally cognitive load assessment methods can be
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divided (Brunken, Seufert, & Paas, 2010) into: subjective ratings (Hart & Staveland, 1988;
Paas, Tuovinen, Tabbers, & Van Gerven, 2003; Leppink, Paas, Van der Vleuten, Van Gog, &
Van Merrienboer, 2013; Hart & Staveland, 2005), performance measures such as accuracy
and response times (Van Zandt & Townsend, 2014), including performance of dual
tasks (Brunken, Plass, & Leutner, 2003; Piolat, Olive, & Kellogg, 2005), behavioural
measures such as voice changes (Khawaja, Chen, & Marcus, 2014), and physiological
measures such as: Galvanic Skin Response(Nourbakhsh, Wang, Chen, & Calvo, 2012),
heart rate (Mulder, 1992; Cranford, Tiettmeyer, Chuprinko, Jordan, & Grove, 2014), and
pupil dilation/blink rate (Zekveld, Heslenfeld, Johnsrude, Versfeld, & Kramer, 2014; Chen
& Epps, 2013). Subjective measures are commonly used since they are relatively easy to
incorporate (van Gog & Paas, 2008; Paas et al., 2003). Early work, adapting scales used in
general workload assessment, by Paas and Van Merrienboer (1993) resulted in the subjective
cognitive load measure (SCL) using a seven or nine point Likert scale, and which Kalyuga,
Chandler, and Sweller (1999) considered to be both sensitive and reliable. This has been
refined (van Gog & Paas, 2008) and used by many others (Ayres, 2006; Kuhl, Scheiter,
Gerjets, & Edelmann, 2011; Lin et al., 2017), although Brunken et al. (2003) highlight its
broad nature as being unable to differentiate between task difficulty, individual competency
or different levels of attention. Another popular scale, originally developed for assessing
pilot workload, the NASA - TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1988) has also been adapted for use in
assessing cognitive loads in learning (Paas, Ayres, & Pachman, 2008; Mayes, Sims, &
Koonce, 2001). Wiebe, Roberts, and Behrend (2010) compared the TLX and the SCL,
finding similar results at high levels of intrinsic load (the load due to the subject of study
itself, rather than any aspect of the presentation), but higher sensitivity in the SCL at lower
levels of intrinsic load. This latter finding, together with the overall popularity of the SCL in
the field of multimedia research, Paas et al. (2003) for example, noted 24 studies that had
used it, suggests that it is the measurement to use in studies of timelines as examples of
multimedia.
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It should be noted, however, that a number of the cognitive load measures, including the
SCL, rely on interrupting the learner to establish the load they are undertaking. While some
work has used biological measures, these too can interrupt the naturalistic experience and
act as an additional confound when considering the translation of studies in the laboratory to
real world environments. It has been suggested that response times could be used as an
accurate method for measuring the level of load a learner is experiencing (Chen et al., 2016),
but there is limited research in this area. Therefore a key gap in the cognitive load research
is understanding whether response times can be used as an alternative to the more
commonly used SCL.
Learner preferences, spatial abilities, and other factors for consideration
In addition to multiple theories about learning and associated loads, it is also important to
consider other factors which may influence the ability to study, store and reflect upon
information so that it can be learned. This next section provides an overview of the key
aspects that should be considered when designing studies to address the earlier highlighted
research gaps.
Learner Preferences During learning there are two fundamental elements that have to be
considered, the materials used and the learner themselves. The idea that learners have
preferred styles of learning such as visual, auditory, verbal, and kinesthetic, and that
learning can be improved by ensuring that the learning materials and approach are adapted
to the learner‘s preference, has been popular in education for many years. Indeed whole
industries have built up based upon assessing learning styles and suitably adapting materials.
Pashler, McDaniel, Rohrer, and Bjork (2008), referring to a "thriving set of commercial
activities" (p. 106), point to a study describing 71 different schemes, and conclude that there
is no strong, methodologically sound, evidence to support any of the theories. A similarly
forthright view was put forward by Kirschner (2017) in a paper entitled "Stop propagating
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the learning styles myth". The absence of a statistically sound link between preferences and
performance has also been highlighted by a number of others (An & Carr, 2017; Cuevas,
2015; Rogowsky, Calhoun, & Tallal, 2015; Abdul-Rahman & du Boulay, 2014; Nixon,
Gregson, & Spedding, 2007). In a large scale synthesis of meta-analyses covering a wide
range of possible influences on academic achievement, Hattie (2008, p.195-197) examined
eight meta-analyses, covering 411 studies, but questioned the validity of a number of these,
and concluded, with reference to an extensive study by Coffield, Moseley, Hall, and
Ecclestone (2004) (which contained many criticisms regarding overstatement, limited
impact, and a focus on commercial advocacy), that while learning strategies, and promotion
of enjoyment of learning, had benefits, the same could not be said for learning styles. A
related review of research reported by Sutton Trust (2018) also considered there to be
limited evidence for the effectiveness of adapting teaching and learning materials to learning
styles and judged any impact to be low. Pashler et al. (2007) and Mayer and Massa (2003)
did, however, find links (albeit without statistically strong effects) between preferences and
performance in some specific examples of multimedia learning (Massa & Mayer, 2006), and
a few other researchers have also found evidence to support the theories (Hoffler,
Koc-Januchta, & Leutner, 2017; Haciomeroglu & LaVenia, 2017), especially when the
preferences are measured multidimensionally. None of these has examined timelines in any
way however, and, since the effects may differ for this type of material, the inclusion of
suitably targeted assessments of learner preferences could be justified in studies of learning
through timelines as an exploration of their relevance and applicability for the optimisation
of learning processes and materials in the situations examined.
Spatial Ability The improved memory for the combination of maps and text that results
from conjoint retention theory has been linked to engagement of spatial memory and
associated abilities (Robinson, Robinson, & Katayama, 1999) and similar links have been
found in studies concerning the understanding and retention of diagrams and texts (Miyake,
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Friedman, Rettinger, Shah, & Hegarty, 2001; Pazzaglia & Moe, 2013; Thorndyke & Stasz,
1980; Hochpochler et al., 2013; Sanchez & Wiley, 2014). Of the five main elements of
spatial ability summarised by Carroll (1993), two were identified as having the strongest
relevance in a meta-analysis of visualisation experiments by Hoffler (2010). These were
“spatial visualisation” and the connected measure of “spatial relations”. Many studies of
multimedia learning have examined these factors (Massa & Mayer, 2006; Bednarz & Lee,
2011; Pazzaglia & Moe, 2013; Brunken et al., 2003) and hence further experiments
extending multimedia learning to other materials, such as timelines, should incorporate both
spatial relation measures for comparison. Commonly used measures in this regard are
mental rotation tests (MRT): (Shepard & Metzler, 1971; Hegarty, 2004; Miyake et al., 2001;
Pazzaglia & Moe, 2013), and object location memory measures (OLM): (Peebles & Jones,
2014; Haladjian & Mathy, 2015). In addition Baddeley and Andrade (2000) consider that
vividness of imagery interacts with long term memory and hence assessment of abilities in
this regard should also be included in investigations of multimedia learning. It should be
noted that these spatial relation measures relate to the multimedia approach involved here,
rather than the wider spatial memory aspects investigated in studies using virtual
reality (Korallo et al., 2012; Korallo, 2010b; Foreman, Boyd-Davis, Moar, Korallo, &
Chappell, 2008).
Age and development Age has frequently been shown to be a significant factor in visual,
spatial, and text processing memory/abilities (Borella, Ghisletta, & de Ribaupierre, 2011;
Borella, Meneghetti, Ronconi, & De Beni, 2014; Meneghetti, Fiore, Borella, & De Beni,
2011; Salthouse, Babcock, Skovronek, Mitchell, & Palmon, 1990), with significant age
related declines in older adult performance, in all of these. A large scale Internet based
study by Brockmole and Logie (2013) suggested that visual working memory abilities peak
around age 20, declining almost linearly thereafter. Studies of multimedia learning with
adults should therefore examine age as a potential factor in any performance variation. For
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any studies of timeline use in schools, as well as age, there is also a related developmental
aspect to be taken into account which concerns the level of understanding of history/time
itself. Piaget (1969), considered time to be a particularly difficult concept for children to
grasp and this view, through its incorporation into an influential report2 in England
"Children and their Primary Schools" (CACE, 1968), had a long-term effect upon history
teaching in the UK (Thomas, 1990). The view that history could not be successfully taught
until adolescence held sway until the late 1980s and beyond. Hoodless (1996) and Zaccaria
(1978) considered that students, on average, only develop the ability to operate at the formal
level of thinking between 16.5 and 18.2 years, and that this is a full 4 years later than the
same stage (on average) in mathematics and science. More recent studies by historians,
educators, and psychologists (Friedman, 1982; Dawson, 2004; Hoodless, 1996; Stow &
Haydn, 2000b), that have explored children’s understanding of time in a variety of ways,
have however, departed from these Piagetian views. In partial explanation Hoodless (2002)
points to today’s children having much greater exposure to travel, media, IT, etc., resulting
in a much better understanding of time. Her research with children aged between 3 and 9
years, and using conversations about stories as the material for the analysis, showed that, in
the right context, use of temporal terms and ability to sequence chronologically is often
present at these ages. Burny, Valcke, and Desoete (2009), quoting from a variety of studies
where children show significantly greater understanding of temporal matters at much earlier
ages than Piaget would suggest, conclude that the concepts put forward by Piaget, although
still useful when considering development, are incomplete. They also highlight both the
importance of instruction in temporally related competences, and the need for a systematic
approach to such instruction, while observing that there is very little related research
available to show how to do this.
Motivation Learning is an active process in which learners need to engage with the
learning material, and their motivation to do this can also have a major bearing on
2usually referred to as ‘The Plowden Report’ after Lady Plowden who chaired the committee involved.
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comprehension and retention (Leutner, 2014; Heidig, Muller, & Reichelt, 2015; Mayer,
2014b).
Prangsma et al. (2009) noted that learning had three components, Effectiveness (accuracy),
Efficiency (speed of learning and retrieval), and being Pleasant to the learner (which can be
interpreted as the materials being engaging, or motivating). Similarly Palmer (2005) notes
that “Motivation is a prerequisite and co-requisite for learning”. Work by Vygotsky and
Piaget also placed the emphasis on the learner, requiring them to self-motivate and explore
materials, either through the provision of taught experiences (Piaget) or through
collaboration and interaction (Vygotsky). It is clear that motivation is required to learn
successfully, however, it is not always clear what the motivation is. Researchers often
discuss intrinsic or extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation is being motivated purely by
interest and enjoyment, for example playing along with a quiz on the television, whereas in
contrast, extrinsic motivation has an obvious reward; to continue the example, the quiz show
contestant will have a monetary motivation. Research has suggested that intrinsic motivation
is better for learning, with extrinsic motivation sometimes being detrimental to the learning
process (Deci, Koestner, & Ryan, 2001).
Building upon the foundations of the CTML, Moreno (2006) proposed the
cognitive-affective theory of learning with media (CATLM) which takes account of
motivational factors, but observed that existing research gave only limited support to the
theory and was mostly laboratory based. Subsequent studies (Park, Plass, & Brunken, 2014;
Park, Flowerday, & Brunken, 2015) showed that a number of motivational factors could
affect learning, and that a balance needed to be found when designing multimedia materials,
between the inclusion of decorative illustrations to engage the learners’ interest, and the
need to minimise distraction and maintain coherence, as promoted by the CTML (Mayer,
2014a; Harp & Mayer, 1998).
In this thesis it is anticipated that the timelines will increase motivation by making the
learning material more accessible and interesting to the learner. However, as motivation in
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learning is a large area of research in its own right, it would not be possible to do it justice in
this thesis alongside measuring learning. Instead it will be noted that timelines may be
expected to improve learning through motivation, but it will not be measured or explored as
a key aspect of this work.
2.3 Summary and Research Context
From the literature discussed above a number of conclusions can be drawn. There are many
proponents of the use of timelines to teach history (Maddison, 2011; Hodkinson, 2011;
Pickford, 2011), but little has been done to investigate their effect either in laboratory
experiments or in schools (Thornton & Vukelich, 1988; Burny et al., 2009; Stow & Haydn,
2000b). Timelines are examples of multimedia and, when their effects on learning are
studied, should be considered in terms of the relevant aspects of the CTML (Mayer, 2014a).
Most of the research relating to the CTML has used scientific diagrams or pictures as the
primary material (Ayres, 2015) and no examples have been found where timelines were
used. Furthermore, consideration of timelines as maps of time may also engage spatial
memory through the CRH (Kulhavy et al., 1985). Foreman et al. (2008) did explore the
connection with spatial memory in respect of virtual reality based timelines, and Prangsma
(2007) studied the use of multi-modal representations in collaborative history learning, but
no studies have been found that examine differences between timeline and text versions of
history related information, in both learning (comprehension and retention), and in
associated cognitive load.
The various principles within the CTML are based upon an aim of making the most effective
use of cognitive load during learning and, whilst there are a number of methods of
measuring cognitive load, including the measurement of response times (Van Zandt &
Townsend, 2014), CTML related research frequently uses a self report method the
SCL (Paas et al., 2003). Subjective measures have been compared to response times for
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secondary tasks (DeLeeuw & Mayer, 2008), and comparisons have been made between
different self report scales (Wiebe et al., 2010), but no comparisons have been found
between any instruments using self reported measurements and response times for the
primary tasks.
The key gaps and questions that have arisen in this literature review are therefore:
• Are timelines as effective as politicians and education advisors suggest, in particular is
information presented in a timeline format more beneficial than simple text when
people are learning?
• Furthermore, are timelines effective in terms of both comprehension and retention
aspects of learning?
• Can the CTML be extended beyond STEM to consider timelines as examples of
abstract graphics?
• Do response times correlate to self reported measures of cognitive load (SCL) ?
• Are the potential benefits of timelines limited to participants with certain
characteristics e.g. spatial ability, age or learner preference?
The gaps described above led to the definition of a set of hypotheses, and studies to address
these as listed in Section 2.5 on page 55. However, since the intention of this thesis is to
build upon the work of the CTML the key principles that will be explored in relation to
timelines are repeated below, this is followed by clear definitions of the terms used in this
thesis, as derived from the discussion of the literature:
Multimedia principle Learning is increased when the materials used contain words and
pictures rather than just words.
Split Attention Learning is increased when learners do not have to split their attention
between several sources of information.
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Signalling/Cueing Learning is increased when key information is pointed out by visual
cues such as colour coding or bold text.
Generative Drawing Encouraging learners to produce their own diagrams while learning
can increase learning.
2.4 Definitions
Learning: In this thesis the definition of learning is based on Paas and Sweller (2014, p.
41), who described learning as "Any change in long-term memory involving an
accumulation of information". In this work, learning is subdivided into comprehension
(initial understanding), and retention (recalling the information from memory). While
learning is usually considered to have a further level whereby the knowledge can be
reapplied to a new concept, sometimes referred to as transfer, this is typically a level that is
reached at a later, more "expert" stage. This aspect of learning is not being considered in this
thesis, the work is exploring the essential primary steps of comprehension and retention
which are vital as a foundation for the transfer stage. The information that is acquired by
participants in the studies described in this thesis is generally either of a historical or
temporal nature itself, or is more general information associated with a specific point on a
time line or within a corresponding piece of text.
Comprehension: The ability to extract relevant information and answer specific questions
with study materials available.
Retention: The persistence of the information extracted from study materials through
comprehension. Studies in this thesis will explore immediate retention (ability to answer the
questions without the material present) and delayed retention (ability to answer the
questions, without the materials and after a delay, typically a week) this will help to identify
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whether the information from the material has been learned and will be available in the
future, e.g. for examinations.
Timeline: Based upon the Oxford English Dictionary (2012) definition, “a graphical
representation of a period of time, on which important events are marked”, timelines in these
studies refer to two dimensional depictions of historical information in a graphical format.
2.5 Aims and Overall Hypotheses
This research seeks to identify any significant comprehension and learning differences
between chronological information presented in text form and presented graphically in the
form of timelines. It seeks, in general, to measure both initial comprehension/understanding
and the level of retention.
• Are timelines as effective as politicians and education advisors suggest, in particular is
information presented in a timeline format more easily understood than text when
people are learning?
• Furthermore, are timelines effective in promoting both comprehension and retention
aspects of learning?
• Since timelines can be considered an example of multimedia combining both graphics
and text, can a commonly used theory of multimedia learning - Mayer’s Cognitive
Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML) be extended beyond its most frequent
application in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
to apply to timelines as well?
• When people are studying materials for learning, do their response times for
comprehension questions correlate with self reported measures of cognitive load?
These aims are refined into the five hypotheses covered by the studies described here :-
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Hypothesis 1: Use of timelines will result in increased comprehension of information
when compared to text.
Hypothesis 2: Use of timelines will result in shorter question response times during
comprehension of information when compared to text.
Hypothesis 3: Use of timelines will result in greater retention of information when
compared to text.
Hypothesis 4: Individual creation of timelines will result in greater retention of
information when compared to provided timelines.
Hypothesis 5: Question response times will have a positive correlation with self
reported estimates of cognitive load.
2.6 Relationship between Studies and Hypotheses
Each of the hypotheses is addressed by at least one of the studies as shown in Table 2.2. In
terms of age range investigated, study one, being school based, was concerned with students
ranging in age from 11 to 14, the other three studies involved adult participants.
2.7 Summary
This chapter has provided a background to the main theories used in the design and analysis























Use of timelines will result in
increased comprehension of
information when compared to text.
√ √ √
Use of timelines will result in
shorter question response times
during comprehension of
information when compared to text.
√ √
Use of timelines will result in
greater retention of information
when compared to text.
√ √ √
Individual creation of timelines will
result in greater retention of
information when compared to
provided timelines.
√
Question response times will have a
positive correlation with self
reported estimates of cognitive load.
√
Table 2.2 – Hypotheses and their Associated Studies
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time ago and updates and adaptations have been indicated where relevant. The theories
described are used in a number of the studies in this thesis and the most pertinent aspects are
discussed in more detail within the individual study chapters. In the following chapters of
this thesis four distinct studies are described. Each includes a rationale, description of the
study and a discussion of the results. The studies begin with a real world investigation of
timeline use in schools, which is used, to both set the context, and guide requirements, for

























Study One: A study of using a timeline in
a UK secondary school
3.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter describes a study performed in a secondary school, examining the
comprehension benefits of using timelines in the teaching of history. Ecological validity was
maintained throughout by using authentic teaching materials, delivered by class teachers,
who also performed the assessment. History was selected as the subject since the use of
timelines in the teaching of history is promoted by many involved in the provision of
primary and secondary education (Hodkinson, 2011; Maddison, 2011). The study found that
the mean improvement score for a group of students who had been provided with a timeline





More than most other disciplines, the teaching of history within a national education system
has been the focus of a great deal of attention from politicians as well as practitioners and
researchers in education (Cruse, 2011; Keating & Sheldon, 2011). There is often contention
revolving around not only what should be taught (which events to exclude, which to include,
and from which perspective), but also how it should be taught, particularly the balance
between memorising basic "facts" and the learning of analytical skills to enable subsequent
discovery of further information. The Department for Education (DfE) in England see the
development of an understanding of chronology as a key requirement for history teaching at
both primary and secondary school level, stating, in respect of students, that "They should
know where the people and events they study fit within a chronological
framework" (Department for Education, 2013b, p.2), and that they should "know and
understand the history of these islands as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the
earliest times to the present day. . . ” (Department for Education, 2013a, 2013b). However
Maddison (2014), the national lead for history at Ofsted1, when summarising lessons
learned from school inspections, criticised the level of chronological understanding of many
pupils, describing it as “not good” with historical knowledge being “episodic” (p. 5). It
should be noted that the term “chronology” is being used here in a wider sense than
common dictionary definitions which usually simply refer to arranging dates/events into an
ordered sequence. As observed by Stow and Haydn (2000b), within history education, the
term generally encompasses “chronological narratives” and “chronological frameworks”,
understanding of “historical time”, the interconnection between events, dating systems, and
also time related vocabulary. This framework and understanding is often referred to as
providing a "Big Picture" of history which Ofsted (2007, 2011) link to understanding of
1The UK Government Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills
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Quotation Source
"This teaching should be supported by the consistent
employment of timelines"
Hodkinson, 2011, p. 6
"Timelines though should not be confined to the introductory
lesson of a topic. They should be employed within every lesson"
Hodkinson, 2011, p. 6
"much can be achieved now in improving pupils’ sense of time
by teachers regularly using timelines"
Maddison, 2011, p. 9
"Timelines are basic tools for developing knowledge and
understandings about chronology"
Pickford, 2011, p. 25
Table 3.1 – Quotations From the Primary Education Journal of the Historical Association Promoting
Timeline Usage
wider implications of events, and Dawson (2011) considers to be an important facet of
chronological understanding. The metaphoric notion of a big picture can be made concrete
in the shape of a visual “map of time” in the form of a timeline (Davis, Bevan, & Kudikov,
2013; Alleman & Brophy, 2003; Korallo, 2010b) and the use of timelines in teaching has a
long history, Keating and Sheldon (2011), provide examples from UK government guidance
documents in 1928 promoting their use.
Educationalists of all types, including academics, practitioners, and politicians, have
promoted the use of time-lines when studying history. Table 3.1 lists some examples taken
from a special timeline edition of the Primary Education Journal of the Historical
Association. The quotation from Maddison is of particular note due to his position as the
Ofsted national Adviser for history at that time. Other writers, such as Brophy and Alleman
(2003), Dawson (2011), Masterman and Rogers (2002), and Simsek (2007), discuss uses of
timelines in wider education. Concern has been raised, however, by a number of
academics (Thornton & Vukelich, 1988; Burny et al., 2009; Stow & Haydn, 2000b), that
there is little empirical evidence to support their use. This study sets out to measure the
effect of timeline use, as an element of the sequencing and visual representational aspects of
chronology (Stow & Haydn, 2000a), on children’s comprehension, in three example topics
within a secondary school.
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Developmental considerations
The experiments in this study involved the use of timelines in each of the three year groups
in Key Stage three (KS3), ages 11-14, and account needs to be taken of the likely range of
development in understanding concepts in history, and timeline representations in particular.
Piaget and Vygotsky are considered by many to be amongst the most influential of
development psychologists, both with a long lasting influence, even though they developed
their theories distantly and in parallel. Lourenco (2012) describes them as the “two main
geniuses”, and many have examined the similarities and differences between the
two (Beilin, 1992; DeVries, 2000; Gillen, 2000; Shayer, 2003). Piaget suggested that
children learn first to place events in order, then to understand time intervals, before finally
grasping the concepts of simultaneity and the arithmetic of time intervals (Lippitz, 1944;
Cooper, 1994). Vygotsky built upon the same major foundations (as can be seen via their
citations). Where Piaget focused upon the development of an individual, mainly driven from
exploration of the physical world, and measured by the way in which they could explain
concepts in language, Vygotsky placed much more weight upon interactions with others,
and with the environment. Hoodless (1996) comments that, for Vygotsky, the lack of verbal
skill need not imply that a concept is not understood.
A significant result of Piaget’s work, and that of many others who subsequently built upon
his work, was a widely held view that history could not be successfully taught until
adolescence (Hoodless, 1996). An influential report in England "Children and their Primary
Schools" (CACE, 1968) (usually referred to as "The Plowden Report" after Lady Plowden
who chaired the committee involved) based many of its proposals on this view and had a
lasting influence upon history teaching (Thomas, 1990). A later study in the UK (Hallam,
1972) reinforced this, and the view held sway until the late 1980s (Hoodless, 1996).
More recently however, studies by historians, educators, and psychologists (Friedman, 1982;
Dawson, 2004; Hoodless, 1996; Stow & Haydn, 2000b) have explored children’s
understanding of time in a variety of ways and have often differed from the views of Piaget.
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Figure 3.1 – Example of a classroom timeline
Hoodless (2002) points to today’s children having much greater exposure to travel, media,
IT, etc., and hence a much better understanding of time. Her research with children aged
between 3 and 9 years and using conversations about stories as the material for the analysis,
showed that, in the right context, use of temporal terms and ability to sequence
chronologically is often present at these ages. Burny et al. (2009) quoted from a variety of
studies showing significantly greater understanding of temporal matters at much earlier ages
than Piaget would have suggested. The teachers taking part in the development and delivery
of the present study were confident that the students involved would readily adopt the
timelines involved, having been used to using timelines in their primary education and being
surrounded by their use in the history classroom, pointing out the examples on the wall
shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 on the next page.
The study maximised ecological validity through use of topics from the existing curriculum,
delivered in a standard classroom setting by the usual teachers of the students, as
recommended by Black and Wiliam (1998).
In terms of assessment of the value of timelines in studies, to maintain ecological soundness,
the study uses the school’s own assessments. For many years, learning was simply assessed
by using individual scores in tests and examinations, with a student’s achievement being
compared against that of peers in the same school or nationally, with each of these snapshots
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Figure 3.2 – Example of a student produced timeline
considered in isolation. While this approach remains in place for many of the nationally set
examinations (most GCSE examinations in the UK for example), more sophisticated
approaches are now used within schools, and by organisations such as DfE looking at the
performance of schools as a whole. These approaches recognise that learning is a continual
process involving progress/growth as well as attainment. Anderman, Gimbert, O’Connell,
and Riegel (2015) highlight the complexity of examining and understanding change in
educational environments, and describe a range of approaches, based around the notion of a
path or "learning trajectory" through different stages and levels. Research by the DfE (2011)
uses the term "learning pathways" rather than trajectories and recognises that these are not
inevitably monotonically increasing, since some students may regress to earlier attainment
levels or stay static for a period, and that progress also may not be linear, with more progress
being made in KS2 than KS3 and more during summer terms than in winter2. Since the
school was able to provide the target level and the previous assessment level for all of the
students involved in the study, these were combined in an approach (described in 3.3.4 on
page 71) that made full use of all of the data as trajectories.
2Although the report DfE (2011) relates to progress in reading, writing, and mathematics, the broad consis-
tency of results suggests that the same is likely to apply to history
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3.2.2 Aims
This study has been developed to examine quantitatively some practical examples of the use
of timelines in an English secondary school setting, prioritising ecological validity. The
hypothesis considered in this study (numbered as in section 2.5 on page 55) is:-
Hypothesis 1: Use of timelines will result in increased comprehension of information when
compared to text.
3.3 Method
3.3.1 Participants and Recruitment
The study was granted ethical approval from the Department of Psychology ethics
committee (ethics reference number:15-255). The school used for the study was a
comprehensive, mixed gender, secondary school (covering age range 11-18), in south west
England. The school roll was around 1300 students with an intake of around 230 students
each year. To reduce the jump in scale that might otherwise be experienced by students
arriving from small feeder primary schools, and to ease the provision of pastoral care
through smaller numbers in tutor and year groups, the lower school (Key Stage three (KS3),
ages 11-14) was managed and run by being split into two separate ‘populations’. The school
balanced these populations in respect of gender and abilities (based upon input data from the
primary schools) through allocation on entry to the school, and the split applied to teaching
as well as pastoral care. The students within each population were further divided,
according to ability for particular subjects, or groups of related subjects (e.g. humanities),
into sets (upper set - set one, middle set - set two, and sets three and four which were both
mixed lower ability), with resultant set sizes of around 30. Key stage three contained three
year groups, years 7, 8, and 9, (Y7, Y8, Y9), and so, with four sets per year group, in each of
the two populations, there was a total of 24 sets for each subject. In the case of history these
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were taught by a group of four teachers with each set having an allocated teacher. The study
involved making an additional use of timeline material in one set of each year group and
comparing their results with those of the corresponding control set in the same year group.
The two teachers who agreed to collaborate in the research each had responsibilities for a
range of sets but a common factor was that they both taught a set one group and so it was
agreed that set one groups would be used for the experiment. One of the teachers involved in
the study left the school part way through the study and this prevented the analysis of the
year 7 (age 11-12 yrs) group since the relevant assessment data had not been collected at the
time of leaving (the approach and materials used are still described later for completeness
however). For the remaining year 8 and year 9 groups, a total of 102 students took part in
the study, 49 in year 8 (age 12-13 yrs), and 53 in year 9 (age 13-14 yrs). Of these, 50 were
female and 52 male. The detailed group breakdown is shown in Table 3.2.
Female Male Total
Y8 control 12 13 25
Y8 Timeline 9 15 24
Y9 Control 14 15 29
Y9 Timeline 15 9 24
Table 3.2 – Study One - Numbers in Each Group
3.3.2 Materials and Measures
The school operated a two week timetable, with history being taught for one lesson per
week in year 7, and three lessons per fortnight in years 8 and 9, leading to a maximum of 39
lessons in a year for year 7 and 56 for years 8 and 9 (the figures are maxima since in any one
year public holidays, and revision periods, can reduce these totals). The overall total of
around 150 lesson periods were used to cover the broad themes for the history KS3
curriculum, which were set nationally (Department for Education, 2013a). To identify
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appropriate experimental materials, an examination was performed of all the lesson
resources used by the school for KS3 history (reviewing presentations, notes on expected
learning outcomes, and assessment materials), categorising each lesson as to whether it
already used timelines in some form (18 instances), whether the use could be further
extended (seven instances) or whether a timeline could be meaningfully incorporated into a
lesson that did not currently use them (11 instances). This analysis was discussed with the
teachers involved in the study, examining those lessons where new or additional use of
timelines could be made, while taking account of their teaching workloads and external
constraints (holidays, examinations, etc). The option chosen, for each of the year groups,
was to use a completely new timeline for a topic being studied during the penultimate term
of the school year (term five). The researcher then searched for, and provided, suitable
timeline material (ensuring that these were suitable in content, copyright etc.). For year 7
the topic was "Religious changes in Tudor times" (see Figure B.1 on page 238), for year 8
the topic considered was "What was the most significant‘moment’ in the development of the
English language?" (see Figure B.2 on page 239), while year 9 considered, "What was the
most significant event of World War Two?" (see Figure B.3 on page 240). Timelines can
take many forms, and the three used here reflect some of that diversity. The year 7 timeline
used royal reigns to indicate time periods rather than numerical dates and used the vertical
dimension to indicate the contemporary extent of religious constraint, with cartoon pictures
used to illustrate events and flow. The year 8 timeline continued the use of images, included
dates, and used a staggered timeline approach with a non-linear scale. The year 9 timeline
was the most text heavy of the three, with no images used, and extending the time flow into
the vertical dimension when listing some sets of close events. Table 3.3 summarises the
timelines used.
To maintain ecological validity the study did not involve any separate assessment
measurements, but instead used the normal school assessment process which allowed the



















































































































































































































































































































































the most appropriate method for the topic. Student progress assessment took place at the
school, across all subjects every term and used a variety of methods. In some terms specific
written work produced during the term was assessed, in some others a teacher rating (after
considering sample pieces of work) was used, while in further cases a written one hour
formal exam could be used. For this study, the Year 7 group students were required to
produce a significant piece of homework over the term (known as an ELO, Extended
Learning Opportunity), while the Year 8 and 9 students would produce essays on their
respective topics. Each teacher would mark their sets as usual and consistency of marking,
between the modified and control sets, was provided via discussion between teachers
involved and by the regular quality review by members of the school’s leadership team (both
activities being a normal part of the department/school quality regime).
3.3.3 Design
A ‘between group’ design was used. Since the lower school (KS3) was already split into two
roughly equal populations, one set in each year group would be taught a topic using a
timeline in addition to the normal textual materials, while the corresponding set in the other
population would only use the textual materials. As described in Section 3.3.1, two teachers
agreed to take part and the sets that they taught (which were all set one, higher ability)
would use the timeline material. The two teachers would incorporate this material into their
normal lesson and assessment. The independent experimental variable for each student was
therefore their membership of the timeline or the control group. The dependent variable was
the difference between the student’s mark resulting from the experiment and the mark that
they would have been expected to get from linear interpolation between their mark for the
previous term and their target mark for the final term (the derivation of this variable is
described in more detail in Section 3.3.4).
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Sub-Level Meaning
C About to begin to learn the more complex areas of a new level.
B Have a good, solid, understanding of the components within that
level
A Have a full understanding of all the topics within that level and
are now ready to learn the more challenging areas
Table 3.4 – National Curriculum Sub Levels
3.3.4 Procedure
In line with the requirements of the school that the study be performed as an evaluation of
changes of the sort normally made by teachers when wishing to trial a new piece of material,
and to ensure that the study was as authentic as possible, the incorporation and delivery of
material was performed by the teacher during a normal lesson (no researcher present). The
students were not made aware of the study until after its completion. The collected data
were anonymised using unique student numbers allocated by the school for the duration of
the study linking academic and gender data.
Data Preparation
The school used the standard rating system specified within the UK KS3 national
curriculum at that time, with levels that increase from three to seven and sub-levels A, B,
and C within each level. The sub-levels reflect developmental stages as shown in Table 3.4
and the levels themselves are also relatively subjective, at one level a student will be
considered able to describe events, in the next level to explain them and, in the next, to also
explain causes and consequences.
Although ordinal, therefore, neither the levels, nor the sub-levels, correspond to equal
intervals. For educational analysis, however, it is usual to treat them as an interval
scale (Blatchford, Russell, Bassett, Brown, & Martin, 2007; Borra, Iacovou, & Sevilla,
2012; Farrell, Dyson, Polat, Hutcheson, & Gallannaugh, 2007) by using a conversion such
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Table 3.5 – Conversion of Grades to Average Point Scores for Analysis
as that shown in Table 3.5, and the academic data from the school were converted this way.
For each student the school provided their gender and a total of three data points, their score
for the topic in the study, their score for the previous term (term four), and the target level
that the teacher had set at the beginning of the school year, which they would therefore be
expected to achieve by the end of the following term (term six). A possible analysis
approach could have been to simply compare the results for the previous term with those for
the current term using a two way ANOVA. However Willett (1988) highlights the limitations
of approaches in educational research that are based upon simple pre and post tests, and
encourages instead, the use of multiple measurements and the production of individual
trajectories for each student. The availability of only three data points per student precluded
the use of the sophisticated analysis approaches advocated by Willett (1988) and also those
described by Anderman et al. (2015), but allowed the term four and term six values to be
used to define a two wave linear trajectory and hence provide a better baseline from which to
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measure the effect of the intervention. The dependent variable was therefore defined as the
difference between the mark obtained from the experimental assessment and the mark that
could be expected by linear interpolation between the term four mark and the term six target.
The sets of marks were examined visually, and by calculation, for normality of data,
skewness, kurtosis, and variance. Appendix F contains the results in Tables F.1, F.3, and F.2.
In the majority of cases the assumptions of normality were not met, according to the
Shapiro-Wilk tests. The skews were both positive and negative and so there was no suitable
transform that could be uniformly applied (Field, Miles, & Field, 2012). For the calculated
mark difference, used as the dependent variable, the results of the corresponding analyses
are shown in Table F.4 where it can be seen that all but the Y9 Timeline condition can be
considered normal at a probability level of (p > .05). However, examining each distribution
for outliers, using a threshold of three times the absolute deviation around the median (Leys,
Ley, Klein, Bernard, & Licata, 2013), showed that there were a number of outliers in every
case.
The first step before analysing the results of the intervention was to examine the equivalence
of the timeline and control groups for each year group in terms of previous and target marks.
Since the sampling distributions could not be considered normal, the use of t-tests was
discounted (Field et al., 2012). The non-parametric tests for independent groups most often
considered equivalent, the Mann-Whitney test and Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test (Field et al.,
2012), are also considered by many statisticians to provide poor performance, especially
regarding type I error rates, in the presence of differences in sample sizes, distribution
variances, and shapes, all of which applied to the marks in this data set (Wilcox, 2016;
Fagerland & Sandvik, 2009; Keselman, Algina, Lix, Wilcox, & Deering, 2008). Robust
testing techniques, as recommended by Wilcox (2016) and Kang, Harring, and Li (2015)
were therefore used for all the analysis steps. Although the gender of each student had been
provided, groups split by gender were too small to allow statistically meaningful
comparisons to be made (Luh & Guo, 2007).
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Year seven results
Although the experimental intervention took place, the departure of the teacher involved
meant that no results were available for this group.
3.4.2 Year eight results
3.4.2.1 Group comparisons of year eight data
Before analysing the results from the study, the two groups were examined for balance. The
groups did not differ significantly in terms of their proportion of
gender, χ2(1) = .206, p = .65, and no significant differences in 20% trimmed means
between the control group (M = 31.9) and the timeline group (M = 32.5) were found for
the previous (term four) result when assessed using the Yuen-Welch method (Wilcox, 2016),
p = .58, 95%CI[−1.53,2.66], nor for the 20% trimmed means of the target scores (term
six), control group (M = 36.7), timeline group (M = 36), p = .325, 95%CI[−2.24,0.78].
The two groups were therefore considered to be suitably balanced.
3.4.2.2 Analysis of year eight results
The marks difference from expected values for the Y8 timeline group with a 20% trimmed
mean (M = 0.69), showed greater improvement than the Y8 control group, with a 20%
trimmed mean (M =−1.1) when assessed using the Yuen-Welch
method, p = .005, 95%CI[0.59,2.9] with a large explanatory measure of effect
size (ξˆ = 0.5), roughly corresponding to a Cohen’s d value of 0.8 (Wilcox, 2016; Ellis,
2010).
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3.4.3 Year nine results
3.4.3.1 Group comparisons of year nine data
Before analysing the results from the study the two groups were examined for balance. The
groups did not differ significantly in terms of their proportion of gender, χ2(1) = .575,
p = .44, however significant differences in 20% trimmed means between the control
group (M = 37.8) and the timeline group (M = 35.5) were found for the previous (term
four) result, when assessed using the Yuen-Welch method, p < .001, 95%CI[1.37,3.07], for
the 20% trimmed means of the target scores (term six), control group (M = 41.25), timeline
group (M = 39.63), p = .015, 95%CI[0.34,2.89], and also for the expected growth (as
shown by the difference between the term four mark and the term six target), where the 20%
trimmed means for the control group (M = 4.35), and timeline group (M = 3.58), differed
significantly, p = .04, 95%CI[0.06,2.53]. The two groups were therefore considered not to
be sufficiently balanced for direct comparison.
3.4.3.2 Analysis of year nine results
Although, as discussed above, the significant differences between the two groups in respect
of target, previous, and expected, scores suggest that direct comparisons of results should be
treated with caution, the comparison was performed in order to inform the discussion below.
The distribution of marks differences from expected values for the Y9 timeline group with a
20% trimmed mean (M = 0.79), did not differ significantly from the Y9 control group, with
a 20% trimmed mean (M = 0.86) when assessed using the Yuen-Welch method,
p = .597, 95%CI[−2.25,1.32] with an explanatory measure of effect size (ξˆ = 0.12),
roughly corresponding to a Cohen’s d value below 0.2 (Wilcox, 2016; Ellis, 2010).
A post hoc exact grouping analysis was also performed. For this analysis two groups
(Timeline and Control) were formed and participants were paired between these so that each
participant in a group was paired with a single participant with identical target and previous
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scores in the other group. This analysis is provided in Appendix G but also did not support
the hypothesis in respect of Y9 results.
3.5 Discussion
Studies investigating the principles of Mayer’s Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning
(CTML) (Mayer, 2005) have shown that using learning materials that obey these principles
can increase the comprehension and retention of information by students (Massa & Mayer,
2006; DeLeeuw & Mayer, 2008; Mayer, 2009a). Comprehension and retention are
fundamental aspects of learning and so educators and researchers are keen to develop
effective materials and processes to assist. Most of the existing CTML research has focused,
so far, on science based material, and the majority of the experiments have been laboratory
based, and relatively brief (Ayres, 2015). Meanwhile, for teaching the subject of history in
the UK, there has often been strong promotion for the use of graphical timelines (Keeting,
1976; Dawson, 2011), which, as they generally combine both graphics and text, are good
examples of multimedia outside of the field of science education. Some researchers,
however, have questioned this strong promotion, citing a lack of evidence of
effectiveness (Thornton & Vukelich, 1988; Burny et al., 2009; Stow & Haydn, 2000a). This
first study sought to explore timelines as an example of multimedia situated in the real world
setting of a school. The opportunity to perform a study in a working school, at an early
stage, was welcomed, as it would set an ecologically sound reference point for other,
laboratory based, studies.
In ecological terms, research in schools involves striking a balance between the internal and
external validity of the experiment, with the former usually requiring highly controlled, but
artificial, conditions, and the latter generally involving a more natural, and less
interventionist, approach (Slavin, 2008; Black & Wiliam, 1998; Ross, Morrison, & Lowther,
2010; Ross & Morrison, 1989). The study was designed to focus on hypothesis one: “Use of
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timelines will result in increased comprehension of information when compared to text” and
it was expected that the links between time and space in language (Casasanto & Boroditsky,
2008; Vallesi et al., 2008), together with the associated concept of a Mental
Timeline (Bonato et al., 2012), would make a timeline representation a natural way to
convey chronological information. This, together with the use of multimedia principles from
the CTML to guide its presentation (Mayer, 2014a), would lead to measurably greater
comprehension of the underlying information by students. The study was conducted with 3
year groups (although data was not available for analysis for one of these, the Y7 group).
Analysis of the Y8 results showed that the group using the timeline achieved significantly
higher results against expected values when compared to those of the control group with no
timeline material. This result is in line with hypothesis one, and with the underlying
multimedia principle that learning is increased when the materials used contain words and
pictures rather than just words. Analysis of the Y9 results (where the group baselines were
not balanced, but where interpolation and sub-setting approaches were taken during analysis
in an attempt to ameliorate this), however, did not support the hypothesis.
To discuss these mixed results it is necessary to explore the design compromises made in
order to maximise ecological soundness, which may well have led to inherent variability in
the results, primarily due to the limitations/inflexibilities regarding choice of assessment
method, choice of material, consistency of assessment, consistency/transparency of delivery,
and availability of data (both primary and secondary).
Assessment method
The assessment method had already been set by the teachers involved, as part of their plan
for the year. This took the form of a marked essay, created as a homework exercise, with all
materials available to the student. To produce these essays would have involved the students
marshalling arguments (McCutchen, 2000) derived from the various sources (Seufert, 2003).
Although there would be an element of short term retention involved regarding which facts
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to include in the essay and where to find them in the materials, it was primarily
comprehension that was being assessed (McCutchen, 2000; Mason, Davison, Hammer,
Miller, & Glutting, 2013). The timeline materials should, therefore, be considered in respect
of the ease of accessing the information that they were intended to convey (Canham &
Hegarty, 2010; Eilam & Ben-Peretz, 2010).
Choice of materials
The additional timeline materials had been selected by the teachers, following discussion
with the researcher, to be compatible with the baseline materials (text books, handouts, and
class work) that would be used across both sets in each year group. Table 3.3 summarises
the characteristics of the three timelines used. The timelines share some important
similarities; each can be considered, as an entity, to uphold the Multimedia (Mayer, 2014a;
Butcher, 2014) and Signalling (van Gog, 2014; Richter, Scheiter, & Eitel, 2016) principles
of the CTML, but, while the Y7 and Y8 timelines also obey the Split Attention (Florax &
Ploetzner, 2010), Spatial Contiguity (Mammarella, Fairfield, & Di Domenico, 2013),
Temporal Contiguity (Mammarella et al., 2013), Coherence (Mayer, 2014a), and
Redundancy (Mayer & Johnson, 2008) Principles, the Y9 timeline mostly consists of text. It
only contains a single highlighted line, plus its overall structure in terms of blocks of text,
that could be considered as images, and so it cannot be said that these additional principles
are relevant/met in the case of the Y9 material and this may explain the lack of effect seen in
the results.
Since the experimental groups received the timelines in addition to the common text
materials it may also be that the combination of timeline and textual materials in the Y9 case
resulted in a lesser degree of Spatial Contiguity, and greater Split Attention involved when
the total set of materials (text and timeline) are considered. Therefore, the additional
cognitive load involved in integrating material from multiple sources (Westelinck, Valcke,
De Craene, & Kirschner, 2005; Ainsworth, 1999; Wineburg, 1991) may have outweighed
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any timeline benefits and hence did not result in support for hypothesis one in the case of the
results for Y9.
The timelines varied between years although each has a primary flow from left to right
(earlier events on the left), in line with much of the research that relates the expected
direction of mental timelines in western culture to the direction of reading (Pitt &
Casasanto, 2016). However, in the case of the Y8 timeline (Figure B.2), that linkage with
reading is taken even further as, rather than being a single line, the timeline zig zags down
the page requiring gaze shifts similar to those expected when reading a page of
text (Liversedge et al., 2016; Rayner, 2015). The Y9 timeline (Figure B.3) has a primary
flow of years from left to right, but extends this, with lists of events that occurred in the
particular year being shown vertically (earliest at the top). Furthermore, the Y7 timeline
(Figure B.1), whilst simple in temporal terms, with only four events marked, uses the
vertical dimension to indicate the extent to which the prevailing environment was
authoritarian vs liberal (by the height of the roller coaster). It could therefore equally well be
considered as a graph of authoritarianism vs time. The Y9 timeline is completely text based,
while the Y7 and Y8 timelines incorporate images in the form of cartoons or drawings to
convey aspects of the information and hence, had this been a memory retention based study,
their results may have benefited more from the multimedia effect (Mayer, 2014a), and from
the picture superiority effect (Shepard, 1967; Paivio & Csapo, 1973; Whitehouse, Maybery,
& Durkin, 2006; Paivio, Rogers, & Smythe, 1968). Furthermore, as suggested earlier, even
the short term memory retention involved in marshalling arguments for an essay may have
benefited from the incorporation of these images, contributing to the significant effect in the
case of Y8 and to the absence of any significant effect in the Y9 case.
None of the three timelines can be given a simple, single categorisation as an image in this
way however. The Y7 timeline is a composite diagram with four sub-panels, each with three
or four cartoons and also cartoon characters in the main timeline. The Y8 timeline similarly
incorporates 12 sketch pictures plus diagrammatic arrows. The Y9 timeline did not use
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images, being purely text based (apart from the primary timeline being highlighted as a
horizontal shaded bar), but its overall structure was relatively dense and the student reader’s
attention might be expected to wander around the page without the clear signposting that
additional images might provide. The horizontal timeline increases from left to right, while
the vertical sub-timelines increase in date from top to bottom, but this could also be seen as
inconsistent in terms of earliest sub-line dates being closest to the main line below the line,
but furthest away when the sub-line is in the top half of the page. It would be instructive to
investigate all three timelines with the benefit of eye-tracking equipment Mayer (2010),
Jamet (2014), Rey (2014), Lindner, Eitel, Strobel, and Koller (2017), Johnson and Mayer
(2012). The timelines (certainly in the graphic heavy Y7 and Y8 examples) are best
considered not only as multimedia in conjunction with the common text provided to both
experimental and control groups, but also as multimedia in their own right combining text,
diagrams, and structure.
For this study, the materials were selected in conjunction with the teachers involved, rather
than being designed to explicitly uphold the principles, but their inherent compatibility and
positive result appears to support, or at least not contradict, those principles in the case of
one year group.
Variability of assessment
In terms of scoring the assessment material, the approach was defined by the school and used
the common approach of each teacher marking their students’ work but using discussion
amongst peers and review by senior leaders to level the scores and provide consistency.
Again, the use of existing practice (also common in other schools) brought an advantage in
terms of external validity, and a clear consistency with the approach that would have been
used for the previous assessment and also in setting target scores (both of which were
important data points for the analysis), but it could be criticised in terms of the experiment,
regarding imperfect objectivity and lack of a blind marking approach. Also, since neither
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the intervention, nor the control, lessons were observable by the researcher, these may have
been different in some way in style of presentation, or mood of the class. Various class
observations undertaken by the researcher as a school governor have highlighted the effect
that the mood/atmosphere of a lesson can have, at least on the perceived learning
environment, and it could be that this may explain some of the variation in results.
Variability of groups
Perhaps the most important compromise made between internal and external validity,
however, concerns the inability to assign participants to experimental groups (whether
randomly or against criteria such as existing scores/targets). Slavin (2008) suggests that this
is one of the most contentious aspects of syntheses of education program evaluations,
considering it essential to use random group assignment to meet the highest standards, but
acknowledging a degree of trade off with group size. Meanwhile Ross et al. (2010) and
Black and Wiliam (1998) prioritise external validity, as was done in this study. The
experiment made use of an existing split in the school population to define the groups and,
whilst the entry process at Y6/7 aims to balance those in terms of ability, the Y9 groups in
this study were found to be significantly different in respect of both their target scores
(reflecting teacher judgments of abilities), and their scores on the previous assessment
(reflecting abilities in that task). These differences could also have been compounded by
effects due to levels of prior knowledge on learning from both the text materials and the
added multimedia timelines (Kendeou & Van Den Broek, 2007; Kalyuga, 2013). Also, since
assessments were produced as homework, there was no control over additional material and
it may be that some of the participants in the control group obtained and used other
graphical timeline material. A number of approaches were taken to post-hoc matching of
subsets of the groups as well as using the planned interpolation approach, however, none of
these analyses identified significant differences in distributions that would support
hypothesis one. The groups in Y8, however, did not differ significantly on distributions of
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scores for their targets nor for their previous assessments and hence were considered to
provide a meaningful baseline and better founded support for hypothesis one.
Availability of data
The school was only able to provide three assessment data points for each student involved,
their score for the intervention assessment, their previous score, and their end of year target.
This was enough to perform an interpolation, trajectory, based analysis, but additional data
points could have produced more robust results (Willett, 1988; Anderman et al., 2015), and
it is also unfortunate that results were only available for two out of the three year groups.
Summary and next steps
In summary, this study provides some support for hypothesis one, but many of the
compromises made for ecological validity (in particular complexity of materials, potentially
biased delivery/marking, and unbalanced grouping) mean that the result should be
considered illustrative of potential rather than conclusive.
Other research in the area of multimedia learning suggests that a number of factors such as
spatial ability (Hoffler, 2010), gender (Wilkening & Fabrikant, 2011), and learning
preferences (Mayer & Massa, 2003; Wilkening & Fabrikant, 2011) may have an effect on
learning from diagrams, maps, and other multimedia. It was not possible to collect data
regarding spatial ability and learning preferences in this study (due to the need to maintain
ecological validity, and the time pressures on teaching) and the set sizes were too small for
further sub group analysis based on gender, so no conclusions can be drawn on either aspect.
Finally, the groups may not have been equal in their level of prior knowledge of the subject
Black and Wiliam (1998) note, in their review of a range of different educational studies,
that the closer a study comes to ecological validity, the harder it is to perform a quantitative
comparison against a truly equivalent control. It was therefore decided that the next set of
studies would be performed in observable conditions, would include the collection of spatial
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ability, multimedia learning preferences, and relevant demographic variables and would use
fictional material.
This study examined comprehension since the material was always available for the
participant to refer to as they produced their work for assessment. If, however, the teachers
had chosen to use a closed book style examination based assessment mechanism at the end
of the topic, then it would have been the differences in participant retention resulting from
the inclusion of timeline material that would have been analysed for the study. Since
retention or long term change is an important part of learning (Kimble, 1964; Paas &
Sweller, 2014), the next study incorporated assessment of retention as well as
comprehension.
In summary, this study has shown some support for the hypothesis that use of timelines will
result in increased comprehension of information when compared to text, with the results for
one year group, of the two where data was available, differing significantly, in line with the
hypothesis. For the other year group with data, it has been observed that the timeline used
contained very little graphical structure, being mostly text, and that the resulting
inapplicability of many of the CTML principles, may have led to the lack of evidence to
support the hypothesis. The study overall had a strong focus upon ecological soundness, and
various compromises were necessary to achieve that. The study does however provide a
useful starting point and context for the research, which aims for relevance in an education
environment. For the next study, the materials would use more traditional timeline forms,
the study would be performed in more controlled conditions, supervised by the researcher,
would use objective, computer based, testing, and would use fictional materials to remove
any potential confounds from prior knowledge.
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Chapter 4
Study Two: An experimental study on the
use of timelines
4.1 Chapter Overview
The first study, performed in an operational school environment, supported the hypothesis
that comprehension of information can be increased by the use of timelines, as suggested by
the multimedia principle within the CTML (Butcher, 2014). This, second, study was
designed to complement and extend the first by introducing an assessment of retention as
well as comprehension, by using a within participant design, in more closely controlled
conditions, and by collecting additional demographic and individual difference variables.
The study also examined the effects of presentation mode (timeline or text) on the
immediate retention of content. During the comprehension phase of the study the material
remained visible, while during the subsequent retention phase it was no longer available.
The comprehension and retention effects were measured through two dependent variables,
participant accuracy, and response time when answering questions. The response time was
expected to reflect cognitive load and the relationship between that measure and a self report
method previously used by DeLeeuw and Mayer (2008) was also studied. Two secondary
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aims were addressed: to ascertain the relationship between participant accuracy and spatial
abilities/graphical preferences (as assessed by commonly used test instruments), and to
identify any association between participant accuracy and other demographic variables such
as age and gender. In contrast to the first study, this study found no evidence that the use of
timelines would lead to greater accuracy in comprehension and retention, with the only
significant result in the accuracy measures suggesting the opposite to hold in the case of
retention. No significant relationships were found between the measurements of accuracy
and any of the spatial abilities/graphical preferences, nor with any of the collected
demographic variables. There was support for a relationship between self reported cognitive
load and response time measurements during comprehension tests, although the
self-reported load was not found to be significantly different between the material types. For
some comprehension questions however, the response time measurements were found to
differ significantly, with responses in the timeline condition being faster. The chapter
concludes with a discussion section suggesting that the retention result be explored further
by means of a delayed retention test.
4.2 Introduction
4.2.1 Rationale
The studies in this thesis examine various aspects of learning from timelines. The first study
explored the use of timelines, in an ecologically valid manner, in an English secondary
school history teaching environment, and found an improved learning outcome for year 8
students when timeline material was added to a lesson. However the constraints engendered
by maintaining ecological validity for that study raised risks of potential confounds that
could not be controlled or measured (levels of prior knowledge, environmental conditions,
and subjectivity of marking). This second study was therefore designed to be run under
more controlled conditions, to explore both comprehension and immediate retention, and to
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examine a range of additional variables that it had not been possible to collect in study one.
When considering how well information is initially comprehended, and then retained, the
way in which it is presented has been shown to have an effect, particularly when
combinations of sensory modes are involved. Common combinations that have been studied
are those of text and graphics: (Mayer & Gallini, 1990), graphics and audio: (Mayer & Sims,
1994), as well as less common examples of audio, graphical and enactment: (Dijkstra &
Moerman, 2012), and graphical and olfactory: (Lwin et al., 2010). The common principles
underlying each of these studies are those of cognitive load, as in Sweller’s Cognitive Load
Theory (CLT) (Sweller, 1988, 1994, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1994; van Merrienboer &
Sweller, 2005; Paas et al., 2004), and independent bandwidth limited sensory/processing
channels, as in Paivio‘s Dual Coding Theory (DCT) (Paivio, 1991; Clark & Paivio, 1991).
The CLT and DCT underpin a set of more specific theories that are grouped together as the
"Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning CTML" developed by Mayer (2005), and
supported in his many subsequent studies (Mayer, 2009a; Massa & Mayer, 2006; DeLeeuw
& Mayer, 2008). The CTML incorporates previous work by Mayer (1996) and Wittrock
(1992) concerning active learning and organising/integrating new information with existing
knowledge, and has relevance to the study described in this chapter since the timelines
incorporate textual information as well as the purely diagrammatic elements.
Where CTML related research has considered diagrams, these are mostly scientific in
nature (Mayer, 2005; Mayer, 2009a; Kalyuga, 2008; Mayer, 1989a), where the aim is to
help the reader understand an underlying technical concept, rather than the temporal
relationships involved in a timeline for example. Providing a few examples outside of
science, Larkin and Simon (1987) included graphs, taken from the subjects of economics
and physics, in their consideration of types of graphical learning material, while Winn
(1991) examined the use of diagrams to convey sequence, which is of direct relevance to
timelines as they show sequences of events, including language based sequencing (Winn &
Solomon, 1993; Winn, 1988).
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This study seeks to assess the relevance of the CTML in the specific area of timelines. The
Multimedia Principle itself, that learning is increased when the materials used contain words
and pictures rather than just words (Butcher, 2014), forms part of the most basic comparison
within the study since timeline materials included both text and graphics while the
corresponding text materials only used text. The Split Attention principle - that learning is
increased when learners do not have to split their attention between several sources of
information, whether physically or temporally split (Sweller, Ayres, & Mayer, 2006; Florax
& Ploetzner, 2010; Mayer & Moreno, 1998; Kalyuga et al., 1999), was used in the design of
the experiment and materials, where there is only ever a single source shown at a time. The
presentation of timelines also follows the Temporal Contiguity Principle - that learning is
increased when text and associated graphics are presented together in time (Schuler,
Scheiter, Rummer, & Gerjets, 2012; Mammarella et al., 2013) since all of the associated text
is included when the timeline is presented. Care was taken during the development of
materials to follow the Redundancy principle - that learning is reduced when the same
information is provided in multiple forms or is over elaborate with extraneous
detail (Morrison, Watson, & Morrison, 2015; Kalyuga et al., 1999; Jamet & Le Bohec,
2007; Mayer & Johnson, 2008; Ari et al., 2014), but there was a fine line to be considered,
especially within the text material, between "extraneous detail", and keeping the story
engaging. The story was written to be as succinct as possible, containing all relevant facts,
but including enough additional descriptive material to provide a flow for the reader. The
Signalling/Cueing Principle - that learning is increased when key information is pointed out
by visual cues such as colour coding, or bold text (Richter et al., 2016; van Gog, 2014) was
only used in the text in so far as the text is structured into distinct paragraphs. For the
timelines, however, colour coding was used with battles depicted in red, rulers in blue,
culture in green, and general information in black although this was simply an artifact of the
timeline generation tool and was not explicitly pointed out to participants. Text labels within
the timelines were placed close to the associated event to follow the Coherence Principle
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- that learning from multimedia lessons can be increased when the graphics are relevant to
the goal, and decreased when they are not (Mayer, 2014a; Harp & Mayer, 1998; Mayer,
Heiser, & Lonn, 2001, p. 280), noting, however, that others have not found convincing
evidence of the effect (Muller, Lee, & Sharma, 2008; Rop, Verkoeijen, & van Gog, 2017).
Prior subject knowledge is known to affect learning for both textual (Ozuru, Dempsey, &
McNamara, 2009; Alexander, Kulikowich, & Schulze, 1994; McNamara & Kintsch, 1996;
Kintsch, 1994) and diagrammatic material (Vekiri, 2002; Lowe, 1996; Cheng, Lowe, &
Scaife, 2001). The potential confound of varying prior subject knowledge can be reduced by
the use of fictional materials in experiments. Schnotz and Baadte (2015) took this approach
when examining diagrams and Voss and Silfies (1996) did the same for text, although they
note that general familiarity with material types (in this case history) did have an effect.
There are similarities between the study performed by Voss and Silfies (1996) and this study
since they used a matched pair of historical stories, set in fictional countries, used a set of
questions as part of the assessment, and used a within participants design. They
incorporated an essay question in addition to the multiple choice questions (which this study
does not, in order to make all aspects fully objective). However they did not examine
retention or response times. The focus of their study was an examination of differences in
comprehension between a text and an expanded text contrasting the results for participants
with higher levels of comprehension with those with higher levels of familiarity with the
types of material.
Assessing the cognitive load experienced during the learning of multimedia material can be
done in a variety of ways (Brunken et al., 2010), frequently by using a self assessment
scale, the subjective cognitive load measure (SCL) (Paas & Van Merrienboer, 1993;
van Gog & Paas, 2008; Paas et al., 2003). Performing the self assessment during the
experiment can however be disruptive (Paas & Van Merrienboer, 1994; Chen, Ruiz, et al.,
2012) and this study examined the potential for using participant response times as an
alternative (Chen et al., 2016) by comparing data from both approaches.
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4.2.2 Spatial and Visualisation Abilities
As discussed in the literature section, multimedia research often includes participant
measures of spatial ability as there is some evidence linking comprehension and retention
performance with the wider cognitive spatial abilities of the reader (Gyselinck, Meneghetti,
De Beni, & Pazzaglia, 2009; Meneghetti, De Beni, Pazzaglia, & Gyselinck, 2011;
Meneghetti, Fiore, et al., 2011; Meneghetti, Gyselinck, Pazzaglia, & De Beni, 2009;
Meneghetti, Labate, Grassano, Ronconi, & Pazzaglia, 2014; Plass, Chun, Mayer, & Leutner,
2003). In respect of graphical representations, evidence of such links has been found in
studies involving weather maps (Allen, Miller Cowan, & Power, 2006), general
maps (Pazzaglia & Moe, 2013; Sanchez & Branaghan, 2009), geospatial thinking (Huynh &
Sharpe, 2013), science (Sanchez & Wiley, 2014), and programming (Anvari, Tran, &
Kavakli, 2013), amongst other subjects. However, when considering a scientific diagram
with a distinct direction of flow (an evolutionary sequence of dinosaurs), something which is
similar to the flow characteristics of most timelines, Winn (1982) found that the participant’s
spatial ability did not directly predict learning, merely the ability to learn in the condition
where the flow was contrary to normal reading directions.
The term ‘spatial ability’ is very broad, Colom, Contreras, Botella, and Santacreu (2002, p.
904) note that it is generally considered to be defined by the "generation, retention, retrieval,
and transformation of visual images" and, from reviews of studies, that it has been
decomposed by researchers into a wide variety of factors. Carroll (1993), as part of a
comprehensive review of factor analytic studies of human cognition, identified common
views regarding five aspects of spatial ability: visualisation, rotation, closure (mentally
completing a shape from a partial image), flexibility of closure (identifying patterns in
noise), and perceptual speed. D’Oliveira (2004) quotes a range of two to ten different factors
across studies, while Hoffler (2010), in a meta analytical review of test instruments, points
out that there are also a range of different labels applied by researchers to each factor. Linn
and Petersen (1985) also found no consensus in categorisation of measures of spatial ability.
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This study incorporated two measures of spatial ability: vividness of imagery (Marks, 1973;
Andrade, May, Deeprose, Baugh, & Ganis, 2013), and mental rotation (Shepard & Metzler,
1971), which are separable (Dean & Morris, 2003), but related (Logie, Pernet, Buonocore,
& Sala, 2011). In the Shepard and Metzler mental rotation task, participants are shown pairs
of perspective drawings of three dimensional regular shapes made of blocks. The participant
decides in each trial, whether the two shapes are identical but possibly rotated, or if one is a
mirror-image of the other and could never be rotated and superimposed on the other.
Findings in the original research (Shepard & Metzler, 1971) and in subsequent
studies (Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Brosnan, Walker, & Collomosse, 2010; Paschke, Jordan,
Wustenberg, Baudewig, & Leo Muller, 2012; Shepard & Metzler, 1988; Provost &
Heathcote, 2015; Tagaris et al., 1997) show response times linearly proportional to the angle
of rotation between identical shapes, in line with the cognitive processing involved being
one of mental rotation and that the slope and intercept of a regression line for the measured
response times and angles can be used to characterise participant spatial ability in this
aspect.
When considering whether recall of a timeline will assist the recall of associated
information, whether through the CTML (Mayer, 2014a) or through conjoint
retention (Kulhavy et al., 1985), the ability to visualise the timeline when it is no longer
present may prove an important factor. A commonly used measure of the ability to recall
images is the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ) (Marks, 1973) and the
later version (VVIQ-2) (Marks, 1995). This study uses the visual element of a similar, but
shorter, vividness questionnaire, the Plymouth Sensory Imagery Questionnaire (Psi-Q)
which has been shown to be consistent with the VVIQ-2 (Andrade et al., 2013). The visual
element of this questionnaire asks the participant to rate how strongly they can visualise a
number of common images.
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4.2.3 Aims
This study sought to identify any significant comprehension and learning differences
between chronological information presented in text form and presented graphically in the
form of timelines. It examined both initial comprehension/understanding and level of
immediate retention using measurement of accuracy in tests and also assessed response
times to allow a methodological comparison to be made between use of response time
measurements as an indicator of cognitive load and the self reported instrument used
by DeLeeuw and Mayer (2008).
The study addressed four (of the five) hypotheses numbered as in section 2.5 on page 55:-
Hypothesis 1: Use of timelines will result in increased comprehension of information when
compared to text.
Hypothesis 2: Use of timelines will result in shorter question response times during
comprehension of information when compared to text.
Hypothesis 3: Use of timelines will result in greater retention of information when
compared to text.
Hypothesis 5: Question response times will correlate positively with self reported estimates
of cognitive load.
As in similar research, discussed in the literature review, studies into multimedia have often
included measures of spatial ability and perceived vividness of visual imagery, this study
also included these in an effort to establish if there is a link between individual performance
on these and performance in the two different presentation methods (text, timeline). In
addition the study examined aspects of individual differences, both demographic (age,
gender, education, timeline familiarity) and graphical/spatial ( visual verbal preference, and




4.3.1 Participants and Recruitment
The study participants were recruited through opportunity sampling of attendees during four
open days at a south west England university held during 2015. At these events prospective
students and their parent/guardians were offered the opportunity to experience a wide
variety of experiments, including this study. A number of participants (63) had to
discontinue the study part way through in order to attend other open day events. Across the
4 days however, a total of 131 finished the study. However, although all of those participants
completed the text vs timeline story comprehension and retention questions, 10 of the
participants chose not to answer one or more of the effort rating and preference questions
(all questions were optional). Two groupings were therefore used for analysis. The main
group, containing all participants, was used for the text vs timeline comparison, while the
smaller subset, excluding those with incomplete effort/preference responses, was used for
the remainder. The demographic, and highest education level summaries for the main set
and the smaller subset are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 and the relevant group is identified in
each of the subsequent analyses.
Group Number Age Range Mean Age SD Age Female
Main 131 16 - 58 27 15 84 (64%)
Subset 121 16 - 58 28 15 77 (64%)
Table 4.1 – Study Two: Demographics
Group No qualifications GCSE A level Diploma First Degree Postgraduate
Main 2 29 68 7 13 12
Subset 1 28 61 7 12 12
Table 4.2 – Study Two: Participant Highest Education Level
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4.3.2 Materials and Measures
4.3.2.1 Experiment framework
The experiment was performed via a computer based questionnaire using the open source
Limesurvey software (Limesurvey, 2015, Version 2.05+ Build 141210) , which was
modified to provide response time measurements for all relevant question types (the
standard software only covers simple response types such as "yes/no”, and "list selection").
Although it is possible to produce the questionnaire pages one at a time, it was clear that, to
cope with the number of pages involved (308 distinct pages), and also ensure consistency, an
automated, scripted approach was needed. The pages were therefore produced by a set of
scripts, using standard texts/images, before being uploaded into the researcher’s Limesurvey
server. The random number function of the Limesurvey software was used to counterbalance
groups in the comprehension phase by selecting the appropriate route through the questions.
Initial trials of the spatial rotation tests showed that the response time measurement
capability built into Limesurvey suffered from a large variation in measurement accuracy. A
controlled trial using an automated test rig with a fixed 1000ms stimulus response resulted
in widely varying measurements (M = 1938ms, SD = 301ms). Clearly, when it is
considered that Shepard and Metzler (1971) found mental rotation speeds of around 60
degrees per second, while Ganis and Kievit (2015) quote 100 degrees per second (albeit for
a slightly different set), a measurement error distribution with an SD of 301 ms would have a
significant impact upon the reliability of measurements that are themselves around 400ms.
A javascript program suitable for embedding into each page of the rotation timing tests was
therefore developed (and incorporated through the scripting process described earlier). The
same automated trial of this approach resulted in an improved measurement accuracy and
reliability (M = 1069 ms, SD = 30 ms).
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4.3.2.2 Overall Experiment structure
To meet the aims of the study a wide variety of materials were used and linked together in
the sequence shown in Figure 4.1. In the first (comprehension) phase the sequence of
materials and tests was: background information, demographic questions, practice examples
of each of the three question types, study of the first story, questions on the first story, study
of the second story, questions on the second story.
4.3.2.3 Text and timeline materials
Consistent with the findings of study one, the materials used for the present study were
based around history as the subject matter. In order to prevent prior knowledge being a
confound, completely fictional materials were written by the researcher, in a similar manner
to that used by Voss and Silfies (1996), and a light, slightly humorous, style was chosen in
order to maintain participant interest (Zabidin, 2015; Ferstl, Israel, & Putzar, 2017).
Generally similar in structure, the stories can be seen in Appendix C on page 241. The texts
were balanced as closely as possible in terms of number of dates, names, and causal
linkages etc. and in reading comprehension scores Flesch-Kincaid (Kincaid, Fishburne Jr,
Rogers, & Chissom, 1975) and Flesch Reading Ease (Flesch, 1948) (both as reported by the
word processing tool, Microsoft Word, Professional Office Plus). Both texts were rated as
difficult (Farr, Jenkins, & Paterson, 1951) but it should also be noted that automated tools
take a simplistic view of text complexity (Schriver, 1989, 2000). A summary of the analysis
of each story can be seen in Table C.1 on page 244 showing for each story the number of
names and dates included (in both text and timelines), the number of distinct lines in each
timeline, the number of words and the reading comprehension scores for the text versions.
The stories contained sufficient information for the various questions.
The key points from the text were incorporated into XML representations and graphical
























Gilbert, Seaborne, and Smathers (2004), with the resulting images captured, by a screen
capture tool, for incorporation into the questions. The timelines can be seen in Figures C.1
on page 245, and C.2 on page 246. The event labels were placed in the appropriate locations
minimising split attention (Florax & Ploetzner, 2010; Kalyuga et al., 1999; Sweller et al.,
2006), and following the associated spatial contiguity principle (Mammarella et al., 2013;
Huff, Bauhoff, & Schwan, 2012).
4.3.2.4 Comprehension and immediate retention questions
The questions were of three types: numerical (two digit/four digit), multiple choice selection
(one of two, three, or four choices), and the placing in order of three items. Examples of the
question types used in the comprehension phase can be seen in Figures C.3, C.4, C.5, C.6,
and C.7 on pages 247 to 255. The retention phase used the same layout, but without the
material being shown, as can be seen in the example in Figure C.14 on page 260. Table C.2
on page 248 lists the content and style of each of the comprehension questions, while
Table C.4 on page 250 shows those for the retention phase.
4.3.2.5 Self reported effort and difficulty
Self-rating of mental effort via a 7 point Likert scale (1 = extremely low, 7 = extremely high)
was included after one example of each question type in each group for the comprehension
phase (arranged so that the participant was never asked to rate this on consecutive questions)
together with an assessment of overall difficulty of each group in the comprehension phase
using a 5 point Likert scale (1 = extremely easy, 5 = extremely hard) included after
completion of each story. Both scales are in line with the approach used by DeLeeuw and
Mayer (2008) (to indicate intrinsic and germane cognitive loads respectively).
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4.3.2.6 Plymouth Sensory Imagery Questionnaire (PSI-Q)
The visual related portion of the PSI-Q as described by Andrade et al. (2013) was
incorporated, and can be seen in Figure C.8 on page 256.
4.3.2.7 Learning Scenario Questionnaire (LSQ)
The instrument developed by Mayer and Massa (2003) was incorporated in a set of
questions in the style shown in Figure C.9 on page 257. The complete set of questions is
shown in Table C.5 on page 251.
4.3.2.8 Multimedia Learning Preference Questionnaire (MLPQ)
Mayer and Massa (2003) also developed an instrument to assess multimedia learning
preferences which was included as a set of three questions that can be seen in
Figures C.10, C.11, and C.12 on pages 257 to 259.
4.3.2.9 Mental rotation ability
The materials for the Shepard and Metzler mental rotation task (Shepard & Metzler, 1971),
where participants are shown pairs of perspective drawings of three dimensional regular
shapes made of blocks, were obtained from a set published by Tarr (2015). The pairs were
incorporated into displays in the format shown in Figure C.13 on page 259. There were 16
randomised pairs, eight were congruent and eight incongruent, with the congruent pairs
including each rotation angle of 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 degrees.
4.3.2.10 Analytical approach
A program was developed to score the outputs from the various parts of the study; the
methods used are described below:
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Main questions (comprehension and retention) The multiple choice questions were
scored with a value of one for the correct answer. Numeric questions were scored the same
way, a mark being awarded only if the answer was exactly correct, as this is typical of
school examinations, which have a prescribed mark scheme. To ensure data were not
overlooked, the results were checked to identify any particularly popular wrong answers.
Similarly, although it could have been possible to still score the ordering questions if only
two out of the three/four items were correctly ordered, the simpler approach of only
allocating a value of one for a full correct ordering was chosen. Informal discussion with the
teachers during study one had suggested that this would commonly be used as an assessment
approach in marking at a school. Had the ordering questions contained a larger number of
items however, then an approach that scored sub groups of correctly ordered but displaced
items as used by Foreman et al. (2008) would have been used, but the increase in scoring
complexity for the very few cases (two cases out of six) was not considered worthwhile. The
scores were converted to percentages of the maximum score for each phase (12 for
comprehension, six for retention). The scores were prepared for analysis by grouping into
text or timeline conditions of the study materials.
Vividness The mean of all the responses to the questions in the PSI-Q subset was used as
the outcome, in line with Andrade et al. (2013).
Learning scenario preference In line with Mayer and Massa (2003) a score of one was
allocated for answers where the visual mode was preferred and the results were totalled to
give an overall result in the range zero to five.
Multimedia preferences Also in line with Mayer and Massa (2003) a score of one was
allocated for each answer where the preference was for the visual help screen and the results
were then totalled to give an overall result in the range zero to three.
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Mental rotation The measure used from this test consisted of the angles and response
times for correct responses which were processed in line with Shepard and Metzler (1971),
and Brosnan et al. (2010), i.e. discarding incorrect responses and using the slope and
intercept of a regression line fitted to the data as the resultant measures.
4.3.3 Design
The study involved multiple elements and had three distinct phases: First an examination of
comprehension accuracy and response times for textual and timeline material, secondly a
similar assessment of accuracy and response times concerning participant retention of the
same material, and then a third phase collecting demographic information, and a range of
data on spatial/visualisation abilities and preferences. The latter being interposed between
the assessments of comprehension and retention to act as distractor tasks preventing any
rehearsal in working memory of the stories, before the retention questions (Hinze, Wiley, &
Pellegrino, 2013). The comprehension phase was a mixed within-between design, with the
independent variable being timeline vs text presentation and two dependent variables
(accuracy and response time). The design was counterbalanced with the participant being
randomly allocated (by the software) to one of four sets of questions (text first x timeline
first, starting with Story 1 x starting with Story 2). During the comprehension phase the
material remained visible while the questions were being asked. The retention phase (for
which the material was not shown) involved a set of questions regarding each story, in a
fixed order. The ‘within participant‘ variables for the comprehension and retention portions
were participant accuracy and response times for each question. The ‘between participants‘
variables were age, gender, highest level of education, occupation, usage of timelines,
spatial rotation ability (Shepard & Metzler, 1971), self rated vividness of visual
imagery (Marks, 1973; Andrade et al., 2013), and Multimedia and Multimedia Learning
Preferences (Massa & Mayer, 2006). The placement of each item can be seen in Figure 4.1
where the counterbalanced routes through the comprehension phase can be seen. The mental
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rotation and multimedia preference assessments, etc. were placed between the
comprehension and retention phases to also act as distractor tasks to prevent rehearsal of the
fictional stories within working memory before the retention questions.
4.3.4 Procedure
The study took place in a computer suite adjacent to the main laboratory where the open day
was taking place so that the environment was relatively quiet. After a welcome by the
researcher and allocation to a computer, participants were given time to study the
background information, obtain answers to any questions they had, and to sign a consent
form. The questionnaire was viewed via a standard browser (Google Chrome) with the
participant able to adjust the window size up to the maximum of the screen resolution of
1366 x 768 on a 20 inch Liquid Crystal Monitor. The first web pages of the study provided
background information before the participant was asked by the software to enter their
demographic information. The next pages provided an explanation of the experiment and
incorporated practice examples of three of the basic question types (numeric, selection, and
ordering). The main questions followed, with two distinct groups, one of which used a
timeline, and the other text. The first page in each group provided the story in text or
timeline form and the participant was allowed to take as long as they wished to study it
(within the overall period of the open day). They were also told that the information would
be repeated on every subsequent page of the comprehension test. For the subsequent pages
containing questions, the participant was asked to answer as quickly and accurately as they
could. There was a clear division between the sets of questions for the two different stories,
with a similar opportunity to study the text/timeline, on its own, provided before the second
set of questions started. The next set of questions used self report to assess Vividness of
Visual Imagery (Marks, 1973), Learning Scenario, and Multimedia Learning
Preference (Massa & Mayer, 2006; Mayer & Massa, 2003). The participant was then
presented with pairs of shapes, as used by Shepard and Metzler (1971), and asked to identify
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whether these were the same or different. After completing the retention questions the
participant was thanked for taking part, and provided with a debrief if requested.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Group balance
The groups did not differ significantly in terms of their proportion of gender,
χ2(3) = 2.48, p = .48, nor in terms of age, F(3,117) = .498, p = .684,ω =−.01
4.4.2 Participant Accuracy
Examination of answers given to the numerical questions showed no common errors
(something that might otherwise have cast doubt on the approach of only awarding the mark
for a correct answer). The four distributions of total marks for the two conditions (text vs
timeline material) and the two measurement points (initial comprehension and subsequent
retention) were checked for normality using Shapiro-Wilk tests since this test was suggested
by both Thode (2002) and Razali and Wah (2011). The detailed results can be seen in
Table H.1 on page 276. All four distributions were found to be significantly different from a
normal distribution (W’s < 0.92, p’s < .05). The distributions were also found to be skewed,
with inconsistent direction preventing use of a transform since the same transform would
need to be applied to each in order to be able to perform valid comparisons (Field et al.,
2012). With such data Larson-Hall and Herrington (2010), and Erceg-Hurn and Mirosevich
(2008), suggest the use of robust methods, and Wilcox (1992) stresses concerns with power
and relevance if they are not used. Comparison of the marks for the comprehension test
showed that the distribution of marks for the text group with a 20% trimmed
mean (M = 80.25), did not differ significantly from that for the timeline group, with a 20%
trimmed mean (M = 82.88) when assessed using Yuen’s
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method, Ty(72) =−1.76, p = .083, 95%CI[−5.6,0.35] with an explanatory measure of
effect size (ξˆ = 0.12), roughly corresponding to a Cohen’s d value of 0.2 (Wilcox, 2016;
Ellis, 2010). However comparison of the marks for the immediate retention test showed that
the distribution of marks for the text group with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 63.24), did
differ significantly from that for the timeline group, with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 55.71)
when assessed using Yuen’s method, Ty(72) = 2.76, p = .007, 95%CI[2.1,12.97] with an
explanatory measure of effect size (ξˆ = 0.26), roughly corresponding to a Cohen’s d value
of 0.35 (Wilcox, 2016; Ellis, 2010).
4.4.3 Participant Response Times
The response times for the questions ranged from 1.5s to 168s (one outlier at > 700s was
replaced with the next highest value of 168s) with M = 25.8, SD = 20.3 and were, as
predicted by Whelan (2010), non-normally distributed, with skewness for the whole set of
measurements of 2.0 (SE = 0.38) and kurtosis of 5.6 (SE = 0.38). However, since some of
the types of questions involved different actions by the participant (for example age and date
questions required use of the keyboard, and order questions involved greater use of the
mouse than simple selection) and, since the cognitive load may also differ between types,
the overall comparisons of response times were only considered appropriate when made
between similar questions. Examining the response times for each question also showed
evidence of a speed vs accuracy trade off (Anderson, 1981). The response time comparisons
between timeline and text conditions were therefore restricted to the cases where the
participant had given correct answers in both conditions.
Comprehension Question Response Times The distributions were compared using
Yuen’s method for paired distributions (Wilcox, 2016). Significance values were adjusted
using Holm’s method (Holm, 1979) and comparisons for each question can be seen in
Table H.5 on page 277. For five of the comparisons the differences are significant, and in
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each case the timeline case has the lower trimmed mean. These cases are reported here: For
question two, the 20% trimmed mean time of 27.27s for the timeline condition was faster
than the text condition which had a mean of 35.86s
Ty(54) = 3.37, p = .014, 95%CI[3.48,13.71]. For question three, the 20% trimmed mean
time of 13.04s for the timeline condition was faster than the text condition which had a
mean of 19.03s Ty(55) = 4.79, p < .001, 95%CI[3.48,8.5]. Question seven resulted in 20%
trimmed mean time of 14.63s for the timeline condition which was faster than the text
condition with a mean of 17.38s, Ty(63) = 2.86, p = .045, 95%CI[0.83,4.68], while
question eight resulted in 20% trimmed mean time of 12.46s for the timeline condition
which was faster than the text condition with a mean of 20.22s
Ty(50) = 4.88, p < .001, 95%CI[4.57,10.95]. Finally, question 12 resulted in a 20%
trimmed mean time of 8.54s for the timeline condition which was faster than the text
condition with a mean of 9.98s Ty(69) = 3.3, p = .014, 95%CI[0.57,2.3].
Retention Question Response Times Using the same approach of comparing response
times for questions where both answers were correct for the immediate retention test
resulted in the comparisons shown in Table H.6 on page 278. It should be noted, however,
that relatively small numbers resulted for questions two to five. Question one however did
show a significant difference with, in this case, the 20% trimmed mean time of 7.25s for the
timeline condition being slower than the text condition with a mean of 6.31s
Ty(64) =−2.82, p = .038, 95%CI[−1.61,−0.28].
4.4.4 Other Variables
The participant preferences in respect of Multimedia Preference (MMP), Multimedia
Learning Preference (MLPQ) (Massa & Mayer, 2006) and vividness of visual
imagery (Andrade et al., 2013; Marks, 1973) were collected. These, together with the
demographic variables of gender and age, slopes and intercepts for the mental rotation task,
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Age MRS MRI MMP LSP VV T CompD
MRS -0.13
MRI 0.29** -0.37****
MMP 0.12 0.00 0.01
LSP 0.15 0.10 -0.13 0.21*
VVT 0.03 0.19* 0.08 -0.02 -0.01
CompD -0.12 0.03 -0.07 -0.03 0.07 -0.12
RetnD -0.27** -0.05 -0.11 -0.08 0.00 -0.11 0.19*
MRS = Metzler Slope, MRI = Metzler Intercept, FRS = F Rotate Slope, FRI = F Rotate
Intercept, MMP = Multimedia preference, LSP = Learning Scenario Preference, VVT =
Vividness from PSI-Q, CompD = Comprehension score diff, RetnD = Retention score diff,
*P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001, ****P < .0001,
Table 4.3 – Study Two Correlation Table
and the differences between participant scores for the text and timeline conditions in
comprehension and retention were examined for any correlations by means of Pearson tests.
The resulting matrix can be seen in Table 4.3. The only significant correlations were
between broadly equivalent measures such as the two mental rotation tests and between the
comprehension and retention scores (repeated measures of the same participants). There
were therefore no meaningful strong correlations found. The variables were also used to
group the accuracy scores and response times for analysis with no consistent, significant,
outcomes.
4.4.5 Comparison of the two approaches to cognitive load
measurement
Two measures were used to assess cognitive load, the response times to each question, and
self assessed effort questions as used by DeLeeuw and Mayer (2008). To compare the two
approaches, correlations were performed, using the Spearman method, between the
participant assessed effort rating and the response time recorded for the question to which
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All Text All Graphics Correct Text Correct Graphics
Rho P Rho P Rho P Rho P
Number (2 digits) 0.20 0.03 0.29 0.00 0.22 0.04 0.38 0.00
Order 0.41 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.37 0.01
Choice (1 of 4) 0.50 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.51 0.00
Number (4 digits) 0.29 0.00 0.19 0.03 0.33 0.00 0.19 0.05
Choice (1 of 2) 0.30 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.47 0.00
Table 4.4 – Study Two: Effort and Response Time Correlations for Different Question Types
that effort rating applied. The values of Rho and p for the complete set of results for text and
data and also for the subset where the question was also correctly answered can be seen in
Table 4.4. It can be seen that whilst some correlations that achieve significance are weak,
there are some that can be considered as moderate and all significant correlations are in the
same direction. The correlations in respect of the one of four choice question are
consistently the highest.
Difficulty ratings At the end of each of the two sets of questions (timeline condition and
text condition) a self rated difficulty rating was provided. The responses were highly skewed
(towards the easy end of the scale) and so comparison of these responses between conditions
was performed using Yuen’s method for paired distributions. No significant difference was
found between the timeline condition with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 1.37) and the text
condition with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 1.44),
Ty(72) = 0.57, p = .571, 95%CI[−0.17,0.31].
4.4.6 Overall Timing
Overall timings were recorded to assist the design of some of the subsequent studies by
providing indications of the range of reading speeds for the material. The fastest participant
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took 13 min to complete the whole study, the slowest 67 min (M = 30 min, SD = 11 min).
The familiarisation element of the comprehension test was studied for a mean of
88s (SD = 64 s) with less time taken on average for familiarisation with the second set of
material (M = 43 s, SD = 47 s). Text stories were studied for a mean of 86s (SD = 68 s) ,
and timeline versions for a mean of 44s (SD = 42 s).
4.5 Discussion
As discussed in Chapter two there has been little work into the benefits of timelines for
supporting learning, with a major gap being whether timelines can empirically show a
learning benefit. When considering learning and timelines it was postulated that they could
be considered as multimedia, combining graphics and text, and hence that they should help
with learning if they were constructed following the principles described in the CTML.
While study one provided a first step towards understanding timelines and education, and
indeed in the year 8 group suggested that the use of timelines did improve the learning (as
assessed by a comprehension based test), a number of limitations were found, mostly
resulting from being conducted in a school and prioritising ecological soundness. Therefore
a key aim of this second study was to examine timelines and learning in a more controlled
scenario. Of the five hypotheses being examined by the set of studies within this thesis, four
of these were addressed by this study. Two concerning the effects of timelines on
comprehension (in terms of accuracy and response time), one extending the assessment of
accuracy to cover immediate retention, and the fourth using the testing process (independent
of the type of material involved) to ascertain the extent to which response times could
provide a measure of cognitive load.
Designed to take place in a controlled lab environment, this study benefited from the
introduction of fictional materials to prevent prior learning effects (Ozuru et al., 2009; Lowe,
1996), using two broadly identical, history themed, stories, one in text form and the other as
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a timeline.
Previous timeline studies by Korallo (2010b) and Prangsma (2007) had both focused on
retention, showing initial improvements from inclusion of timeline information, although
both showed no difference for delayed retention. To build on this work in a stepwise
manner, this study was designed to focus on the immediate retention and the underlying
comprehension needed to support this.
Consideration of the CTML (Mayer, 2005), and its foundations in DCT (Paivio, 1991), and
CLT (Sweller, 1988, 1994) predicted that, as examples of multimedia, the use of timelines
would be beneficial for retention of the information that they were presenting, and, since
comprehension is a necessary precursor to retention (Schnotz & Bannert, 2003; Kintsch,
1994), it was expected that the same effect would be found when comparing comprehension.
The results, however, showed no significant difference in accuracy between conditions (text
vs timeline) at the comprehension stage, but found a significant accuracy difference when
assessing immediate retention, with the trimmed mean accuracy score for the text condition
being higher than that for the timeline. These were both unexpected results. In particular the
retention result which contradicted previous work by Korallo (2010b) and Prangsma (2007).
A second facet of this study was to explore the measurement of cognitive load. While
considering learning and its underlying theories, the literature section, chapter two,
discussed theories of memory (Baddeley & Hitch, 2000; Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Cowan,
2014) and the effects of the cognitive load experienced during learning (Sweller, 1988). In
particular Sweller’s studies of Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller, 1994, 2015) suggested that
cognitive load induced by study materials can be a good indicator of how well they will be
learned. Research has used a number of different methods for measuring cognitive load, but
the commonly used method of self report interrupts the participants as they take part in the
learning process. Consequently this research was also interested in the extent to which
reaction times could give an indicator of cognitive load (Chen et al., 2016) and so also
included a comparison of reaction time and self report cognitive load assessment (van Gog
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& Paas, 2008). Correlations between measured and self-reported cognitive load were all
positive, and significant in all but one example, but showed either weak or moderate
strengths. The measurements were grouped by type of question (since underlying response
times differed between those involving typing and those involving selection by mouse click
for example) and the strongest correlations were seen for those involving simple, mouse
based, choices, where the underlying timing variance would have less of an obscuring effect.
This study also sought to ascertain whether factors such as education, age (Borella et al.,
2011), spatial ability (Sanchez & Wiley, 2014; Pazzaglia & Moe, 2013), and
gender (Coluccia & Louse, 2004) could affect the measurements being made. Individual
differences including gender, age, highest education level, occupation, and familiarity with
timelines, showed no significant correlations with either accuracy or cognitive load, nor did
assessments of spatial ability, visualisation, and learning preferences, whether directly or by
using these as grouping selectors for the main accuracy and response time variables. In the
case of spatial ability there are many possible aspects and different tests of these, Sanchez
and Wiley (2014) for example, only found effects using a dynamic spatial ability assessment
and not with a paper folding approach (which is perhaps closer to the mental rotation
assessment used here).
In summary neither hypothesis one nor three were supported, with timeline materials
showing no evidence of the predicted difference in comprehension, or immediate retention,
and interestingly indicating the opposite effect to hold in respect of hypothesis three
concerning immediate retention. When reaction times were used as a measure of ease of
comprehension however, in line with hypothesis two, the results did support the hypothesis
in the cases where the results were comparable. Correct responses from participants were
significantly faster for questions regarding timeline material than those for the text format.
Finally, hypothesis five was supported and, it is concluded that it may be possible, in similar
studies, to use response time as a measure of cognitive load instead of the more intrusive self
assessment approach. It should be noted, however, that to be meaningfully comparable, the
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analysis process necessitated a reduction in the directly compared data at a number of stages
(only comparing similar question types since their distributions varied, and only comparing
correct answers, since correct/incorrect distributions also differed). As a consequence,
studies using the approach to gain insight into the load for individual participants would
need to include a larger number of questions than this study did which was only examining
correlation between the two methods of estimating cognitive load and hence was able to
aggregate the measurements.
As the results of this study were mixed, however, this next section looks to understand and
reflect upon factors, which may have impacted the study. Considering the different results
for hypothesis one between study one and two, the primary measurement approach used in
study one was based upon the educational grading system used by the school, and
incorporated other data (previous scores and targets) into the analysis. Hence it could have
been more sensitive than the single test score used for comprehension in study two.
To develop this study further and provide insights into the participants, the next study was
designed to include more tests of mental rotation, with the participants using the keyboard
rather than the mouse to provide greater timing consistency since, on examining the wide
variation in times for the mental rotation tests, it had been realised that some of the timing
variation would have been caused by moving the mouse to the correct answer and more
accurate results would be needed to be certain that there was a difference. The incorporation
of a further delayed retention phase was intended to help assess any longer term effect on




Study Three: An experimental study on
the use of timelines with delayed
assessment
5.1 Chapter Overview
Building on study two, this study also aimed to identify comprehension and retention
differences between chronological information presented as text and presented graphically
in the form of timelines. While keeping the same initial materials, structure, and approach as
study two, the number of measurements of spatial rotation ability was extended to improve
accuracy, and an additional spatial ability test of object location memory was incorporated.
The assessment of retention was enhanced by the inclusion of a delayed retention test a
week later. As had been found in study two, there were no significant differences in the
distribution of accuracy results for comprehension between timeline and text materials.
Unlike study two, however, there was also no significant difference found for the results
relating to the initial retention questions. A significant difference was found for accuracy in
the delayed retention session reflecting a higher trimmed mean score for the material that
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had been originally studied in text form. Examination of response time distributions during
the immediate retention test comparing identical questions for the two material types
resulted in only one significant difference. This was, however, in the opposite direction to
those found in comprehension (and in study two), with the trimmed mean for the text
condition showing the faster response.
5.2 Introduction
5.2.1 Rationale
The key finding from study two was that while there were no significant differences in
accuracy scores for assessments of participant comprehension between material presented as
a timeline and as text, there was a small, but significant, difference favouring textual
presentation, during a retention test shortly after the comprehension study of the materials.
This was unexpected and contrary to predictions based upon the literature.
Study two also sought to understand cognitive load and whether response times (RT) could
be used as an indicator of cognitive load in comparison to the typically used self reporting as
assessed through an instrument developed by Massa and Mayer (2006). The results
indicated significant correlation coefficients (varying between weak and moderate for
different questions) indicating that RT could be used as an alternative to self report.
Comparing the response time results for timelines and text conditions no significant results
were found for the retention session but in those questions where significant differences
were seen for the comprehension questions, the timeline response times were shorter than
the corresponding text condition.
Study two was also designed to be run in a single experimental session and, whilst
intervening tests (mainly of spatial ability) provided a break to remove any working memory
rehearsal effects between the comprehension and retention elements, results that would be
more meaningful for learning and education would require a delayed retention test as this is
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more representative of the experience learners would have in schools with testing typically
occurring in a later lesson, often the following week. Therefore in this next study an
additional retention test was introduced, designed to occur one week (7±2 days) after the
initial exposure and testing of the material.
An additional advantage of including a delayed test in this third study was that it also
allowed for the inclusion of additional spatial ability tests. By testing over the two sessions
it not only meant that more data could be collected in relation to spatial awareness, but it
also ensured that the score was more representative of the participant, having been collected
over two sessions (a participant having an "off day" may lead to unexpected results). A test
of object location memory was also incorporated. These additions to enhance and extend the
spatial ability aspect of the study, and the delayed retention test, are described in more detail
below. All other aspects are the same as for study two.
5.2.1.1 Delayed retention test
Amongst memory and education researchers reference is frequently made to research in
1885 by Hermann Ebbinghaus as described in Ebbinghaus (1885). As part of his research he
studied lists of nonsense syllables until he could recall them accurately on two consecutive
tests and then measured his retention by tests performed over a range of intervals from 20
minutes to 31 days (Hicks, Marsh, & Russell, 2000). Many subsequent studies have been
performed with a variety of memory aspects being assessed, from sequences, nouns
(van den Broek, Segers, Takashima, & Verhoeven, 2014; Wheeler, Ewers, & Buonanno,
2003), word pairs (Soderstrom & Bjork, 2014), prospective actions (Hicks et al., 2000), to
pictures (MacLeod, 1988; Hockley, 2008). The studies have also used a wide variety of
durations from minutes to years. For example, Chan (2010) uses 20 minutes/one day/one
week, Kang, McDermott, and Roediger (2007) consider two days, three days and one week,
Roediger and Karpicke (2006) use five minutes, two days, and one week. Rubin and Wenzel
(1996) performed a meta level analysis of 210 data sets examining their fit to 105 possible
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mathematical models for the rate of forgetting, concluding that the simplest (although with
issues in boundary conditions) for common use was a logarithmic function. Many of these
retention studies include accuracy feedback during the initial study session, engaging the
testing effect (Roediger & Butler, 2011; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006; Carpenter, Pashler, &
Cepeda, 2009) and the experiment materials were modified to provide similar feedback. The
period of a week later than the first session was chosen for the second retention session as a
reasonably practical period, with examination of the Ebbinghaus curve in Anderson and
Schooler (1991, figure 1.A) showing a likely reduction of remembered items to 30% of the
initial level.
5.2.1.2 Broader assessment of spatial ability
The Shepard and Metzler mental rotation test has been shown by some researchers to
correlate with gender, with males in general performing better than females (Masters, 1998;
Parsons, 2004; Gluck & Fabrizii, 2010; Doyle & Voyer, 2013) in both the intercept
(showing faster fixed processing time), and slope, (indicating faster rotation processing
time). In contrast, however, in a memory test developed by Silverman and Eals (1992)
where participants memorise locations of objects and then identify subsequent changes of
the objects, including absence and/or changes of their locations, a female advantage has
been shown (Robert & Savoie, 2006; Silverman, Choi, & Peters, 2007; Lejbak, Vrbancic, &
Crossley, 2009; Honda & Nihei, 2009). A version of this test was therefore incorporated, to
complement the mental rotation tests.
5.2.1.3 Increased assessment of mental rotation
The addition of a second session also allowed for the Shepard and Metzler (1971) test used
in study two to be extended. This test was intended as an exploratory indication of abilities
that could be correlated with other variables and used to group other results. While the
original task used 1600 image pairs, (Shepard & Metzler, 1971) , a review of the literature
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indicated that researchers are not consistent in the number of pairs they use. Brosnan et al.
(2010) obtained usable data from 40, Gardony, Taylor, and Brunye (2014) used 90,
Amorim, Isableu, and Jarraya (2006), when comparing the effect of block shapes to human
body shapes used 84 of each, Hugdahl, Thomsen, and Ersland (2006) used only 36 but were
simply interested in accuracy and reaction times using the shapes as stimuli in conjunction
with fMRI rather than evaluating rotation rates. Larger numbers, such as 128 were used by
Borst (2013) (in two blocks with other conditions varied), 200 by Paschke et al. (2012), and
478 by Parsons (1987) (using abstract shapes). Clearly there is currently little consistency in
how many pairs are required for effective use of the test. As this measure is used partially as
a distraction and is not the key aim of the study, it was decided arbitrarily to use 120 pairs,
split into two parts, with 60 in each of the two sessions.
The Shepard and Metzler mental rotation test was complemented by means of the
incorporation of a second, different, rotation test, into each session. This used rotated letters
rather than abstract shapes (Tarr & Pinker, 1989; Koriat & Norman, 1985) which some
researchers had found to be less affected by gender (Beste, Heil, & Konrad, 2010). Pairs of
the letter "F" were used (48 in each session). To provide additional balance, an additional
spatial ability test, Object Location Memory was also introduced. In this test, developed by
Silverman and Eals (1992), a female advantage has been shown (Robert & Savoie, 2006;
Silverman et al., 2007; Lejbak et al., 2009; Cinan et al., 2007; Honda & Nihei, 2009).
5.2.2 Aims
This research seeks to identify any significant comprehension and learning differences
between chronological information presented in text form and presented graphically in the
form of timelines. It seeks, in general, to measure both initial comprehension/understanding
and the level of immediate retention. The study addressed three hypotheses (of the overall
five) numbered as in Section 2.5 on page 55:
Hypothesis 1: Use of timelines will result in increased comprehension of information when
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compared to text.
Hypothesis 2: Use of timelines will result in shorter question response times during
comprehension of information when compared to text.
Hypothesis 3: Use of timelines will result in greater retention of information when
compared to text.
5.3 Method
5.3.1 Participants and Recruitment
The study was granted ethical approval from the Department of Psychology ethics
committee (ethics reference number:14-238). and participants were recruited through a
variety of means: through the Psychology Department’s Research participation Scheme
(RPS), through general publicity on the university noticeboards, and via opportunistic
sampling. All first year psychology undergraduates at the university are expected to
participate, through the RPS, in at least five hours of research, split into half-hour blocks,
and receive partial course credit for a Psychology Laboratory unit for completion of the five
hours. No incentives were provided for any other participants apart from snacks being
available during the experiment. All participants were assumed to be fluent in English, this
being one of the entry requirements to study at the University. A total of 52 participants took
part in the experiment, the age range being 18 to 43 years (M = 20.13, SD = 4.39) and the
majority (44) falling into the 18-20 year range. The gender split was 41 female. Forty three
of the participants had used timelines before and 40 made frequent use of
maps/diagrams/graphs (at least once a month) in their job, studies or hobbies. The highest
education level for the majority (42) was A-Level (with 2 holding diplomas, 6 having
degrees, and 2 doctorates).
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Age
Group n Female Min Max Mean SD
1 11 9 18 30 20 3.4
2 14 11 18 43 22 6.6
3 16 12 18 21 19 0.8
4 7 5 18 35 21 6.1
Table 5.1 – Study Three - Group allocations
5.3.2 Materials and Measures
5.3.2.1 Experiment framework
The experiment was performed via a computer based questionnaire using the open source
Limesurvey software (Version 2.05+ Build 141210) in the same manner as study two, the
scripted approach being even more necessary to handle around 700 distinct pages across
both sessions.
5.3.2.2 Overall Experiment structure
The experiment involved two separate sessions, the first being similar to that used in study
two (with the only change being the addition of the letter rotation test and an increase in the
number of Shepard and Metzler shape rotation pairs). The elements of the session can be
seen in the overview of Figure 5.1. The second session, one week later (7±2 days),
commenced with questions on the text/timeline material that had been studied in the first
session. Two blocks of questions were used, one for each story, but the choice of which was
asked about first was decided at random (using the random number capability of the survey
tool). The overview of the second session can be seen in Figure 5.2, where the placement of
the two mental rotation tasks (shape rotation and letter rotation) and the object location
memory task is shown. To preserve anonymity the only cross reference between the two
sessions used a word or sequence of characters chosen by the participant and entered in both
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sessions in the stages marked as "Link".
5.3.2.3 Text and timeline materials
For the first session this study used exactly the same fictional texts, timelines, and
comprehension and immediate retention questions as study two.
The second session contained the delayed retention assessment involving 12 questions on
each of the stories. These are shown in Tables D.1 on page 262 and D.2 on page 263. The
questions were again of three basic types, entry of a number, selection from multiple choice,
and placing items in order.
5.3.2.4 Mental rotation ability
Shape rotation The underlying materials for the Shepard and Metzler mental rotation task
(Shepard & Metzler, 1971), where participants are shown pairs of perspective drawings of
three dimensional regular shapes made of blocks, were the same as those used in study two,
being obtained from a set published by Tarr (2015). For this study, however, two groups, one
for each session, were produced. Each group contained 60 pairs, half of which were
congruent. The congruent pairs included equal numbers of each rotation angle of 0, 20, 40,
60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180 degrees and all pairs were spread randomly through the
complete set. The participant was also instructed to use the keyboard (study two had used
the mouse).
The two groups of letter rotations were also randomly ordered containing 48 pairs, half of
which were congruent, with equal numbers of rotations of 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280,
and 320 degrees. The same javascript as used in the Shepard and Metzler object rotation
tests was incorporated into the pages testing rotations of the letter "F". An example of this




























































































































































































































































































































































5.3.2.5 Object location memory test
This test was based upon the test used by Silverman and Eals (1992). A javascript program
was developed for this test and incorporated into the relevant web pages. This displayed an
eight by eight grid such as that shown in Figure D.2 on page 264 for 10 seconds, after which
the screen was blanked for two seconds before returning with some of the objects changed
in location. The participant could indicate by mouse click those cells that they considered
had changed. Two such tests were incorporated, in the first test 6 out of 9 items remained
static, and in the second, 5 out of 12 remained static.
5.3.2.6 Demographic and Learning Preference questions
The demographic questions and measures of vividness, learning scenario preference and
multimedia preference were all kept the same as in study two.
5.3.2.7 Analysis approach
A program was developed to score the outputs from the various parts of the study. The
methods used are described below:
Main questions (comprehension and retention) The questions were scored in the same
way as had been used for study two, multiple choice questions being scored with a value of
one for the correct answer. Numeric questions were only given a mark if the answer was
exactly right, as this is typical of school examinations, which have a prescribed marking
scheme. To ensure data were not overlooked, the results were checked to identify any
particularly popular wrong answers. The ordering questions received a mark if the items
were correctly ordered. The scores were converted to percentages of the maximum score for
each phase (12 for comprehension, 6 for immediate retention, and 12 for the delayed
retention session 1 week later).
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Vividness The mean of all the responses to the questions in the PSI-Q subset was used as
the outcome, in line with Andrade et al. (2013).
Learning scenario preference In line with Mayer and Massa (2003) a score of one was
allocated for answers where the visual mode was preferred and the results were totaled to
give an overall result in the range zero to five.
Multimedia preferences Also in line with Mayer and Massa (2003) a score of one was
allocated for each answer where the preference was for the visual help screen and the results
were then totaled to give an overall result in the range zero to three.
Mental rotation The results of the shape rotation tests in the two sessions were combined
together and the angles and response times for correct responses were processed in line with
Shepard and Metzler (1971) and Brosnan et al. (2010), discarding incorrect responses and
using the slope and intercept of a regression line fitted to the data as the resultant measures.
The same approach was used for the mental rotation tests based on the letter F.
Object location memory The object location memory score composite measure used by
Silverman and Eals (1992) was calculated by summing the number of hits and correct
rejections and subtracting the total of false alarms and misses. The results of the two
separate tests were averaged to give the final score.
5.3.3 Design
The main element of the first session of the experiment was a "within participant" repeated
design with timeline vs text presentation being the independent variable with two levels and
two dependent variables (accuracy and response time), both assessed at two distinct time
points (while the material is being shown, to gauge comprehension, and after the material
has been removed, to gauge immediate retention) The "within participant" variables are the
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accuracy and response times. Other "between participant" variables, including age, gender,
spatial rotation ability, and multi-media preferences were collected for use in post-hoc
grouping analysis.
Fictional materials were used to remove prior knowledge as a direct confound. The
experiment was counterbalanced by randomly selecting from four combinations (timeline
first vs text first and two different underlying materials) for the comprehension element.
During the first session the participant‘s demographic information was collected, their self
rated vividness of visual imagery (Marks, 1973; Andrade et al., 2013), and Multimedia and
Learning Scenario Preferences (Mayer & Massa, 2003) were collected, and an assessment
made of their spatial ability using a set of pairs of rotated shapes as used by Shepard and
Metzler (1971), and a set of pairs of rotated letters as used by Beste et al. (2010). These
spatial tests also acted as distractor tasks to prevent any rehearsal of the fictional stories,
before the baseline retention questions (Hinze et al., 2013).
The second session consisted of a counterbalanced (in terms of which story was considered
first) set of retention questions followed by rotation tests and an object location memory test.
5.3.4 Procedure
Session One The study took place in a quiet psychology laboratory on the university
campus. After a welcome to the first session by the researcher and allocation to a computer,
participants were given time to study the background and to sign the consent form. The
questionnaire was viewed via a standard browser (Google Chrome) with the participant able
to adjust the window size up to the maximum of the screen resolution of 1366x768 pixels on
a 20 inch Liquid Crystal Monitor. The first web pages of the study provided background
information and the participant was then asked by the software to enter their demographic
information. The next pages provided an explanation of the experiment and incorporated
practice examples of three of the basic question types (numeric, selection, and ordering).
The main questions followed, with two distinct groups, one of which was timeline based and
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the other text based. The first page in each group provided the story in text or timeline form
and the participant was allowed to take as long as they liked to study it (they were also told
that the information would be repeated on every subsequent page of the comprehension
test). For the subsequent pages containing questions, the participant was asked to answer as
quickly and accurately as they could (the comprehension assessment).
The next set of questions used self report to assess Vividness of Visual Imagery (Marks,
1973), Learning Scenario, and Multimedia Learning Preference (Massa & Mayer, 2006;
Mayer & Massa, 2003). The participant was then presented with pairs of shapes as used by
Shepard and Metzler (1971) and asked to identify whether these were the same or different.
After this task, which also acted as a distraction, the participant was asked a set of questions
on one story and then a set on the other, with no material shown (the immediate retention
assessment). The participant also provided a memorable word/letter sequence to form an
anonymous link between the first and second sessions.
Session Two The delayed retention tests took place a week later (7±2 days). This period
was chosen to match periods used by (Roediger & Butler, 2011) and Cepeda et al. (2008)
when assessing retention. The second session took a very similar computer based form to
the first session but there was no display of the test material. After entering their participant
chosen word/letter sequence to link the data for the two sessions during analysis, a set of
questions (delayed retention assessment) was presented covering each of the stories in turn
(the story that was asked about first being selected at random). These were followed by
further mental rotation tests. Finally two tests of object location memory were performed.





The groups did not differ significantly in terms of their proportion of gender, χ2(3) = .323,
p = .96, nor in terms of age, F(3,44) = .323, p = .956, ω2 =−.003
5.4.2 Participant Accuracy
Examination of answers given to the numerical questions showed no common errors. The
six distributions of total marks for the two conditions (text vs timeline material) and the
three measurement points (initial comprehension, immediate retention, and delayed
retention) were checked for normality using Shapiro-Wilk tests since this test was suggested
by both Thode (2002), and Razali and Wah (2011). The detailed results can be seen in
Table I.1 on page 279. Although the distribution of marks for the timeline condition in the
delayed retention session was not significantly different from normal (W = 0.96, p = .106),
the remaining five distributions were found to be significantly different from a normal
distribution (W’s < 0.96, p’s < .05). The distributions showed some skew, with inconsistency
of direction preventing use of a transform since the same transform would need to be
applied to each in order to be able to perform valid comparisons (Field et al., 2012). There
was also a wide difference in variances between the groups suggesting that the
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney non parametric test would not be appropriate (Wilcox, 2016). The
paired comprehension results were therefore compared using Yuen’s method as in study two.
Comprehension This analysis showed no significant difference between the distribution
of marks for the text condition with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 11.3), and the
corresponding mean for the timeline condition (M = 10.9) when assessed using Yuen’s
method, Ty(29) =−1.56, p = .129, 95%CI[−0.92,0.12] with an explanatory measure of
effect size (ξ = 0.22).
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Retention For the retention results, since these were measured in two sessions and in both
conditions, a repeated measures ANOVA approach would usually be used but the parametric
form of this analysis was ruled out by the skew and deviation from normality of the data.
For dependent data such as these, the non-parametric Friedman test could have been a
suitable way to compare the distributions, however Baguley (2012) considers it to be a
relatively inefficient test, while many others recommend the use of robust methods for data
with skew, and where normality cannot be assumed (Larson-Hall & Herrington, 2010;
Erceg-Hurn & Mirosevich, 2008), with Wilcox (1992) stressing the issues of power and
relevance that could be raised if they were not used, and recommending the use of a robust
ANOVA using trimmed means. This was the approach selected, and was undertaken by
using the R function rmanova from the package WRS2, based upon Wilcox (2016). The
robust analysis of variance showed that there was a significant difference between the
distributions of the four measurements, F(3,87) = 56.6, p < .001. Performing multiple
comparisons with Rom’s method for controlling the family wise error (using R function
rmmcp) as suggested by Wilcox (2016), showed that there was no significant difference in
the results for immediate retention, with 20% trimmed mean score for the text condition
(M = 77.2) and (M = 71.7) for the timeline Ψˆ= 2.78 (−4.04,9.59), p = .41. For the
delayed retention, however, the 20% trimmed mean score for the text condition (M = 55.6)
indicated a significantly higher level of information retention than that for the timeline
condition (M = 47.5), Ψˆ= 8.33 (2.41,14.25), p = .002
5.4.3 Participant Response Times
The response times for the questions ranged from 1.7s to 114s with M = 25.8, SD = 20.3
and were non-normally distributed, with skewness for the whole set of measurements
of 2.17 (SE = 0.24) and kurtosis of 6.29 (SE = 0.24). The distributions varied between
question types and showed evidence of a speed vs accuracy trade off (Anderson, 1981) in
the same manner as the response time results of study two. The response time comparisons
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were therefore performed the same way as for study two, by being restricted to the cases
where the participant had given correct answers in both conditions.
Comprehension Question Response Times The distributions were compared using
Yuen’s method for paired distributions (Wilcox, 2016). Significance values were adjusted
using Holm’s method (Holm, 1979) and comparisons for each question can be seen in
Table I.2 on page 280. For three of the comparisons the differences are significant, and in
each case the timeline case has the lower trimmed mean. These cases are reported here: For
question three, the 20% trimmed mean time of 11.98s for the timeline condition was faster
than the text condition which had a mean of 15.52s
Ty(25) = 3.16, p = .041, 95%CI[1.23,5.85], for question seven, the 20% trimmed mean
time of 13.19s for the timeline condition was faster than the text condition which had a
mean of 18.72s Ty(24) = 3.44, p = .024, 95%CI[2.21,8.85], and for question eight, the
20% trimmed mean time of 12.23s for the timeline condition was faster than the text
condition which had a mean of 24.94s Ty(26) = 6.32, p < .001, 95%CI[8.58,16.84]. For all
other questions time differences were not found to be significantly different.
Initial Retention Question Response Times The distributions were compared using
Yuen’s method for paired distributions. Significance values were adjusted using Holm’s
method Holm (1979) and comparisons for each question can be seen in Table I.3 on
page 280.
In only one of the six questions were the results significant, this was for question one where
the 20% trimmed mean time of 5.68s for the text condition was faster than the timeline
condition which had a mean of 7.07s, Ty(29) =−3.98, p = .003, 95%CI[−2.1,−0.67]
Delayed Retention Question Response Times The restriction to the cases where the
participant had given correct answers to questions corresponding to both study conditions
combined with the lower accuracy scores overall resulted in too few results to compare for
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Age MRS MRI FRS FRI MMP LSP CompD
MRI 0.24 0.44**
FRS -0.03 -0.03 -0.24
FRI 0.07 0.34* 0.55**** -0.73****
MMP 0.21 -0.14 0.13 -0.04 -0.10
LSP -0.10 -0.12 -0.14 0.20 -0.18 -0.22
CompD 0.02 0.11 0.17 -0.17 0.24 0.05 -0.06
RetnD -0.01 -0.02 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.14 0.10 0.39**
MRS = Metzler Slope, MRI = Metzler Intercept, FRS = F Rotate Slope, FRI = F Rotate Intercept, MMP
= Multimedia preference, LSP = Learning Scenario Preference, CompD = Comprehension score diff,
RetnD = Retention score diff, *P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001, ****P < .0001,
Table 5.2 – Study Three Correlation Table
this test.
5.4.4 Other Variables
The participant preferences in respect of Multimedia Preference (MMP), Multimedia
Learning Preference (MLPQ) (Massa & Mayer, 2006) and vividness of visual
imagery (Marks, 1973; Andrade et al., 2013) were collected. These, together with the
demographic variables of gender and age, score for the object location memory test and
slopes and intercepts for the two mental rotation tasks (Metzler_slope, and
Metzler_intercept and F_slope and F_intercept respectively), were examined, together with
the differences between participant scores for the text and timeline conditions during
comprehension, immediate, and delayed retention. The resulting Pearson correlation matrix
can be seen in Figure 5.2. The only significant correlations were between broadly
equivalent measures such as the two mental rotation tests and between the comprehension




Overall timings were recorded to assist the design of the subsequent studies. The
familiarisation element of the comprehension test was studied for a mean time of
127s (SD = 83s) with less time taken on average for familiarisation with the second set of
material (M = 64s, SD = 55s). Text stories were studied for a mean time of
130s (SD = 84s), and timeline versions for a mean time of 61s (SD = 49s).
5.5 Discussion
This study used the same primary materials, and a broadly similar procedure, to those used
in study two, but extended and increased the number of measurements of spatial ability, and
included an additional retention measurement a week after the first measurements. The later
retention measurement used a counterbalanced design (study two had counterbalanced the
comprehension element but used a fixed sequence of questions for the immediate retention
phase). Based on the literature (Mayer, 2014a) it was expected that timelines would result in
better comprehension (Seufert, 2003), and retention (Schweppe & Rummer, 2012), scores,
however studies one and two had provided varying results, with support for hypotheses one
and three (concerning accuracy of comprehension, and retention respectively) only found in
some cases (study one showed some support for hypothesis one, with timelines improving
comprehension in one year group, while study two not only did not support hypothesis one,
but it also suggested that the improved retention expected from timeline material in
hypothesis three might instead favour the text representations). This study was designed to
build and extend upon study two, adding the delayed retention test (Cepeda et al., 2008)
after a delay period used by other studies (Roediger & Butler, 2011) and also compatible
with school teaching where an initial reinforcement test may well take place a week after the
lesson. The study collected, and aggregated, data on spatial ability (mental
rotation) (Shepard & Metzler, 1971) measurements during both sessions, improved the
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accuracy/reduced the measurement variance by using keyboard rather than mouse responses
to the rotation tests, and increased the assessment of spatial ability by incorporating a test
concerning object location memory (Silverman & Eals, 1992). The changes addressed the
issues identified in study two, and focused on the first three hypotheses of the set, addressing
the comprehension and retention aspects of timelines compared to text.
A key change in this study was the increase in spatial measures in an effort to ascertain if
spatial ability could be a mediating factor which was masking the effect of the timelines.
However, this study again found no meaningful correlation, of either accuracy or response
times, with any of the individual differences/preferences measured using the vividness
measure PSI-Q (Marks, 1995; Andrade et al., 2013), Learning scenario preference (Mayer
& Massa, 2003), and Multimedia preference (Massa & Mayer, 2006), suggesting that,
within these studies (two and three) neither spatial ability performance, nor
learning/multimedia preferences are useful indicators for whether the learner will benefit
from using timelines to learn. The absence of an effect from spatial ability measurements
contrasts with the findings of a meta-study by Hoffler (2010), but the effects highlighted
there mostly relate to dynamic material involving animations and sound, and to distinctions
between high and low ability learners, this study, using mostly university based participants,
may not have involved a wide enough range to encounter any effects. A similar observation
can be made in respect of the vividness, and learning preferences, there may not have been
enough variation present, and similar multimedia studies have also not found a link between
such preferences and multimedia learning (Massa & Mayer, 2006) while wider studies have
cast doubt on learning preferences in general (Hattie, 2008; Sutton Trust, 2018).
As in study two, no significant differences for accuracy were found during the
comprehension testing, which repeated the findings of Korallo (2010b) and Prangsma
(2007). Analysis of the retention data showed a difference from study two with no
significant difference during immediate retention, where study two had shown text
performance to be better. Interestingly the delayed retention test, which was not used in
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study two, did show a significant difference and, as in the retention test of study two, the
difference indicated better performance by those in the text condition. This suggests that
while the timeline did not hinder the participants at the comprehension stage, information
learned using this method was not as well retained for the retention tests. This is contrary to
expectations based on the literature where Masterman and Rogers (2002) had reported a
positive impact of timelines (albeit based upon teacher feedback rather than any direct,
quantitative, measures), and many studies using the CTML (Mayer, 2014a) had shown
materials using multimedia to lead to greater levels of learning.
A second aspect of this study was to look at whether timelines had an impact on the
cognitive load during comprehension, using response times as a measure (based upon the
results of study two which had shown this to be a valid methodology). It was anticipated
that timelines would reduce cognitive load as they help to provide comprehensive overviews
with connections already highlighted, thus we would expect to see participants responding
quicker to questions when the material had been in the timeline condition.
Analysis of the response times as a measure of cognitive load during the comprehension
stage indicated that for the three questions where differences were significant participants
were faster to respond when they had timeline materials. This result was similar to that of
study two where five questions had produced significant comparison results, with the
timeline condition proving faster in each case. Also, as in study two, participants spent less
time studying the timeline materials during the familiarisation element, suggesting that the
timelines aided the participant in obtaining enough information to be ready for the next
stage.
When the response times for the initial retention questions were examined, these were also
in line with the result from study two (although again, only a single question showed a
significant difference) and were also in the opposite direction to that which had been found
for comprehension, since it was the text condition that resulted in the shorter response times.
It would have been interesting to see if this difference was sustained for the delayed
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retention test but unfortunately there were insufficient analysable data due to the need to
limit the comparisons to the question pairs where participants got both answers correct.
Although not part of the hypothesis being studied here the immediate retention question
response time difference found in both studies could be worth exploring in future work.
From these results it would appear that the timeline materials proved advantageous at the
comprehension stage of assessment as, although they did not improve accuracy scores, they
did not hinder scores, and participants spent less time answering the questions, suggesting
that the timeline materials made it easier for the learner to access the correct response.
However, the assessment results for the delayed retention showing text scores to be higher,
suggest that the timeline information was unlikely to have been successfully stored for
retrieval. This is further supported by the response times during the immediate retention;
again there was no difference in accuracy, but this time the text responses were quicker,
indicating that recalling the answer from text based materials required less cognitive load,
suggesting it had been successfully learned.
It can be concluded that for study three, timelines were shown to be beneficial for efficiency
of comprehension, but disadvantageous in later recall. In contrast, text took longer to
comprehend, but led to better accuracy during the delayed retention phase. Situating this in
the real world, study three suggests that timelines are useful for quickly extracting key
information, but are not beneficial if the information needs to be retained.
It is, however, unclear whether the long term benefit of text for retention, was due to the
material being presented in a text form, or if it was due to participants spending longer
reviewing the text materials. In order to consider this further the next study will look to
control the time spent with the resources.
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Chapter 6
Study Four: An experimental study
examining text versus timelines and self
creation of each type
6.1 Chapter Overview
The results of studies two and three showed that text, rather than timelines, proved to be
beneficial during the retention testing, immediately in study two, and delayed for study
three. These results were contrary to expectation based on the literature, in particular studies
from Masterman and Rogers (2002) who noted strong teacher support for the effectiveness
of a timeline based multimedia resource in their experiments, and research in the CTML
field, which, although not explicitly looking at timelines, noted improvements in learning
when graphical resources are also provided. The rationale behind these inferences is that
providing learning materials which invoke both the verbal and visual streams of memory
will lead to a greater depth of retention, and ultimately an increase in learning. While
studies two and three contradicted the literature, the earlier study one, which was based in a
school environment, did show a teacher assessed learning benefit to using timelines.
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Therefore this fourth study was designed to explore further this discrepancy between results
and literature. Study four was designed to more closely mimic a school environment with
the conditional material (timeline or text) provided as supplementary material. This is more
typical of an education experience where teachers will use multiple resources to teach a
topic. The provision of supplementary materials, either provided for, or generated by, the
participant, aligns with the Vygotskian theory of the zone of proximal development, where
the learner can use resources to build on existing knowledge (Chaiklin, 2003). In this study
each participant was provided with a baseline knowledge on a topic, and the independent
variables would vary the type of supplementary material received.
As there has been research on the benefits of students creating resources, and in particular
drawing them (Ainsworth, Prain, & Tytler, 2011; Van Meter et al., 2006), this study also
included a condition exploring the difference between supplementary materials that are
provided or generated by the learner. This introduces the Generative Drawing Principle of
the CTML (Schmeck et al., 2014; Schwamborn, Mayer, Thillmann, Leopold, & Leutner,
2010), and it was anticipated that this would lead to a clear distinction between timeline and
text materials, through the added value of drawing a multimedia resource (timeline)
compared to writing a summary text.
Having noted in previous studies that participants differed in the amount of time spent
looking at text vs graphical (timeline) information, the study was developed to examine
differences in participant retention of fictional historical information in one of two formats,
textual and timeline. In each case additional summary information in the same format was
either presented to the participant or generated by the participant. The intention was to
explore further the differences in learning from text and learning from timelines found in




As discussed in the literature review, the CTML introduces a number of principles which
can be used to guide learning with multimedia. While some of these focus upon multimedia
facets such as animation and audio presentations, a number of the more relevant principles
have been used as tools within the design of studies and their associated materials to
maximise learning. This study continues to explore the principles used in previous studies,
but introduces the Generative Drawing Principle as another facet which may impact the
extent to which timelines can benefit learning. Due to the requirements of the balanced
design, and a desire to design an experiment which was similar to a school-style learning
experience, this study did not focus on the split attention principle or the redundancy
principle. It is considered acceptable to do this as the CTML principles are not mutually
exclusive, and it may not always be feasible to employ all of the principles.
The studies in this thesis have investigated a number of aspects of learning from timelines.
Study one involved using timelines in a school environment examining the effect on
assessment results of providing additional timeline material to a group of students and found
a small (but significant) advantage for the use of timelines in this year 8 group. Studies two
and three were laboratory based and compared comprehension and retention in terms of
both participant accuracy and response times for questions regarding time related material
presented in timeline and textual format (both studies involved tests of immediate retention,
but study three also included a second retention test after a delay of one week). Within those
studies, no significant advantage was found for the use of timelines, and, indeed, in some
situations (immediate retention in study two and delayed retention in study three) text
versions resulted in significantly higher accuracy scores. However records of the amount of
time spent on the initial materials indicated that participant spent longer looking at the
original material when it was text, in comparison to timelines. A discussion of this
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difference in response times considered whether timelines were proving beneficial as they
required less effort to comprehend. To gain further understanding of this aspect, this study is
designed to control for the difference by enforcing a limit on the time spent on the initial
materials. This also fits with real life examples, where timelines are typically used in a
school scenario, where the teacher would be time limited.
Studies two and three were based upon the total material for the participant to study being in
one format or the other, so that when studying the story in timeline format, the timeline was
the only material available to learn from. Study four returns to a more natural situation,
similar to that used in study one within a school, of graphical material being provided as an
adjunct to the primary text, to explore how this affects learning. The primary material used
by all participants in this study was a text based historical story but some groups used an
additional summary text while the others used an additional timeline summary. While this
may be considered not to comply with the split attention and redundancy principles, it can
be argued that although it is providing a limited amount of information in multiple formats,
it is not over elaborate, and by introducing a summary document it utilises the signalling
principle which discusses how learning is increased when key information is highlighted.
This study also returns to the "school style" approach by exploring the difference between
provided and individually created resources. There is a wide range of literature concerning
the learning effects of self creation of adjunct material, whether text (Leopold, Sumfleth, &
Leutner, 2013; Gil, Braten, & Vidal-Abarca, 2010; Spirgel & Delaney, 2016), or graphics
(Fiorella & Mayer, 2016; Van Meter et al., 2006; Leopold & Leutner, 2012; Gobert &
Clement, 1999; Zhang & Linn, 2011; Bobek & Tversky, 2016). By including this second
variable this study was designed to provide an insight into the hypothesis that "Individual
creation of timelines will result in greater retention of information content when compared
to provided timelines"
Although a computer based test was used to assess the retention, the materials used in this
study were provided in paper form rather than on screen which also matches the approach
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used in typical classrooms and study one. This final study is designed to seek answers
relating to questions that have arisen during studies two and three in relation to how people
use the materials and the time spent learning the information. It is also intended to return
slightly from the lab style studies of two and three, into a study which more closely reflects
a class room experience (the location where timelines are most often used as a tool for
learning). Through designing this study to replicate aspects of a school lesson, with limited
time to view materials and provision of main documents and summary documents, the
findings should provide better ecological validity and ultimately have more realistic real
world implications.
6.2.2 Aims
Based on the earlier discussion of the literature and study results so far, the three hypotheses
of this study (of the overall total of five) are (numbered as in 2.5):
Hypothesis 1: Use of timelines will result in increased comprehension of information when
compared to text.
Hypothesis 3: Use of timelines will result in greater retention of information when
compared to text.
Hypothesis 4: Individual creation of timelines will result in greater retention of information
when compared to provided timelines.
6.3 Method
6.3.1 Participants and Recruitment
The study was granted ethical approval from the Department of Psychology ethics
committee (ethics reference number:16-315) and participants were recruited through a
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Group n Female
Age Timeline use (%)
Min Max Mean SD Sometimes Frequently
A 18 12 18 65 30 12.6 72 67
B 18 11 19 59 34 12.0 89 83
C 18 11 21 56 33 11.2 61 72
D 20 13 20 58 31 10.8 75 70
Table 6.1 – Study four - Group summaries
variety of means: through the Psychology Department’s Research participation Scheme
(RPS), through general publicity on the university noticeboards, and via opportunistic
sampling. All first year psychology undergraduates at the university are expected to
participate, through the RPS, in at least five hours of research, split into half-hour blocks,
and receive partial course credit for a Psychology Laboratory unit for completion of the five
hours. No incentives were provided for any other participants apart from snacks being
available during the experiment. All participants were assumed to be fluent in English, this
being one of the entry requirements to study at the University.
The mean age of the 74 participants was 32 years (SD = 11) with minimum 18 years and
maximum 65 years, and 47 were female. Most participants (74%) had used timelines before
and 73% used them regularly. The participants were allocated, sequentially by order of
arrival at the first session, into four groups (described in Table 6.2) and the corresponding
descriptive statistics for these groups are given in Table 6.1. Three participants did not
return for the second session, hence the inequality of group sizes.
6.3.2 Materials and Measures
6.3.2.1 Materials
In order to remove a possible confounding effect of prior knowledge or of research by
participants between the sessions, the primary material was produced as a piece of fiction.
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The initial underlying sequence of events is based upon an actual battle during the American
civil war, but every name, location, and object was changed, the sequence of events was
adjusted to fit the narrative/diagram better and some of the details were removed to reduce
complexity. Each of the materials described (primary text, summary, and timeline) was
printed in 10pt Times Roman font on white A4 paper and laminated.
6.3.2.2 Analysis of text used
The primary text can be seen in Appendix E on page 265 and contains 548 words (51% of
which are unique) with a Flesch Reading Ease score of 52.9 which can be considered fairly
difficult to read (Farr et al., 1951) but it should also be noted that automated tools are known
to take a simplistic view of text complexity (Schriver, 1989, 2000), and it was important that
the content had a certain level of difficulty to replicate a learning environment. The text has
a Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level of 12.2. Both scores were determined using the word
processing tool, Microsoft Word, Professional Office Plus. There are 12 distinct characters
in the story, 11 locations, and 5 other names/items. There are 14 events with 12 links
between them.
6.3.2.3 Additional Summary
The summary, provided to group A, is a much reduced version of the primary text,
highlighting the key points and can be seen in Appendix E on page 267. It was produced in
a revision note format, with limited extraneous text, using highlighting for key terms, and
included every item covered by the assessment questions. The summary text contains 294
words (52% of which are unique) with a Flesch Reading Ease score of 62.5 which is
considered a standard text level by Farr et al. (1951), but again it should also be noted that
automated tools take a simplistic view of text complexity (Schriver, 1989, 2000). The
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level was 8.7.
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6.3.2.4 Additional Timeline
The timeline format summary provided to group C is shown in Figure E.1 on page 270. It
includes all of the key points covered in the assessment questions and was produced in a
style that might have been produced by a student for revision.
6.3.2.5 Equipment for participant creation of additional material
Note Creation: Participants in group B were asked to create their own summary notes and
were provided with blank sheets of A4 sized white paper, a ball point pen, and a pencil for
this.
Timeline Creation: Participants in group D, who were asked to create their own summary in
timeline format, were also provided with blank sheets of A4 sized white paper, a ball point
pen, and a pencil but received, in addition, a set of 20 coloured pens and a 30cm ruler to use
as they wished.
6.3.2.6 Computer test questions
All participants completed a computer based test after studying the materials, and either
reviewing or generating the additional materials. In the first (immediate retention) session
this started with entry of their participant number and followed with the assessment
questions. These are shown in Table E.1 on page 269. The same set of assessment questions
were used in the delayed retention test (in studies two and three only a small subset of
questions had been identical).
The questions were refined based upon experiences gained from studies two and three where
low accuracy (generally much less than a quarter of participants getting answers correct)
was found for numeric questions, (especially low in the retention assessments). Selection
questions (one of two, three, or four choices), and order based questions (placing three or
four items in chronological order), provided results closer to a 50% average. The numeric
questions in previous studies also necessitated the participant changing from use of the
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Group Activity Mode Delivery
A Given a text summary Text Presented
B Asked to produce a text summary Text Created
C Given a timeline summary Timeline Presented
D Asked to produce a timeline summary Timeline Created
Table 6.2 – Study four - Group materials
mouse to keyboard and resulted in a much larger variance in associated response times. The
questions used in study four were therefore only selection or ordering types.
6.3.3 Design
The experiment was a four way mixed design (split-plot) with the type of support material
(text summary vs timeline summary) and its method of production (supplied vs created) as
’between participants’ independent variables (the four conditions are shown in Table 6.2),
and two dependent variables (accuracy and response time), which were assessed by
computer questionnaire at two measurement times (during the first session immediately after
learning had taken place, with only the collection of demographic variables and example
questions in between the learning and the test, and during a second session a week later).
The ’within participant’ variables were the accuracy and the session. Other ’between
participants’ variables including age, gender, and multi-media preferences were collected
for use in post-hoc grouping analysis.
Participants were allocated at random (sequential allocation on arrival) to one of the four
experimental conditions. During the first session each participant was given the same
underlying textual primary material (the story shown in section E on page 265), but
additional material was provided or generated, according to group, as shown in Table 6.2.
The table also shows the mode and delivery categories used in the later analysis. The
additional text summary can be seen in section E on page 267, with the timeline version in
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Figure E.1 on page 270. The participant was given ten minutes to study the material and
asked to memorise as much of the information as possible (names, locations, times,
sequences of events).
Inclusion of a controlled time was introduced to avoid inter-participant variability in time
spent on text vs timeline seen in studies two and three.
The period of ten minutes was selected by considering that the primary material contained
548 words, with the aim of allowing the average participant enough time to read the material
at least twice (Spichtig et al., 2016) and for participants in group B and D to generate their
additional materials. Furthermore, informal conversation with the teachers from study one
had indicated that teachers are limited in the amount of teaching time they have, and that
often tasks are limited to around 10 minutes. If the allocated task time is too short the
students will not be able to complete the work, but if it is too long some students may finish
and become bored. After completing the study, and before starting the assessment task, all
materials were removed.
A second, identical, retention test took place approximately one week later, chosen to match
periods used by others when assessing retention (Roediger & Butler, 2011; Cepeda et al.,
2008). The reasons for incorporation of the immediate test of retention were two-fold: first,
it provided a baseline against which the level of retention in the second session could be
compared, and, second, since feedback was given regarding incorrect answers, it should
have improved the initial learning level due to the testing effect (Roediger & Butler, 2011;
Carpenter et al., 2009; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). This style of testing again mimics a
school environment closely, where students would be familiar with producing a piece of
work, having it assessed, and then later being tested on the topic.
6.3.4 Procedure
The participant was allocated to one of the four experimental groups in order of arrival at the
first session (the recruitment process being considered sufficiently random in sign up and
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agreement of session date/time). They were also allocated a participant number at this point.
The experimental studies took place in a quiet, distraction free, environment. The materials
were provided in paper form (laminated for ease of use and retention by the researcher)
During the first session the researcher welcomed the participant, provided them with the
appropriate set of instructions, and with consent forms (a copy for the researcher and a copy
for the participant to retain).
After reading the instructions and signing the consent forms the participant was given 10
minutes to study the main material and either review the summary document (text or
timeline) or produce a summary document (text or timeline). Following the 10 minutes all
of the materials (including any self created study aids) were retained by the researcher.
The participant then completed a questionnaire collecting age, gender, experience with
timelines, and graphical/multimedia preferences. The immediate assessment task then
began, with questions based on the story content, accuracy feedback being provided on
screen at this point. The participant was provided with a reference number to link the two
sessions
The second session took place approximately one week (7±2days) later. This period was
chosen to match periods used by similar studies (Roediger & Butler, 2011; Carpenter et al.,
2009; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) and to match the delayed time used in study three. After
reading the instructions, the participant performed the computer based test of their retention,
with the exact same questions being asked in this second assessment stage, but this time
feedback was not provided, mimicking a more "exam style" experience.
The participant was thanked for their time and offered a full debrief of the experiment.
6.4 Results
The groups did not differ significantly in terms of their proportion of gender, χ2(3) = .186,
p = .98, nor in terms of age, F(3,70) = .314, p = .815, ω2 =−.04. The marks for the two
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sessions for each of the groups were examined for extreme outliers, but there was none
outside three times the interquartile range, and the scores were normally distributed, as
assessed by Shapiro-Wilk tests W ′s(17)> .92, p′s > .13. The data were therefore analysed
using a mixed ANOVA (BBW) and the residual data were also found to be normally
distributed W ′s(38)> .94, p′s > .09.
There was a significant difference for session,
F(1,70) = 7.194, p = .009, partial η2 = .093 with participants, regardless of grouping,
having a lower mean during session two (M=11.98), than session one (M=12.63).
There was a significant difference for delivery,
F(1,70) = 8.144, p = .006, partial η2 = .104 with participants who were provided with
materials having a higher mean (M=12.93), than those who produced their own (M=11.68).
There was no significant difference for material,
F(1,70) = 0.038, p = .845, partial η2 = .001; timeline condition (M=12.26), text
condition (M=12.35).
There was no statistically significant three-way interaction between session, delivery and
material, F(1,70) = 0.022, p = .881, partial η2 = .000. There was a statistically significant
two-way interaction between session and material, F(1,70) = 6.24, p = .015. All other
two-way interactions were not statistically significant (between session and delivery,
F(1,70) = 5.347, p = .119, between delivery and material, F(1,70) = 0.149, p = .701. A
simple main effects analysis was performed to follow up on the significant two way
interaction between session and material. There was no significant difference between
materials at either session one, F(1,70) = 1.836, p = .180 or at session two,
F(1,70) = 1.097, p = .299.
The results indicated that the effect of material was significantly different for sessions one
and two, with the text mode showing a large decrease in mean score at session two (Text
Session one, M = 12.97, Text Session two, M = 11.72), while the timeline mode only
showed a small decrease in mean score in session two (Timeline Session one, M = 12.28
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Figure 6.1 – Study four - interaction between mode and session
compared to Timeline Session two, M = 12.24).
In addition the significant difference in the main effect for delivery, but with no significant
difference found in the mode-delivery interaction, suggests that while being provided with
the materials led to higher scores, this was not mediated by the material (text or timeline).
6.5 Discussion
The key aim of this final study was to return to a more classroom style experiment, closely
replicating the type of learning scenario that would occur in the real world. Continuing to be
guided by the CTML and its associated principles, this study sought to explore how
summary type (text vs timeline) could affect the learner in their immediate and delayed
retention. By controlling for the time spent on the resources, and providing all the
participants with the same novel information, this study was able to explore learning in a
laboratory environment. The inclusion of an additional variable, exploring provided vs
individually generated summary documents, allowed exploration of the generative drawing
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principle of the CTML (Schmeck et al., 2014; Schwamborn et al., 2010). A significant
effect was seen for the delivery mode, provided compared to generated, though this effect
was in the opposite direction to that suggested by the principle, with participants who
experienced the provided materials scoring higher on average across the two assessment
sessions. As with many other CTML related studies, however, it could be argued that the
underlying material, a chemical process in the case of Schmeck et al. (2014), and a
biological process in the case of Schwamborn et al. (2010) are much more to do with
gaining a mental model of the processes themselves than just the elements/facts involved.
Such material is perhaps more dynamic in nature than a timeline even with a direction and
lines of flow. Furthermore, this effect was not influenced by the material type, with no
significant interaction between material and delivery. This result did not support hypothesis
4, "Individual creation of timelines will result in greater retention of information when
compared to provided timelines". This result was unexpected and may have been due to the
provided resources being too closely linked to the assessment questions. Future research
could explore whether additional guidance about the key aspects along with self generation
leads to an improvement in scores. Considering the developmental literature, self generation
of materials should be beneficial as it allows the learner to take control, and form their own
links. However, as Piaget and Vygotsky both noted, learners need to be guided, either by
peers or their teacher, to ensure that their learning is accurate and relevant. In this instance it
may be that those in the self generated condition did not have enough support and guidance
about what to include in their generated materials. While disappointing for this study since
the results were not as expected, it is an important issue to raise in terms of education.
Frequently schools encourage students to make their own notes from resources and to
summarise information, but this study has highlighted that, while this is an important skill, it
is perhaps more important that the student receives relevant guidance to develop their
comprehension and summarising skills.
The significant difference in session suggested that regardless of material or delivery, the
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participants were not fully "learning" the material and storing it effectively for retrieval at
the delayed point. The absence of any difference here is in line with other research (Korallo,
2010b; Prangsma, 2007) that also showed the learning effect was no longer evident after a
delay. On reflection it may have been helpful to have included a comprehension task in this
study, as it is not clear if the students were ever able to extract all of the information from
the materials .
One result which warrants further investigation in future research is the interaction between
material and session, since the present results indicated that performance in sessions one and
two was influenced by the material (timeline or text). In particular, while both showed a
decrease in accuracy in session two, this was more extreme in the text condition. It could be
suggested from this, that while neither timeline nor text was successfully supporting the
participant fully in their learning, the timeline condition showed less deterioration with time.
It is possible that a further retention test may have established whether the downward trend
for both text and timeline would have continued, or whether the timeline condition would
have plateaued, indicating a limited long term benefit from using timeline materials. As the
timeline condition showed better consistency over time, it could be said that it did help in
the learning process as loss during delayed retention was minimised, which was possibly
due to the timeline providing a better oversight of the historical events, and providing
additional encoding of the learned information through the visual and verbal routes.
It is clear from this study and the previous studies that learning is not an easy concept to
measure, and furthermore that it has not been successfully shown that timelines can
measurably improve student learning, either at the comprehension stage or during retention.
However it has provided additional insight into this field of research, and the next discussion






This chapter discusses the outcomes of the studies described in the thesis, drawing out
common themes, and relating them to the wider literature. It reflects upon study design
decisions, and on reasons why some results were not as predicted by the hypotheses. The
chapter concludes with a review of the contributions made by the thesis both theoretical and
practical, and suggests areas for future work.
7.2 Introduction
The links between time and space in the mind are strong, as evidenced by the many spatial
metaphors for time found in language and by measurable interactions between time and
space, such as that seen in the STEARC effect (Ishihara et al., 2008) and the associated
notion of mental timelines (Weger & Pratt, 2008; Flumini & Santiago, 2013; Bonato et al.,
2012; Bender & Beller, 2014; Aguirre & Santiago, 2017). Research literature reviewed in
chapter two highlighted these links and described how, in efforts to convey the flow of time,
and relationships between events in time, there has been a long history of making these time
and space linkages concrete in the form of timelines, usually as labeled events on a diagram
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with their spatial position reflecting their position in time and with interconnecting lines to
show relationships. There are other, more complex, approaches, such as those based upon
virtual reality (Korallo, 2010b; Korallo et al., 2012), but two dimensional diagrammatic
representations are the most likely representations to be thought of when discussing the role
of timelines. This is certainly the case when their use is strongly promoted for the teaching
of history by some in education, and its associated politics. The literature review in
chapter two described some of the strong opinions supporting the use of timelines as a way
of conveying an understanding of chronology and of the "Big Picture", needed for a good
understanding of history. The lack of scientific evidence supporting these opinions, however,
was identified as a gap in knowledge, both of the general, intrinsic value of timelines, and of
their use in real world education. This gap is something the research presented here has
aimed to reduce. Examples exploring virtual reality based timeline use, investigating
learning and collaboration effects around their production, and scaffolding to support
primary school age understanding of chronology through the use of multimedia (Masterman
& Rogers, 2002), had contributed to knowledge in this area, but the gap remained large, with
none of the identified timeline research utilising "within participant" designs. This was an
improvement suggested by Korallo (2010b), and used by Voss and Silfies (1996) when
comparing types of text in history learning. The inclusion of participant generation of
materials had also not been explored, for example the work by Prangsma, Boxtel, and
Kanselaar (2008), involved, collaborative, but not individual, construction of timelines. Thus
this thesis also sought to add to the literature by conducting two of the studies with within
participant methodologies, and through the final study which started to explore differences
relating to self generation of materials, something which research into student learning and
self generation suggests may be beneficial (Lin et al., 2017; Schwamborn et al., 2010)
In order to situate and interpret this research, a number of theories with relevance to learning
from timelines were described in chapter two, with Mayer’s (2005) Cognitive Theory of
Multimedia Learning (CTML) being one of the most common and comprehensive.
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Investigations of its applicability outside of the science and mathematical fields were
identified as being limited (Tabbers, Martens, & Merrienboer, 2004). The associated
research also tended to use somewhat limited materials and evaluation activities, usually
through an immediate test rather than any delayed test/longitudinal approach (Schweppe &
Rummer, 2012). Thus it was anticipated that again the work of this thesis could add to the
existing body of research, filling in holes and extending current understanding.
The CTML contains many design principles, but the need for the material and its delivery to
match the optimum cognitive capacity for the learner is an underlying requirement for all.
This fundamental foundation is based upon Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory
(CLT) (Sweller, 1988, 1994, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1994; van Merrienboer & Sweller,
2005; Paas et al., 2004), and the notion that learning will not occur if the material or
approach induces a cognitive load that exceeds the learner’s capacity at that point. To assess
the effects of different materials etc., it is therefore necessary to be able to compare the
levels of cognitive load that they induce. Of the variety of ways used to assess cognitive
load, the CTML based research discussed in chapter two mostly made use of a self report
instrument considered to be effective in the field (Paas, Van Merrienboer, & Adam, 1994).
Other approaches, such as dual tasks, and secondary physiological measures, can be
intrusive and reduce the ecological validity of the experiments. One intrinsic, and
measurable, aspect of a participant’s activity during an experiment, however, is their
response time to questions. There can clearly be some potential confounds in comparisons
where question types and their expected responses differ, but this was also considered to be
a gap in research requiring exploration in connection with learning from timelines.
Therefore a key aspect of study two was to establish the extent to which reaction times
might be comparable with self reported load.
In summary therefore, the research gaps that this thesis set out to explore were, 1) The
differences between learning from timelines and learning from equivalent text, 2) The effect
on learning of self creation of timeline materials, and 3) A comparison between response
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time measurements as indications of cognitive load and cognitive load assessed through self
report measures.
The aspects of learning were split into initial comprehension (which is essential for retention
to occur) and retention. Assessment of "transfer" as a measure of learning used by some of
the other studies in the area of CTML was excluded to allow the focus to be upon a solid,
objectively tested, foundation which could then be extended to transfer by others in later
studies. Unlike many of the other studies, however, retention was assessed (in some of the
experiments) both immediately and after a delay (Schweppe & Rummer, 2012), as the latter
was considered to be more representative of the educational use of timelines.
The research gaps described above led to the definition of five hypotheses:-
Hypothesis 1: Use of timelines will result in increased comprehension of information when
compared to text.
Hypothesis 2: Use of timelines will result in shorter question response times during
comprehension of information when compared to text.
Hypothesis 3: Use of timelines will result in greater retention of information when
compared to text.
Hypothesis 4: Individual creation of timelines will result in greater retention of information
when compared to provided timelines.
Hypothesis 5: Question response times will have a positive correlation with self reported
estimates of cognitive load.
To address these hypotheses and contribute towards closing the underlying gaps, four
experimental studies were developed. In the next section these four studies are summarised
and followed by a discussion of the results from all studies.
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7.3 Summary of the research
Study one - A study of using a timeline in a UK secondary school
The aim of study one, described in chapter three, was to explore three examples of timeline
use in the educational environment of an English secondary school. A strong focus was
placed upon maintaining ecological validity, with the use of teaching staff for the
development, delivery in lessons, and subsequent assessment of learning. Validity was also
maintained by making use of the existing split school, set based structure (Ross & Morrison,
1989; Black & Wiliam, 1998). Timelines were added to the materials used by one set in
each of three year groups (covering Key Stage 3, ages 11-14) and their results, assessed by
the teachers, were compared by the researcher in the way that would normally be done by
the school. Lack of data for one year group (due to the unexpected departure of the teacher
involved), coupled with a significant imbalance between groups in another (a concomitant
risk of the use of existing groups for ecological soundness), led to the main study
conclusions being based upon only one year group. The results from that group did,
however, align with the expectations of hypothesis one (and hence the CTML) that it had
been designed to explore, and supporting similar work (Mayer, 2009c; Mayer & Sims,
1994). The group that was provided with additional timeline material did have a higher level
of mean improvement against expected level than that achieved by the corresponding control
set. This result had, therefore, been demonstrated, albeit in only one study, with only one
timeline example, in an approach with a stronger claim to ecological validity than most
other investigations in the area.
The preservation of ecological soundness in the design of study one led to a number of
research consequences. The groups were pre-existing and could not be chosen for balance
(resulting in exclusion of one set of data from the final analysis), and the researcher was not
present while the material was being delivered and used and hence could not be certain that
the conditions (physical, behavioral, and presentational) between the groups were identical.
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Since the material had to be completely relevant to the curriculum, some, but not all, of the
participants may have had relevant prior knowledge of the topic, resulting in a potential
confound that could not be controlled. The assessments of learning were also made by the
class teachers and hence were subjective. Finally, again for ecological validity, the
comparisons made were "between" participant groups (with no demographic data other than
gender available with which to compare the balance of the groups).
Study two - Comprehension and immediate retention
In the design of study two, the comparison between text and timeline versions of information
was made a within participant element, fictional material was used in order to remove any
effect of prior knowledge, and the results were objectively measured via automated scoring.
The experiment examined the comprehension, and immediate retention level, of time related
material in the form of a short, historical, story. The comprehension was assessed while the
material remained available for the participant to see, in the same way as for study one, but
retention tests took place without the material, and also after other, unrelated, testing
activities had been undertaken between the comprehension and retention tests, to ensure that
the information was unlikely to be retained by rehearsal in short term memory. The results
showed no significant difference in participant accuracy at the comprehension stage but
found an accuracy difference when assessing retention, with the trimmed mean accuracy
score for the textual format being higher than that for the timeline condition. This was, in
the opposite direction to that expected from the CTML, from Hypothesis three, and from
study one. Study two also incorporated assessments of participant spatial cognitive ability as
measured by mental rotation tests, their vividness of imagery, a range of multimedia related
learning preferences, timeline familiarity, occupation and education level, age, and gender.
When these were examined for significant interactions none was found.
To investigate response times as a measure of cognitive load, and to understand if timeline
material may lead to quicker comprehension response times, participant response times for
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every question were collected. Initial analysis of these times showed that their distributions
varied widely, both between question types and between correct and incorrect answers.
Comparisons between response times could therefore only be meaningfully made for related
pairs or identical subsets of questions. In every case where those comparisons achieved
significance however (five questions in the comprehension section of the experiment), the
trimmed mean time for the timeline condition was lower than that for the text condition
hence supporting hypothesis two, at least in the specific examples studied.
In support of hypothesis five the self assessed cognitive load results were compared with the
response time measurements and, for the questions where the correlation achieved
significance, all the relationships were in the same positive direction, with either weak or
medium strength. Conversely, no significant correlations were found between any of the
individual preferences, demographic variables, session results or response times. Nor were
any significant differences found when grouping the primary results using these preferences
and differences (in line with Hoffler (2010) who only found differences where animation
material was used).
The overall conclusion from this study was that, whilst there was an indication that some
response times may be shorter in the timeline condition during comprehension, and that the
initial study time was also shorter in that condition, an accuracy difference was only seen for
the retention phase and that this was in the opposite direction to that expected. There was,
therefore, some evidence in line with hypothesis two, no evidence to support hypothesis one,
evidence for the opposite direction for hypothesis three, and some support for hypothesis
five.
Study three - Comprehension, immediate, and delayed retention
Study three was designed to explore the retention aspect further by incorporating a delayed
retention test, and to increase the breadth and depth of spatial ability assessment via the
inclusion of additional tests of mental rotation and object location memory. The study built
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upon the framework used in study two, using exactly the same timeline and text materials
for its first session. A greater number of mental rotation tests using shapes were
incorporated, together with mental rotation tests using a letter, but otherwise the first session
was identical to that of study two. The second session was also broadly similar in approach
(although without any comprehension element) and took place a week later. Since the
recruitment method was slightly different (mostly undergraduates at the university) the
mean age was lower for this study, but results were expected to be comparable. Again, as in
study two, no significant difference was found for accuracy in the comprehension session.
The immediate retention session, which had shown significantly higher accuracy results for
the text condition in study two, did not show a significant difference, although the result
approached significance and, as with study two, the trend was in the opposite direction to
that expected by hypothesis three. The addition of the delayed retention tests allowed the
two sets of retention results (immediate and delayed) to be analysed as a repeated measures
robust ANOVA equivalent and this did show that the retention of text based material resulted
in significantly higher accuracy during the delayed session. Again this was the opposite
result to that predicted by hypothesis three.
The response time measurement analysis during comprehension reinforced the support for
hypothesis two that had been found in study two. In all cases where the comparisons were
significant (3 of 12) the response times in the timeline condition were shorter than those of
the text condition. Individual differences including gender, age, highest education level,
occupation, and familiarity with timelines, also showed no significant correlations with
either accuracy or cognitive load, nor did assessments of spatial ability. Thus these results
indicated that while timelines seemingly did not help with learning in the long term (scoring
lower in the retention aspects) the participants were able to respond quicker (and maintain
accuracy) during the comprehension aspect, indicating that the information was easy to
decipher, but maybe the ease prevented the appropriate level of information encoding to
form a sustained memory/understanding (Einstein, McDaniel, Owen, & Cote, 1990;
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Schweppe & Rummer, 2016).
Study four - An experimental study examining text versus timelines and self creation of
each type
The final study was designed to address hypothesis four concerning the effects of self
creation of timeline materials, in line with the generative drawing principle of the
CTML (Schmeck et al., 2014; Schwamborn et al., 2010), as well as to continue to examine
retention under hypothesis three using a different set of materials and approach. This study
returned to a "between" participant group design and also incorporated feedback during the
first retention session to increase learning through the testing effect (Roediger & Karpicke,
2006). A further difference was that the study used paper based presentation of materials
and a bounded time for their assimilation, both of which made the conditions closer to those
that would generally occur in a school, as in study one. A two part test was involved, in a
similar manner to study three, with the delayed retention test around one week after the first
retention test. The four groups in the study all received a common basic text, which was
fictional to remove any confounding effect of prior knowledge, but, in this study, the effect
of two types of additional materials (text and timeline) and two modes of delivery of the
additional materials (presented vs self created) were explored. A significant primary effect
was found for session, all of the participants showing a decrease in score for the delayed
retention as would be expected due to the forgetting effect (Ebbinghaus, 1885). There was
also a primary effect for delivery with participants who received additional summary
material (regardless of the type) performing better on average across the two retention times,
in comparison to those who self generated. This would not be expected from other studies of
self generation (Schwamborn et al., 2010; Schmeck et al., 2014; Leopold et al., 2013)
although it may have been due to the allocated time period being too short to create and
study the materials. A significant interaction effect was found between the mode and the
session, the two material modes showing different magnitude of trends between sessions,
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the timeline condition showed a smaller decrease in scores from session one to two, while
the text condition showed a larger reduction in accuracy at time two.
General discussion of study results
The results of the four studies and their levels of support for the five hypotheses are
somewhat mixed and are summarised in Table 7.1. Hypothesis one: "Use of timelines will
result in increased comprehension of information when compared to text", was supported by
study one, but neither study two, nor three, which also examined comprehension, provided
any significant evidence either way. To examine hypothesis two: "Use of timelines will
result in shorter question response times during comprehension of information when
compared to text", studies two and three made response time measurements during the
comprehension questions and found evidence to support the hypothesis. When examining
hypothesis three: "Use of timelines will result in greater retention of information when
compared to text", however, the same studies (two and three) actually found the opposite to
apply in those circumstances where a significant difference was found (for immediate
retention for study two, and for delayed retention for study three). In those studies it was the
text condition that resulted in greater retention. Study four, which had also been expected to
support the hypothesis, provided no significant evidence (although the analysis was close to
significance for the contrary view to that of the hypothesis). Study four was also designed to
explore hypothesis four: "Individual creation of timelines will result in greater retention of
information when compared to provided timelines". The study results were limited in their
ability to answer this hypothesis as there was no interaction between mode and delivery,
preventing the discussion of timelines by themselves. However, comparing the delivery
regardless of material mode, indicated that, in this instance, the creation of materials by the
participant had not led to an increase in information retention, and in fact those in this
condition did significantly worse than those who were provided with materials. Finally, for
hypothesis five: "Question response times will have a positive correlation with self reported
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estimates of cognitive load", study two did provide some significant evidence of correlation,
in terms of direction, between the two measures.
The key points to discuss from the summary above, are that, although supported by the first
study, studies two and three did not support hypothesis one, that studies two and three found
the opposite effect from that suggested by hypothesis three, and that no evidence was found
to support hypothesis four. Hypothesis two was supported in study two, and hypothesis five
was supported in study three. The next section discusses each of the hypotheses in greater
depth, reflecting on the study results and the literature.
General discussion of study materials
Since the initial research context concerned the support for the use of timelines in history
teaching, all four studies used realistically complex materials of the type that could be used
for such teaching. The first, school based, study used actual curriculum material, the other
studies used fictional material but each included a realistic number of events, linkages, and
other detail. Even the timeline that might be considered the simplest, that used for the year 7
group in study one (Figure B.1 on page 238), included the additional complexity of a more
conventional, graph like, indication of authoritarianism on the Y axis against time on the X
axis and so cannot be considered a simple linear timeline. Table 7.1 summarises the five
styles of timeline used. Later discussions reflect upon the extent to which these varied, but





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.4 Reflecting on the hypotheses
Hypothesis One: Use of timelines will result in increased comprehension of
information when compared to text
Based on the previous research, particularly the CTML (Mayer, 2014a; Mayer & Gallini,
1990), hypothesis one was considered in studies one, two and three, though support for this
hypothesis came only from study one. The teachers involved in study one both considered
timelines to be useful tools for teaching history (much like many of the educationalists cited
in the literature study in chapter two), and it was reassuring for them to find that the data that
they helped to collect supported this view. Neither of the other two studies involving the
assessment of comprehension provided any significant evidence to support this, however. A
major difference between study one and studies two and three concerns how the data were
assessed. In study one the students’ comprehension was defined by the teacher and their
subjective assessment of a piece of work, albeit informed by experience, training and
curriculum guidelines. In contrast studies two and three employed a more exam style
assessment approach with comprehension being graded by an accuracy mark. As discussed
in chapter two, the form of comprehension assessed in studies two and three is a very basic
form of comprehension essentially examining how easy the participant finds it to look up the
information presented in front of them at the time. Very few mistakes were made in either
timeline or text mode (more than 80% of participants were within two marks of the
maximum in study three for example) indicating that there may have been a ceiling effect
which could have limited the study.
In summary, although this hypothesis was supported in a real world, ecologically valid,
study, it was not possible to repeat this result in the lab environment. It would be beneficial
to explore this hypothesis further and establish whether it was due to the ceiling effect of the
scores, the differences in the method of assessment of ’comprehension’ between study one
and that used in studies two and three, or something else. One possibility is that the timeline
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presentations may not benefit from sufficient deeper level processing (Craik & Lockhart,
1972), they may be perceived simply as a superficial image and the information conveyed by
the structure may be ignored. Also, only a few questions in studies two, three, and four,
related to the sequencing of events where memory of a timeline might be expected to benefit
and it is possible that the examination of the timelines during the comprehension phase (in
studies two and three) did not induce the appropriate processing level to match the
subsequent retention tests (Morris et al., 1977; Scevak & Moore, 1998). The support of
hypothesis two, concerning response times during comprehension, by the results of the
second and third studies may also be considered to add further weight to the argument here,
that timelines do help during comprehension, reflected either through final accuracy scores,
or through the speed of understanding the material.
Hypothesis Two: Use of timelines will result in shorter question response times during
comprehension of information when compared to text
Hypothesis two was explored in study two, and the results indicated that there was support
for this hypothesis, although it was limited to five out of the 12 questions where significant
differences were found. For those five questions, in each case the mean response times for
the timeline questions were smaller than those for the text questions. From this, and the
results indicating no difference in comprehension accuracy scores, it could be deduced that
information presented in the timeline format could be comprehended to the same level as the
text format, but in a much shorter time frame. This is a really interesting result as it suggests
that while timelines may not lead to an increase in accuracy, the participants reached the
same performance level in a shorter time. This has real world implications in schools in
particular where time is a scarce commodity, and the ability to teach students in a shorter
time frame is hugely beneficial. However, it is important to note that the performance
difference was limited to the comprehension aspect of the study; during retention testing the
accuracy for both groups decreased and, in particular, the accuracy score was significantly
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worse for the groups with the timeline condition during the retention stage. The key
question to consider here, is whether this is due to the text condition leading to a deeper
level of learning (Loaiza et al., 2011; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Morris et al., 1977), or if this
difference in retention is an artefact of the time spent during the comprehension phase.
Hypothesis Three: Use of timelines will result in greater retention of information when
compared to text
Studies two, three and four all considered hypothesis three, the results of studies two and
three both showing significant differences between text and timeline, but in the opposite
direction to that predicted by the hypothesis based on the literature. Study four did not show
a significant difference between text and timelines during retention. Interestingly, while both
studies two and three found significant differences in retention, study two showed this at
immediate retention, but this was not evident at the same point in study three, with the
difference only showing significance during the delayed retention testing. Furthermore both
studies indicated that where significant differences were found it was the text condition that
led to greater retention of information.
That improved learning will result when graphical and text media are combined is a tenet of
the CTML, and so it is surprising to find some evidence to the contrary. There are a number
of possible reasons for this. As discussed in chapter four, although all of the key points to be
assessed by the subsequent questions were included in both the text and the timeline
materials, in the text form there was ancillary information involved in the connecting words
and phrases that may have proven helpful in subsequent recall. The relatively high number
of names, events, dates, and linkages involved in these studies (over 40 in total) compared to
those of similar studies may also have been a factor. Korallo (2010b), for example, used
only nine items. Some other studies have also found the CTML modality effects to reduce
over time, for example Korallo (2010b) found that the learning difference between the
virtual reality timeline and the control had disappeared or, in one study, had even reversed
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after a delay of 2-6 weeks.
Hypothesis Four: Individual creation of timelines will result in greater retention of
information when compared to provided timelines
This hypothesis was examined in study four. There is a great deal of research supporting the
use of learner constructed materials in learning (Van Meter et al., 2006; Schwamborn et al.,
2010; Prangsma, 2007) and the generative drawing principle of CTML directly relates this
to multimedia examples. The results indicated that the effect of delivery (presented vs
created) was significant, but with those who experienced the created materials condition
showing a lower average score across the two sessions, than those who were provided with
the materials. These results conflict with the hypothesis that suggested self creation would
lead to improved scores. Furthermore the results did not show an interaction between the
mode and delivery. This suggests that this effect was not limited to the timeline condition.
This mixed result highlights the need for further studies, designed with the primary focus of
exploring delivery mode. In particular it would be valuable to explore whether the provided
materials were too closely matched to the assessment materials, and whether additional
guidance during the self creation of resources, such as a teacher would give during a lesson,
would be beneficial. The generative drawing principle has also, like many others in CTML
been developed in connection with examples from science and engineering where the
purpose of a diagram is as an aid to the learner making sense of a process or mechanism. It
may have been found here to be inapplicable for the more abstract cases of a timeline or
map style of diagram.
Hypothesis Five: Question response times will have a positive correlation with self
reported estimates of cognitive load Hypothesis five was explored in studies two and
three. This hypothesis was designed to contribute to research examining ways to measure
cognitive load (Chen et al., 2016; van Gog & Paas, 2008; van Gog, Kirschner, Kester, &
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Paas, 2012), and in particular, to develop measures which do not distract the user, either
through the interruptions created by secondary tasks, or by self reporting. The results from
study two provided support for this hypothesis, with the self assessed cognitive loads
showing a weak to medium correlation for all five types of question, in both the text and
timeline conditions. This was also present when considering only the questions which were
correctly answered.
Hypotheses Summary
It is clear from the previous discussion that the study results provided mixed support for the
five hypotheses. The key findings are that study one provided real world support for
hypothesis one indicating that timelines can help students in their classroom assessment. In
studies two and three participant response times during comprehension were found to be
shorter for the timeline condition than for text, supporting hypothesis two. Investigations
into hypothesis three showed significant results going in the opposite direction, however,
with text proving beneficial for retention. Similarly, contradictory results were found
regarding hypothesis four where it was shown that providing summary materials led to
higher scores than when the participants generated their own. Finally hypothesis five was
accepted, with reaction times showing some correlation with self reported cognitive load.
In the following sections the key research questions which were established in the literature
section are reflected upon, discussing the extent to which this thesis helps further the
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Table 7.2 – Hypotheses and support from Studies
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7.5 To what extent can the CTML principles be applied to
timelines?
From reviewing the literature it became apparent that there are a wide range of theories in
relation to learning, cognitive load and optimal approaches for using multimedia materials.
In this thesis the CTML was chosen as it has an established set of principles which have
been repeatedly explored. It was noted that these repeated explorations mostly involved
scientific, engineering, and mathematical materials and that there was only limited research
exploring timelines and how they may aid in the learning process. As the CTML principles
have been shown to be effective for the other subjects, this thesis sought to establish if the
same principles could be applied when investigating learning using timelines. In this next
section, key principles are considered in turn, along with a discussion of their replicability
with the timelines used in these studies.
Multimedia Principle: Learning is increased when the materials used contain words
and pictures rather than just words
In general timelines should fit very neatly with the multimedia principle, combining, as they
do, graphical elements and associated text in one image, the "Big Picture". They use the
placing of events to indicate order, the overall structure and linking lines to show causality,
and textual labels to provide event detail. To comprehend and learn from a timeline,
therefore, requires the cognitive integration of all of those aspects, in the same manner as
other image and text based multimedia. The present studies produced varying results in
relation to timelines improving learning, however, with only study one showing a clear
benefit from having information provided in a timeline format, while the results from two of
the laboratory based studies actually showed greater retention for the text condition. In this
research the multimedia principle was not found to work consistently with timelines in the
way that many researchers have found for other material types and conditions. Mayer
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(2014a) acknowledges that research is beginning to show boundary conditions for some of
the CTML principles, and that in some cases, outside of the boundaries, the principle must
be reversed. The earliest example of such a reversal, was actually defined as a principle in its
own right, the "expertise reversal principle" (Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler, & Sweller, 2003;
Kalyuga, 2007) in which instructional techniques that are effective for novices become
ineffective, and may even harm learning, for more experienced learners. Expertise reversal
been found to apply to a number of different principles; audio/visual modality (Inan et al.,
2015), redundancy (Leslie, Low, Jin, & Sweller, 2012), segmentation (Spanjers, Wouters,
van Gog, & van Merrienboer, 2011; Blayney et al., 2016), as well as being attributed to
overall complexity (Blayney et al., 2016; Kalyuga & Singh, 2016). Boundary conditions
less directly related to expertise, that have been found to lead to reversals, include learner
control of study time (McCrudden, Hushman, & Marley, 2014), and length of
material (Schuler et al., 2012; Schuler, Scheiter, & Gerjets, 2013). Lindow et al. (2011)
found the modality effect underlying some of the CTML principles not to be robust. Mayer
(2014a) considers that more research is needed regarding boundaries, so it may well be that
boundary conditions have been encountered in the studies within this thesis. Some other
studies have also found reversals to occur only when longer term assessments have been
made, such as those testing retention at a later stage (Schweppe & Rummer, 2012;
Schweppe, Eitel, & Rummer, 2015). Whilst this may not explain the lack of support for the
principle in immediate retention tests, it may do for the delayed retention in study three.
Split Attention: Learning is increased when learners do not have to split their attention
between several sources of information and Signalling/Cueing: Learning is increased
when key information is pointed out by visual cues such as colour coding or bold text
Timelines should be beneficial to learning as they act as one source with multiple pieces of
information, rather than requiring the learner to read through a large amount of text and
distill the relevant information (Kalyuga et al., 1999; Florax & Ploetzner, 2010). They can
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also be used to highlight pertinent information. These principles were borne out to an extent,
as those in the timeline condition spent less time reviewing and understanding the materials,
but at the immediate comprehension stage were able to perform at the same level as those
who spent longer looking at the text equivalent. This suggests that the timeline may have
helped focus their attention, without the need for re-reading and searching for answers. As
this did not continue to the retention phases, it is possible to suggest that the timelines help
the learner in focusing their attention and comprehending information, but are limited in
their ability to support translation into a deeper level of learning. The split attention and
signalling/cueing principles were used in the design of materials for the studies (although
the split attention principle was knowingly ignored for study four since the study was based
around the provision of additional material and so involved two separate items). They were
not explored in any comparison study, however.
Generative Drawing: Encouraging learners to produce their own diagrams while
learning can increase learning
This principle was explored in the final study, but was not proven. Regardless of whether the
participant was asked to write their own notes or produce a timeline, neither group
performed better than the groups who were provided with notes or timelines. On reflection it
is possible that the provided notes and timelines may have been matched too closely with
the assessment materials. However, this is representative of the school education system
where revision guides often signpost the key parts of the syllabus that will be tested. In this
research at least, self generation of timelines (or text) was not beneficial to this measure of
learning. A recent study by Lin et al. (2017), contrasting the learning effects of self
generated drawing with repeated reading, and self imagined images, found some support for
the principle, but only where prior knowledge was low (which was the case for study four
since the material was fictional) but concluded that their sample size (which was similar to
that of study four) was too small, and suggested that more study is needed.
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Timelines and the CTML in summary
From the previous discussions it appears that the timelines used in the present studies may
not fit robustly with the principles of the CTML, since, in some cases they were shown to
help the learner, but in others this effect was not sustained. Other researchers have
encountered similar variability in results regarding learning from multimedia, when either
repeating experiments or extending to different types of material (Korallo, 2010b;
Prangsma, 2007), and different aspects of the material (Eitel, Kuhl, Scheiter, & Gerjets,
2014). A number of attempted replications of the modality effect (mostly comparing text
with audio) have found similar difficulties (McNeill et al., 2009; Tabbers et al., 2004;
Oberfoell & Correia, 2016; Lindow et al., 2011). In a number of cases any effects seen in
immediate testing either disappeared or were reversed after delays (Korallo, 2010b;
Prangsma, 2007; Schweppe & Rummer, 2016), and studies two and three certainly
encountered this. Schweppe and Rummer (2012) also point out that the majority of CTML
related studies only use immediate testing in their evaluations and that more work should be
performed using delayed testing. In a related manner, when examining effects of both
Kulhavy’s (1985) Conjoint Retention Hypothesis (CRH) and Paivio’s (1991) Dual Coding
Theory (DCT), Diana and Webb (1997) found that these effects weakened over time.
The studies performed by McNeill et al. (2009) are particularly interesting since, although
focused upon comparing modalities of audio, text, and animation rather than text and
images used here, they were also using history as the subject. They did not find any
modality or redundancy effects. They also highlight an issue with many CTML studies,
acknowledged by Mayer (1999), that most of the test material used for research is short. In
the studies discussed here, the test material and activities were designed to more closely
mimic the amount of work involved in a topic within a school lesson (in the case of study
one, that was exactly what was done). The materials all involved at least 30 different items
to be remembered, and the study times were all at least 10 minutes (learner controlled in
studies two and three, and fixed at 10 minutes for study four). The overall number of items
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for participants to learn raises another point of discussion, however. When performing an
exploratory study regarding learning from maps (and similar diagrams, some of which can
be considered to be close in structure to timelines), Winn and Sutherland (1989) showed that
recall performance could be adversely affected by increasing the number of items involved,
their maximum number of elements being 20.
It is also important, however, to consider that ’learning’ is a complicated term and there are
no clear criteria for confirming that learning has occurred. Returning to the literature it is
clear that work using the CTML more often focuses on the investigation of "transfer" than
on the type of comprehension and retention effects studied here, and it may be that this is an
aspect requiring further research using timeline material. Despite the mixed findings,
however, the research presented in this thesis provides an initial starting point for future
research when looking to extend the CTML into areas outside its common usage in science,
engineering, and mathematics.
7.6 Should timelines be considered as maps of time or as
diagrams?
The long-standing view from early chronographers (Rosenberg & Grafton, 2013) suggests
that timelines are maps of time. The consequential idea that learning from a timeline could
engage spatial memory, as in the conjoint retention hypothesis (CRH) (Kulhavy et al.,
1985), and seen to apply in some experiments by Korallo (2010b), was considered as a part
of the work described here but not directly explored in detail. Much of the work on the CRH
relates to geographic maps, where the participants can directly relate the map to their direct
experience of the tangible world and some researchers have argued that it is the recognisable
features of the map, mimetic icons, and well known symbols, that are stored in visuospatial
memory (Nesbit & Adesope, 2006; Griffin & Robinson, 2005; Newbern et al., 1997).
Although the term timeline is seeing increased use (in areas of social media on the Internet
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for example) there is still no strong commonality of layout, or symbols, across all timelines,
nor much in the way of common icons that would be clearly recognised by all in the case of
a timeline. The "edge" features of a map (coasts, and strongly marked internal features,
borders, etc.) have been shown to have a stronger effect on memory, with text close to those
features being better retained and recalled (Verdi & Kulhavy, 2002; Winn & Sutherland,
1989; Verdi, Stamm, Johnson, & Jamison, 2001). It could be that strong lines in a timeline
may engage a similar effect, but this would require further study, perhaps using simpler
timelines, varying the direction in connection with the expectations of a mental
timeline (Weger & Pratt, 2008; Flumini & Santiago, 2013; Bonato et al., 2012; Bender &
Beller, 2014; Aguirre & Santiago, 2017), and exploring the effects of different scales
particularly using a non linear scale. Neither the Year 7 (Figure B.1) nor Year 8 timelines
(Figure B.2 on page 239) used a linear scale, events were simply placed in order of
occurrence. The same approach can be seen in the classroom timeline example in Figure 3.1
on page 64. Exploring different scales (including logarithmic) could provide a useful insight
into the relationship between physical timelines, mental timelines and associations with A
Theory Of Magnitude (ATOM) (Fabbri et al., 2012; Winter, Marghetis, & Matlock, 2015;
Bottini & Casasanto, 2010), particularly with the more logarithmic nature of the
cognitive/neural magnitude estimations within ATOM involving the Weber-Fechner
law (Nieder & Miller, 2003; Bueti & Walsh, 2009; Bonato et al., 2012).
The timelines in this study have, however, been considered as images in respect of the
CTML and it is worth reflecting upon the results that have been found by treating them this
way. Study one did find a benefit from using timelines, though the example used, had a
richer content (through the inclusion of additional cartoon pictures) than any of the timelines
used in the three other studies and it may be that it was this stronger imagery that resulted in
the expected CTML effect. It would be interesting to explore the effects of different timeline
styles including the incorporation of varying amounts of picture material in a laboratory
based experiment.
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7.7 Can response times be used as an indicator for
cognitive load?
A review of the existing research suggests that learning can be limited by the effects of
cognitive load (Sweller & Chandler, 1994; Sweller, 2015; Fiorella & Mayer, 2016; Sweller,
1988, 1994, 2010). The notion of cognitive load, and of the summing of different types of
load (intrinsic, extrinsic, germane) (DeLeeuw & Mayer, 2008; Leopold & Mayer, 2015)
forms a key foundation for the CTML (Mayer, 2005). This limit is complex, however, with a
balancing act needed between providing enough load that the student has to consider the
information, and reflect upon it, the desirable difficulty (Lehmann, Goussios, & Seufert,
2016; Maddox & Balota, 2015; Schweppe & Rummer, 2016), and the load being too high
and the student being unable to integrate the information into long term storage. A large
number of studies have used self report as a measure for cognitive load; however this
disrupts the study and impacts the learning process by diverting the participant’s attention.
Two of the studies reported in this thesis took the opportunity to explore whether response
time could be used as a mechanism for judging cognitive load since this could be performed
unobtrusively. A comparison with a self report instrument commonly used by other studies
suggested that there was a moderate correlation between the two measures and that the
response time might, therefore, provide a suitable measure for assessing cognitive load.
However the analysis of the response times found a number of confounding effects that
would need to be dealt with in order for the approach to be used more generally. The first of
these concerned the inherent variability of the tasks being performed. The response times
varied depending upon the type of response that the participant needed to make (e.g.
keyboard vs mouse), on the number of options to select between, and particularly on the
speed-accuracy trade off. More sophisticated models of the interaction between testing and
response times such as item response theory (Jabrayilov, Emons, & Sijtsma, 2016;
Klein Entink, Kuhn, Hornke, & Fox, 2009) should be explored before deciding upon any
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wider adoption of the technique.
7.8 Is there a relationship between timeline benefits and
spatial abilities, or learning preferences?
There has been discussion in the literature of spatial ability and learning preferences
impacting on how students learn from multimedia (Massa & Mayer, 2006; Bednarz & Lee,
2011; Pazzaglia & Moe, 2013; Brunken et al., 2003; Hoffler, 2010). Studies two and three
required distractor tasks interposed between the main parts of the experiment, and these
were arranged to include measures relating to spatial ability and learner preference. (This
would enable additional analysis to be performed to determine whether performance in the
two conditions was mediated by the participant’s spatial ability or self reported multimedia
learning preferences). In neither study was there a relationship found between the
participant’s study performance and their spatial ability, or learner preferences. This could
be because the assessment instruments chosen were not as appropriate as originally
believed, and different instruments may have aligned better with timelines as the multimedia
material, or it could be that the ability range of participants in the studies where this was
assessed was narrow, and thus the effects were not seen. Hoffler (2010) also concluded that
the studies where differences had been seen mostly concerned the effects of animation,
which was not involved in the studies described here. Despite this, the research described in
this thesis does add to the body of work on spatial ability and learning, and may prove useful
to future researchers.
7.9 Reflections, implications, and future work
During earlier discussions around multimedia studies and associated literature, the
observation was made that most of the existing work related to science and technology. It
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must also be acknowledged that the studies within this thesis also only examined a small
fraction of possible history related examples. Five different styles of timeline were used but
there are very many other styles that could have been explored. The measures of learning
were limited to comprehension and retention and the assessments in studies two to four only
used multiple choice testing in order to be completely objective, whereas some similar
studies have used essays or other forms of marked work, together with suitable inter rater
reliability assessments to mitigate subjectivity. These limitations are addressed in later
suggestions for future work.
As discussed in the introduction and literature chapters, the most immediate real world use
of learning from timelines concerns their use in schools, in particular for teaching history. In
this regard the school based study did show a benefit from the use of timelines for one year
group. Studies two and three each had a scenario where text had an advantage, but it might
be considered not to be a very robust result since the effect moved between sessions for the
two studies. Where both studies did agree, however, was that for similar comprehension
results the overall study times were lower for the timeline condition, so perhaps timelines
may be more readily searched for information. This has relevance for school learning where
the analysis of three years of teaching materials (performed by the researcher as a precursor
to study one), the associated discussions with teachers, and researcher observation of a
history class after the study, showed just what a tremendous pace of learning has to be kept
up to cover the expected syllabus. Anything that speeds up comprehension of the material to
be learned would be a benefit.
In industry, timeline-like representations are often found in project planning (e.g. Gantt
charts (Burkhard, Meier, Rodgers, Smis, & Stott, 2005; Geraldi & Lechter, 2012)) and,
although many people are used to reading these, they can be hard to comprehend (Zimoch,
Pryss, Probst, Schlee, & Reichert, 2017; Burkhard et al., 2005), and so research that
improves understanding of the best approach to presentation of timelines may be of benefit.
It is perhaps in everyday life, though, that research into the comprehension of temporal data
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through timelines could have its widest benefit. Only a few years ago many people would be
unfamiliar with the term timeline, yet now, with its frequent usage in connection with social
media on the Internet, it is likely to be much more common. Social media timelines are not
the same as the learning timelines discussed here but, as they develop to help users cope
with the rapid growth in the amount of data (often time related) that people have to deal
with, they may well produce innovative approaches that could also be used in learning. Such
approaches could be a useful area for further research.
A number of other areas for future research have been identified during the discussion of the
studies within this thesis. Starting from the viewpoint of educational use of timelines, all of
the studies have used relatively complex timelines. These timelines involving mixtures of
implied and/or diagrammatic lines, associated text, and, in some cases, images. The
complexity has meant that it has not been possible to dissociate the overall imagery effects
under the CTML (Mayer, 2014a; Schuler, Arndt, & Scheiter, 2015; Schuler, Scheiter, &
Gerjets, 2010; Eitel, Scheiter, & Schuler, 2013; Richter et al., 2016; Merkt & Schwan, 2017;
Fenesi & Kim, 2014), from any benefits that may have resulted from connection between a
timeline and mental timelines (Bonato et al., 2012; Boroditsky et al., 2011; Hartmann &
Mast, 2012; Arzy et al., 2009; Droit-Volet & Coull, 2015). A study using very simple
timelines, perhaps exploring different directions of increasing magnitude could provide a
useful foundation for other studies.
Drawing timelines with the oldest event on the left is a common approach in modern
chronographics (Davis, 2012), and also considered to be the direction of mental timelines, at
least in western cultures with a left-right reading direction (Pitt & Casasanto, 2016; Nunez
& Cooperrider, 2013; Vallesi et al., 2011; de la Vega, Eikmeier, Ulrich, & Kaup, 2016;
Weger & Pratt, 2008; Vallesi et al., 2008), however cultural differences have also been
found (Yang & Sun, 2016; Bergen & Chan Lau, 2012; Fuhrman & Boroditsky, 2007; Majid,
Gaby, & Boroditsky, 2014; Magnani & Musetti, 2017). Different subjects such as genealogy
and geological timelines sometimes use a vertical time axis (Mitchell, 2014), and studies
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using virtual reality have used a primarily forwards and backwards direction (Foreman et al.,
2008; Korallo, 2010a). This could then be extended to studying (again using very simple
timelines) cases where, as in the Year 9 example from Study One in Figure B.3 on page 240,
two dimensions are used simultaneously. The more common approach of including multiple
lines in the same diagram, as seen in the materials for the other studies, could then be
investigated, followed by examination of the effects of varying colour and other
highlighting, and mimetic icons.
In some timelines the key aspect being conveyed concerns the sequence of events, with no
significance placed upon the spacing between the events. There is either no scale at all, or a
non-linear scale is used. All three timelines in study one used this approach (for all aspects
of the timeline in Y7 and Y8 and for the vertical dimension in Y9). A study, again based
upon simple timelines, to examine how gaps and scales are perceived and remembered could
investigate any links with A Theory Of Magnitude, especially concerning any scaling effects
of the Weber-Fechner law (Nieder & Miller, 2003; Bueti & Walsh, 2009; Bonato et al.,
2012). Geological timelines for example often need to resort to non-linear scaling because
they have to cover very large periods and some studies have shown student perceptions of
the numbers involved and the extension to timeline representations, to be
non-linear (Dehaene, Izard, Spelke, & Pica, 2008; Libarkin, Kurdziel, & Anderson, 2007).
Two of the timelines used in study one had non linear scales but, again, this was incidental
to the study and not able to be investigated.
The use of eye tracking when performing research into multimedia learning is also
becoming more prevalent (Lin et al., 2017; Mayer, 2010; Ponce & Mayer, 2014) as the
devices used become more readily available and less cumbersome. A study of timeline
usage incorporating eye tracking as a measure would form a useful reference point for
improving their design as multimedia items and, since it may well be possible to measure
pupil dilation and blink rate at the same time, it may be possible to produce a study that also
incorporates this as an intrinsic measure of cognitive load (Zekveld et al., 2014; Chen &
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Epps, 2013) as the learning takes place.
7.10 Final comments
While the results of these studies have been varied and, as ever, future research would be
beneficial, this thesis has explored a wide range of aspects linked to timelines and learning,
and does provide a strong foundation for future research to help fill in the existing research
gaps. As technology, and education, are both ever changing areas, refining the multimedia
principles to keep up with developments and improving the understanding of where the
boundaries of applicability lie will be an important task. A final suggestion for future work,
links back to the work of Korallo (2010b), which was inspirational from an early stage of
the work on this thesis. With the many improvements and innovations in technology that
have taken place, it could be that the experience of walking through time in fully immersive
virtual reality becomes the best way to understand history!
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Materials Used in Study One
237
Figure B.1 – Year 7 Religious changes in Tudor times (Clare, 2002)
238
Figure B.2 – Year 8 English Language Timeline (original in colour)
239
Figure B.3 – Year 9 WW2 Timeline (original in colour)
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Appendix C
Common Materials for Studies Two and
Three
Spotania - Text Queen Porridge of Spotania was born in the year 1012. She came to
power in 1023 and ruled until 1063 when she was overthrown by a revolution.
Following the overthrow she lived in exile until her death in 1092. Seventeen years into
her reign, in 1040, with Chickenalia as an ally, Spotania attacked Ruritania and started
the two year long ‘war of the cream cakes‘. Ultimately Spotania and Chickenalia won
the war and the peace treaty was signed in 1042. The war resulted in the acquisition of
valuable mineral resources and associated trade routes and led to significant
improvements in the economy, as noted in many journals in 1044, and an increase in the
population as shown by the 1046 census. Some important early artistic works included a
famous painting of the ‘Battle of the Eclair‘ by the artist Victoria during the War of the
Cream Cakes in 1041, and the ‘Fiona Symphony‘ composed in 1050. The invention of
Semaphore towers by Daniel in 1053 provided rapid communication across the whole
country. But the census of 1058, showed continuation of the population growth and
there were also many indications of a serious decline in the economy the same year.
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Four years later in 1062 a revolution started. Although initially centred on the capital,
subversives use of the semaphore system led to a rapid spread across the whole country.
The revolution culminated in 1063 with the overthrow of Queen Porridge and her
replacement by a revolutionary council to rule the whole country. One year later
however, in 1064, that council was quickly defeated, within the space of a year, by a
coalition of Ruritanian rebels and Chickenalia forces in the ‘war of the cold vegetables‘.
The victors then appointed King Jas to rule from 1065. After living in exile ex-Queen
Porridge of Spotania passed away in 1092.
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Brontavia - Text Brontavia was a very prosperous country until the great famine of
1820 and was ruled by King Cedric (born 1790) from his accession in 1810 at the age of
20 until the Hungry Peoples’ Revolution in 1821. Cedric was always a pleasure seeking
prince and was ridiculed by his subjects after being clearly shown misbehaving by the
statue "Future King partying" created by sculptor Juan Le Lizard in 1808. The great
famine resulted from a combination of raging potato fungus, and purple wheat blight,
devastating both of the country’s main food crops. With no harvest to collect, the mainly
rural population not only had no food, but also no work. It was therefore little surprise
that the peasant class revolted and overthrew King Cedric and his followers, who were
mostly city playboys completely indifferent to the suffering of the peasants. The
removal of the king led to a very long period of anarchy from 1821 to 1825 with rival
factions such as the ‘Hungry Zealots‘, the ‘Mighty Marauders‘ and the Pastie Brigade
battling for overall rule. The Hungry Zealots and the Pastie Brigade met at the battle of
Herbert‘s Bridge in late 1823. This battle was commemorated in Van de Vert’s famous
painting "Bridge of Significance" (1823). After weeks of fighting, the Zealots triumphed
and then marched to the stronghold of the Mighty Marauders aiming to swiftly
consolidate their victory and take charge overall. The tiring long march for the Zealots
and the exceptional defences prepared by the Marauders however, put paid to that aim,
and the Zealots were effectively wiped out in the resulting battle which became known,
through the songs of the popular troubadour ‘Beardy Jason‘ as the ‘Battle of the Big Bad
Bend‘, a tune he composed shortly after the battle in 1824, but which became famous
throughout the land during the following year (1825). The Marauders proved poor
rulers, mainly through their lack of organisation and were not well liked. In 1827 around
the middle of their 5 year rule, an unknown inventor created a device known as the ‘Wax
Sealed Ballot‘ a way of ensuring completely fair and secure elections. This was widely
popularised by the secretive artist, ‘Plankrider‘, who created a symbol clearly
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representing the device which was able to be easily copied in graffiti. The graffiti spread
widely over the next year (1828-1829) appearing almost everywhere and so, recognising
the clear desire of the population, the Marauders arranged a free election in 1829,
actually using the wax sealed ballot. Surprisingly they came a very close second in the
election, only just losing to the People‘s Party of Brontavia and the resulting coalition
then ruled successfully for the next 20 years and even arranged a memorial ceremony for
the death of ex-King Cedric in 1840 since the population had, by that time, mostly
forgiven him.








Spotania 13 17 4 10 14 30 306 170
Brontavia 15 12 5 7 17 30 471 273
Table C.1 – Analysis of the Primary Text Used for Studies Two and Three
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Figure C.1 – Brontavia timeline
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How old was King Cedric when he was overthrown by the
revolution?
2 Choice (1 of
2)




For how many years did King Cedric reign?
4 Ordering (3
items)
Please put the rulers of Brontavia in order with the most recent
at the top: King Cedric, Mighty Marauders, People’s Party of
Brontavia (Coalition)
5 Choice (1 of
4)
What do you think was the main cause of the revolution?:
Unpopular King, Poor economy, Failed harvest, Something else
6 Choice (1 of
4)
Which artistic item was created during the revolution?: ‘Bridge




In what year was the Wax Sealed Ballot invented?
8 Numeric (2
digits)
How old was King Cedric when he died?
9 Choice (1 of
4)
Who was ruling in 1827?: King Cedric, Queen Victoria, Mighty
Marauders, People‘s Party of Brontavia (Coalition)
10 Choice (1 of
2)
Was King Cedric born in 1800?
11 Ordering (3
items)
Please place the following items in date order with the most
recent at the top: ‘Future King partying‘, ‘Bridge of
Significance‘, Invention of the ‘Wax Sealed Ballot‘
12 Choice (1 of
4)
Who painted the ‘Bridge of Significance‘?: Van de Vert,
Plankrider, Juan Le Lizard, Beardy Jason










How old in years was Queen Porridge when she was
overthrown?
2 Choice (1 of
2)
Which was the longer war? - the ‘war of the cold vegetables‘ or
the ‘war of the cream cakes‘
3 Numeric (2
digits)
For how many years did Queen Porridge reign?
4 Ordering (3
items)
Please put the rulers of Spotania in order with the most recent at
the top: King Jas, Queen Porridge, Revolutionary Council
5 Choice (1 of
4)
What do you think was the main cause of the revolution?:
Growth of population, Poor economy, Outside forces,
Something else
6 Choice (1 of
4)
Which artistic item was created during a war period?: ‘Fiona’
Symphony, ’Battle of the Eclair’ Painting, The ’Hopscotch’
Tapestry, The ’Doughnut Baker’ Statue
7 Numeric (4
digits)
In what year were Semaphore towers invented?
8 Numeric (2
digits)
How old was Queen Porridge when she died?
9 Choice (1 of
4)
Who was ruling in 1064?: King Jas, Queen Victoria,
Revolutionary Council, Queen Porridge
10 Choice (1 of
2)
Was Chickenalia involved in the 1040 attack on Ruritania?
11 Ordering (3
items)
Please place the following items in date order with the most
recent at the top: ‘Fiona’ Symphony, ’Battle of the Eclair’
Painting, Invention of Semaphore Towers
12 Choice (1 of
4)
Who painted the ’Battle of the Eclair’?: King Jas, Victoria,
Daniel, Queen Porridge








Who was the first ruler named in the
Brontavia story?: King Cedric,
Queen Victoria, Mighty Marauders,
People’s Party of Brontavia
(Coalition)
Who was the first ruler named in the





How old was King Cedric when he
was overthrown by the revolution?




What year did King Cedric come to
power?




Please place the following items in
date order with the most recent at the
top: ‘Future King partying‘, ‘Bridge
of Significance‘, Invention of the
‘Wax Sealed Ballot‘
Please put the following items in
order with the most recent at the top:
‘Fiona’ Symphony, ’Battle of the




Was Purple Wheat blight involved in
the great famine?
Was Chickenalia involved in the
1040 attack on Ruritania?
Choice
(1 of 4)
Who painted the ‘Bridge of
Significance‘?: Van de Vert,
Plankrider, Juan Le Lizard, Beardy
Jason
Who painted the ’Battle of the
Eclair’?: King Jas, Victoria, Daniel,
Queen Porridge
Table C.4 – Studies Two and Three: Immediate Retention Questions
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Question Answer 1 Answer 2
Now some questions about
your learning preferences
- Which format do you
prefer for learning a




A labeled diagram showing
each part
Which format do you
prefer for learning a
scientific explanation of
how a bicycle tyre pump
works?
An essay describing what
happens when you pull up
the handle and when you
push down on the handle
A series of labeled
diagrams showing the
status of each part of the
pump when you pull up the
handle and when you push
down on the handle
Which format do you
prefer for following
directions for how to get
somewhere in a new area?
Verbal directions including
when to turn left and when
to turn right in getting from
the starting point to the
stopping point
A map showing the roads
and buildings along with a
line from the starting point
to the stopping point
Which format do you
prefer for following
instructions for how to set
the time on a stopwatch?
A list of steps in words A labeled diagram showing
the steps
Which format do you
prefer for describing the
mathematics test scores for
male and female school
students of a particular age
for the last 5 years?
A list of the scores for boys
in one sentence and a list of
the scores for girls in
another sentence
A line graph with one line
showing the scores for boys
and another line showing
the scores for girls
"Copyright 2002 by Richard E. Mayer. Reprinted by permission."
Table C.5 – Learning scenario Questions
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"Copyright 2002 by Richard E. Mayer. Reprinted by permission."
Figure C.9 – Example learning scenario question
"Copyright 2002 by Richard E. Mayer. Reprinted by permission."
Figure C.10 – Multimedia Preference Screen one
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"Copyright 2002 by Richard E. Mayer. Reprinted by permission."
Figure C.11 – Multimedia Preference Screen two
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"Copyright 2002 by Richard E. Mayer. Reprinted by permission."
Figure C.12 – Multimedia Preference Screen three
Figure C.13 – Mental rotation test example
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Figure C.14 – Example retention question
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Appendix D
Additional Materials for Study Three
Figure D.1 – Study Three: Letter rotation example
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No Question Type Question
1 Numeric (4 digits) What year did King Cedric come to power?
2 Choice (1 of 2) Was King Cedric deposed in 1821?
3 Ordering (4
items)
Please place the following items in date order with the most
recent at the top: The statue ’Future King partying’ , The
painting ’Bridge of Significance’ , Invention of the ’Wax Sealed
Ballot’, The song ’Battle of the Big Bad Bend’
4 Choice (1 of 2) Was Purple Wheat blight involved in the great famine?
5 Choice (1 of 4) Who painted the ‘Bridge of Significance‘? : Van de Vert,
Plankrider, Juan Le Lizard, Beardy Jason
6 Choice (1 of 4) Who was ruling in 1827? : King Cedric, Queen Victoria, Mighty
Marauders, People‘s Party of Brontavia (Coalition)
7 Numeric (2 digits) How old was King Cedric when he died?
8 Choice (1 of 4) What do you think was the main cause of the revolution? :
Unpopular King, Poor economy, Failed harvest, Something else
9 Choice (1 of 4) Which artistic item was created during the revolution? : ‘Bridge
of Significance‘, ‘Future King partying’, ‘Battle of the Big Bad
Bend’, ‘Croissant Corner‘
10 Numeric (4 digits) In what year was the Wax Sealed Ballot invented?
11 Ordering (3
items)
Please put the rulers of Brontavia in order with the most recent
at the top: King Cedric, Mighty Marauders, People’s Party of
Brontavia (Coalition)
12 Numeric (2 digits) For how many years did the Mighty Marauders rule?
Table D.1 – Study Three: Delayed Retention Questions for Brontavia Story
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No Question Type Question
1 Numeric (4 digits) What year did Queen Porridge come to power?
2 Choice (1 of 2) Was Queen Porridge deposed in 1063?
3 Ordering (4
items)
Please place the following items in date order with the most
recent at the top: ‘Fiona’ Symphony, ’Battle of the Eclair’
Painting, Invention of Semaphore Towers, Queen Porridge
deposed
4 Choice (1 of 2) Was Chickenalia involved in the 1040 attack on Ruritania?
5 Choice (1 of 4) Who painted the ’Battle of the Eclair’? : King Jas, Victoria,
Daniel, Queen Porridge
6 Choice (1 of 4) Who was ruling in 1064? : King Jas, Queen Victoria,
Revolutionary Council, Queen Porridge
7 Numeric (2 digits) How old was Queen Porridge when she died?
8 Choice (1 of 4) What do you think was the main cause of the revolution? :
Growth of population, Poor economy, Outside forces,
Something else
9 Choice (1 of 4) Which artistic item was created during a war period? : ‘Fiona’
Symphony, ’Battle of the Eclair’ Painting, The ’Hopscotch’
Tapestry, The ’Doughnut Baker’ Statue
10 Numeric (4 digits) In what year were Semaphore towers invented?
11 Ordering (3
items)
Please put the rulers of Spotania in order with the most recent at
the top: King Jas, Queen Porridge, Revolutionary Council
12 Numeric (2 digits) How old in years was Queen Porridge when she was
overthrown?
Table D.2 – Study Three: Delayed Retention Questions for Spotania Story
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Figure D.2 – Study Three: Example screen for object location memory test (original in colour)
Figure D.3 – Study Three: Updated mental rotation instructions
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Appendix E
Materials for Study Four
Primary Text
Description of the battle of Lemonton Morning - 6AM to 9AM: Fenton assaults and
Graggle counters in the northern part of the field including combat in the Rye field, West
Woods, and around the Finch Hospital.
The battle opened at dawn on the 27th when Fenton General James Howden’s artillery
began a murderous fire on Perkin’s men in the Bell Rye field north of town. "In the time
I am writing," Howden reported, "every stalk of rye in the northern and greater part of
the field was cut as closely as could have been done with a knife, and the [Graggle.] slain
lay in rows precisely as they had stood in their ranks a few moments before." Howden’s
troops advanced, driving the Graggles before them, and Perkins reported that his men
were "exposed for near an hour to a terrific storm of rockets, grenades, and lasers."
About 7 am Perkins was reinforced and his counterattack succeeded in driving the
Fentons back. An hour later Fenton troops under General Bernard Smith responded and
by 9 o’clock had regained some of the lost ground. Then, in an effort to extricate some
of Smith’s men from their isolated position near the Finch Hospital, General Peter
Gold’s division advanced into the West Woods. There Graggle troops struck Gold’s men
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on both flanks inflicting appalling casualties.
Late Morning- 9AM to 1PM: The attack on the Graggle Center, mostly concentrated in
and around the sunken Road (or Deadly Lane).
Meanwhile, Fenton General Andrew Viking’s division moved up to support Gold but
veered south into Graggles posted along an old sunken road separating two farms. For
nearly four hours, from 9:30 am to 1 pm, bitter fighting raged along this road
(afterwards known as Deadly Lane) as Viking, supported by General Colin Percival’s
division, sought to drive the Graggles back. [Although the Graggle line was at last
broken by enfilading fire from regiments of Percival’s division, no further Fenton troops
were sent into the gap.] Confusion and sheer exhaustion finally ended the battle here and
in the northern part of the field generally by 2PM.
Afternoon - 1PM to 5PM: The Fenton assault across the Lemonton Creek bridge at the
southern end of the battlefield, their drive on Blunton and the Graggle rear, and General
Graham Percy’s timely return from Grapeville to push them back and win.
Southeast of town, Fenton General Dent’s troops had been trying to cross a bridge over
Lemonton Creek since 9:30 am. Some 400 Graggles [General Tansley’s brigade] had
driven them back each time. At 1 pm the Fentons finally crossed the bridge and, after a
2-hour delay to reform their lines, advanced up the slope beyond. By late afternoon they
had driven the Graggles back almost to Blunton, threatening to cut off the line of retreat
for Lang’s1 decimated Graggles. Then about 4 pm General Graham Percy’s division, left
behind by Perkins at Grapeville to salvage the captured Fenton property, arrived on the
field and immediately entered the fight. Dent’s troops were driven back to the heights
near the bridge they had earlier taken. By 5pm the battle of Lemonton was over.
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Summary Text
Battle of Lemonton between Fenton’s led by Howden and the Graggles led by Lang
Battle starts:
The battle was opened at dawn by the Fenton General James Howden’s artillery began
a murderous fire on Perkin’s men in the Bell rye field north of town.
Howden reported that the “slain lay in rows” and his troops advanced, driving the
Graggles before them.
Perkins reported that his men were "exposed for near an hour to a terrific storm of
rockets, grenades, and lasers."
Perkins was reinforced about 7 am and counterattacked driving the Fentons back.
Fenton troops under General Bernard Smith responded and by 9 o’clock had regained
ground.
Smith’s men were isolated near the Finch Hospital, and Gold’s division of Taplow’s
corps advanced into the West Woods to rescue them. Graggle troops struck Gold’s
men on both flanks, inflicting appalling casualties.
Mid-day:
Fenton General Viking’s division moved to support Gold via an old sunken road. For
nearly four hours, from 9:30 am to 1 pm, bitter fighting raged along this road
(afterwards known as Deadly Lane). The Graggle line was eventually broken by
regiments of Percival’s division, but no Fenton troops were sent into the resulting gap
Northern battle ends at 2pm through exhaustion.
Afternoon:
Southeast of town, the Fentons - General Dent’s troops had been trying to cross a
bridge over Lemonton Creek. Driven back by Graggles under Tansley each time. At
1 pm the Fentons finally crossed the bridge and by late afternoon had driven the
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Graggles back almost to Blunton.
About 4 pm Percy’s division, left behind at Grape Creek to salvage the captured
Fenton property, arrived and immediately the Fenton troops were driven back to the
heights near the bridge ending the battle.
Battle ends:
By 5pm the Graggles had won.
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Number Type Question
1 Choice (1 of 2) Which group started the battle: Graggles or Fentons?
2 Choice (1 of 4) Which general’s artillery created ’murderous fire’
3 Choice (1 of 4) Whose men suffered from the ’murderous fire’
4 Choice (1 of 4) Which General described the way that the ’slain lay in rows’
5 Choice (1 of 4) Pick one weapon that was involved in the ’murderous fire’ that
opened the battle
6 Choice (1 of 4) Where did the first attacks occur?
7 Choice (1 of 4) Which General led the first counterattack?
8 Order (3 items) Place these events in order
9 Choice (1 of 4) From where did General Peter Gold’s men attempt to extricate
Smith’s men
10 Choice (1 of 4) Much of the late morning fighting took place around a sunken
road (the low road) - by what name did this become known?
11 Choice (1 of 4) Around what time of day did exhaustion lead to the ending of
fighting in northern area?
12 Choice (1 of 2) On which side was Trevor Lang the leader?
13 Choice (1 of 4) In the southeast General Dent’s troops tried for over 3 hours to
capture a bridge - what did the bridge cross?
14 Choice (1 of 4) From where did General Percy’s troops arrive after salvaging
property there?
15 Choice (1 of 4) Around what time was the battle considered over?
16 Choice (1 of 2) Who won the battle
17 Order (3 items) Place these events in order
18 Choice (1 of 4) How far back did General Dent manage to push the Graggles
after crossing the bridge?
19 Choice (1 of 4) In which location did Graggle troops strike Gold’s men on both
flanks “inflicting appalling casualties”?
20 Choice (1 of 2) Whose line was broken just before the northern battle stopped
due to exhaustion?

























Additional Tables for Study One
Variance Shapiro Skewness Kurtosis
W p Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error
Y8 Control 10.17 0.88 0.007 −0.38 −0.41 −1.259 −0.70
Y8 Timeline 6.96 0.85 0.002 1.20 1.27 1.353 0.74
Y9 Control 4.47 0.89 0.006 −0.12 −0.14 −0.300 −0.18
Y9 Timeline 6.14 0.88 0.007 −0.09 −0.10 1.163 0.63
Table F.1 – Study One - Previous term marks
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Variance Shapiro Skewness Kurtosis
W p Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error
Y8 Control 2.49 0.83 0.001 0.55 0.60 −0.123 −0.068
Y8 Timeline 7.62 0.94 0.209 0.45 0.48 −0.096 −0.052
Y9 Control 7.29 0.93 0.057 0.51 0.59 0.261 0.154
Y9 Timeline 3.59 0.90 0.020 0.06 0.06 −0.179 −0.097
Table F.2 – Study One - Target mark distributions
Variance Shapiro Skewness Kurtosis
W p Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error
Y8 Control 6.11 0.81 0.000 −1.49 −1.61 2.690 1.4916
Y8 Timeline 8.67 0.89 0.015 0.80 0.85 0.013 0.0068
Y9 Control 15.04 0.91 0.022 0.87 1.00 0.265 0.1568
Y9 Timeline 6.54 0.94 0.158 −0.03 −0.03 −0.654 −0.3563
Table F.3 – Study One - Current term mark distributions
SD Shapiro Skew SE Skew Z Skew Kurtosis SE Kurtosis Z Kurtosis
2.415 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.93 0.25 0.14 1.803441
2.041 0.14 −0.04 −0.04 0.94 −0.56 −0.30 1.835554
4.779 0.73 0.51 0.59 0.87 −0.07 −0.04 1.690478
2.126 0.05 −0.21 −0.22 0.94 0.11 0.06 1.835554
Table F.4 – Study One - Calculated mark difference distributions
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Appendix G
Additional Analysis for Study One
In study one, significant differences in both pre-test and target scores had been found for the
two groups (timeline and control) that were to be compared in the experiment. The initial
analysis showed no support for the hypothesis that the use of timelines would lead to
increased comprehension but this could have also reflected effects of imbalance. A post hoc,
exact grouping, analysis was therefore performed. For this analysis two groups (Timeline
and Control) were formed and participants were paired between these so that each
participant in a group was paired with a single participant with identical target and previous
scores in the other group. The experimental results for each group were then compared
using the Yuen-Welch method. Since in a number of cases the number of participants with
identical target and previous scores differed between the groups (for example only one
participant in the timeline group had a previous mark of 35 and a target of 37, while three
participants shared the same combination in the control group) the smaller set size was used
in each case (reducing numbers of pairs from 24 to 10) and an exhaustive combinatorial
approach used for selecting the samples from the corresponding set. This resulted in a total
of 864 sets of results and of these, only 18 ( 2%) resulted in a comparison with a probability
p < .05 (each of these having a probability p = .04).
Three other groupings were examined, one based upon gender, one upon performance in the
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previous assessment (grouped by being above, or below/equal to, the mean value), and one
on the target marks (grouped the same way). The female timeline group with a 20%
trimmed mean (M = 0.44), did not differ significantly from the female control group, with a
20% trimmed mean (M =−0.80) when assessed using the Yuen-Welch
method, p = .26, 95%CI[−3.52,1.03] with an explanatory measure of effect
size (ξˆ = 0.27), roughly corresponding to a Cohen’s d value of 0.2 (Wilcox, 2016; Ellis,
2010). The male timeline group with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 2.29), did not differ
significantly from the male control group, with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 2.33) when
assessed using the Yuen-Welch method, p = .98, 95%CI[−3.63,3.73] with an explanatory
measure of effect size (ξˆ = 0.22), roughly corresponding to a Cohen’s d value of
0.2 (Wilcox, 2016; Ellis, 2010).
The below mean target timeline group with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 0.91), did not differ
significantly from the below mean target control group, with a 20% trimmed mean
(M = 1.55) when assessed using the Yuen-Welch method, p = .64, 95%CI[−2.24,3.52]
with an explanatory measure of effect size (ξˆ = 0.13), roughly corresponding to a Cohen’s
d value below 0.2 (Wilcox, 2016; Ellis, 2010). The above mean target timeline group with a
20% trimmed mean (M = 0.8), did not differ significantly from the above mean target
control group, with a 20% trimmed mean (M =−0.88) when assessed using the
Yuen-Welch method, p = .25, 95%CI[−4.79,1.44] with an explanatory measure of effect
size (ξˆ = 0.46), roughly corresponding to a Cohen’s d value of 0.8 (Wilcox, 2016; Ellis,
2010).
The below mean previous mark timeline group with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 0.8), did
not differ significantly from the below mean previous mark control group, with a 20%
trimmed mean (M = 2.08) when assessed using the Yuen-Welch method,
p = .25, 95%CI[−0.96,3.51] with an explanatory measure of effect size (ξˆ = 0.32),
roughly corresponding to a Cohen’s d value of 0.5 (Wilcox, 2016; Ellis, 2010). The above
mean previous mark timeline group with a 20% trimmed mean (M = 0.83), also did not
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differ significantly from the above mean previous mark control group with a 20% trimmed
mean (M =−3.17) when a Bonferroni correction was applied to take into account the
multiple comparisons, p = .01, 95%CI[−6.43,−1.57] with an explanatory measure of




Additional Tables for Study Two
Variance Shapiro Skewness Kurtosis
W p Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error
Comprehension Text 266 0.90 0.000 −1.16 −2.63 2.20 2.52
Comprehension Graphics 234 0.91 0.000 −0.69 −1.56 −0.32 −0.36
Retention Text 327 0.92 0.000 −0.03 −0.07 −0.71 −0.81
Retention Graphics 352 0.92 0.000 0.20 0.45 −0.49 −0.56
Table H.1 – Study Two - Variance, normality, skew, and kurtosis
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cl n1 n2 est.1 est.2 ci p.value dif se teststat crit df
121.00 121.00 121.00 9.92 9.658 0.77 0.31 0.26 0.26 1.01 1.98 143.84
Table H.2 – Study Two - Story comparison
M1 M2 p CIl CIu df stat effect
80.25 82.88 0.083 −5.60 0.35 72.00 −1.76 0.12
Table H.3 – Study Two - Comprehension comparison
M1 M2 p CIl CIu df stat effect
63.24 55.71 0.007 2.10 12.97 72.00 2.76 0.26
Table H.4 – Study Two - Retention comparison
Q MT MG DF Statistic Lower Upper effect p
1 30.98 33.60 35 −0.92 −8.38 3.14 0.11 1.000
2 35.86 27.27 54 3.37 3.48 13.71 0.34 0.014 *
3 19.03 13.04 55 4.79 3.48 8.50 0.48 0.000 ***
4 33.93 41.10 27 −1.93 −14.78 0.44 0.23 0.383
5 23.37 21.56 39 0.78 −2.89 6.51 0.08 1.000
6 27.79 23.73 41 1.17 −2.97 11.08 0.15 1.000
7 17.38 14.63 63 2.86 0.83 4.68 0.30 0.045 *
8 20.22 12.46 50 4.88 4.57 10.95 0.62 0.000 ***
9 16.52 17.66 62 −0.80 −3.98 1.70 0.08 1.000
10 9.73 11.67 61 −1.73 −4.18 0.30 0.21 0.442
11 29.79 36.07 27 −2.40 −11.65 −0.91 0.28 0.165
12 9.98 8.54 69 3.30 0.57 2.30 0.27 0.014 *
Q = Question number, MT = trimmed mean text, MG = trimmed mean graphics, DF=
degrees of freedom, Effect = Yuen’s explanatory measure of effect size, p = significance
Table H.5 – Study Two - Comprehension RT comparisons
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Q MT MG DF Statistic Lower Upper effect p
1 6.31 7.25 64 −2.82 −1.61 −0.28 0.25 0.038 *
2 8.65 8.53 8 0.10 −2.78 3.04 0.02 1.000
3 15.23 9.89 2 0.68 −28.22 38.89 0.30 1.000
4 13.79 14.85 21 −1.62 −2.40 0.30 0.20 0.599
5 6.40 6.04 38 1.13 −0.28 1.00 0.13 1.000
6 5.21 5.41 65 −0.87 −0.65 0.26 0.08 1.000
Q = Question number, MT = trimmed mean text, MG = trimmed mean graphics, DF=
degrees of freedom, Effect = Yuen’s explanatory measure of effect size, p = significance
Table H.6 – Study Two - Retention RT comparisons
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Appendix I
Additional Tables for Study Three
Variance Shapiro Skewness Kurtosis
W p Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error
Comprehension Text 90.84 0.87 0.000 −0.47 −0.69 −0.95 −0.70
Comprehension Graphics 115.13 0.78 0.000 −1.33 −1.94 1.05 0.78
Immediate Retention Text 243.79 0.87 0.000 0.13 0.19 −0.28 −0.21
Immediate Retention Graphics 342.79 0.88 0.000 −0.59 −0.86 −0.40 −0.30
Delayed Retention Text 169.15 0.95 0.047 0.18 0.26 −0.25 −0.19
Delayed Retention Graphics 266.42 0.96 0.106 0.23 0.34 −0.02 −0.02
Table I.1 – Study Three - Variance, normality, skew, and kurtosis
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Q MT MG DF Statistic Lower Upper effect p
1 30.00 33.49 23.00 −1.07 −10.22 3.24 0.15 0.771
2 28.11 24.55 26.00 1.41 −1.64 8.76 0.22 0.719
3 15.52 11.98 25.00 3.16 1.23 5.85 0.48 0.041 *
4 30.19 37.20 22.00 −2.04 −14.13 0.11 0.32 0.373
5 25.47 28.33 17.00 −0.58 −13.19 7.47 0.13 0.771
6 27.50 17.54 22.00 2.74 2.42 17.49 0.44 0.108
7 18.72 13.19 24.00 3.44 2.21 8.85 0.55 0.024 *
8 24.94 12.23 26.00 6.32 8.58 16.84 0.82 0.000 ***
9 14.61 18.49 22.00 −2.63 −6.94 −0.82 0.37 0.123
10 9.58 12.28 28.00 −1.94 −5.56 0.15 0.33 0.377
11 29.67 33.31 21.00 −1.17 −10.14 2.86 0.18 0.771
12 8.84 8.02 27.00 1.51 −0.30 1.93 0.24 0.719
Q = Question number, MT = trimmed mean text, MG = trimmed mean graphics, DF= degrees of freedom,
Effect = Yuen’s explanatory measure of effect size, p = significance
Table I.2 – Study Three - Comprehension RT comparisons
Q MT MG DF Statistic Lower Upper effect p
1 5.68 7.07 29.00 −3.98 −2.10 −0.67 0.56 0.003 **
2 9.16 11.45 9.00 −1.23 −6.51 1.93 0.40 0.755
3 19.98 15.41 2.00 2.34 −3.85 13.00 0.49 0.658
4 15.40 16.54 20.00 −0.92 −3.71 1.44 0.17 0.755
5 6.19 5.56 19.00 1.58 −0.21 1.46 0.29 0.658
6 4.99 5.13 26.00 −0.46 −0.73 0.46 0.06 0.755
Q = Question number, MT = trimmed mean text, MG = trimmed mean graphics, DF= degrees of freedom,
Effect = Yuen’s explanatory measure of effect size, p = significance
Table I.3 – Study Three - Initial retention RT comparisons
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